YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS WITH US

MAY | JUNE 2015

The new
Baccarat Hotel
lights up NYC

50 THINGS WE LOVE ABOUT HOTELS

THE
HOTEL
ISSUE
+ OUR TOP REASONS TO CRUISE

Maine's coast was a true delight.
sandy beaches, rugged coasts and
some of the freshest seafood
we've ever had.

VA C A T I O N S A R E F O R R E L A X I N G .

A V OYA G E
I S F O R T H O S E W H O WA N T

TO BE

M O V E D.
21 years

19 years

Only Crystal Cruises has been voted World’s Best more
than any other cruise line, hotel or resort in history.

BEGIN YOUR STORY with Crystal Cruises’
award-winning service, stunning spaces that have
been completely reimagined, exceptional quality
and numerous choices.

The unparalleled All Inclusive Crystal Experience®
aboard the World’s Best Cruise Line features:
• Complimentary select fine wines, champagne,
premium spirits, non-alcoholic beverages
• Complimentary gratuities for housekeeping,
dining and bar staff
• Exquisite Italian menu at Prego and innovative
Japanese cuisine from Nobu Matsuhisa†
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Book by June 30, 2015 for the best available

Québec City

limited-time Book Now fares
See inside for details…
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C R U I S E T H E WO R L D A N D S AV E U P TO $ 3 , 0 0 0 W I T H

U N F O R G E T TA B L E

L I M I T E D -T I M E B O O K N OW FA R E S .

ADVENTURES

A WA I T Y O U

Begin a new story with Crystal Cruises exploring the Autumnal sights of New England
& Canada, lush Caribbean islands and rich South American cities in 2015. Climb aboard
a horse drawn carriage and explore quaint Old Québec. Visit a rum distillery and walk

AT

the grounds of historic Fort San Cristobal in San Juan. Or experience a cable car journey

E V E RY

P O RT .

up to the summit of Rio de Janeiro’s Sugar Loaf Mountain. Book any of these voyages —
2014 VIRTUOSO

®

or any of Crystal’s many other sailings — aboard the World’s Best today by calling your

®

Colorful Rio

BOOK BY 6/30/ 15

BROCHURE PER PERSON
FARES FROM

ITINERARY

DESTINATION

7

Sep 13

New England & Canada

New York City to Montréal

Crystal Symphony

$6,700

$2,700

5223

7

Sep 20

Canada

Round-trip Montréal

Crystal Symphony

$6,900

$2,800

5224

7

Sep 27

New England & Canada

Montréal to New York City

Crystal Symphony

$7,040

$2,870

5225

10

Oct 4

New England & Canada

New York City to Montréal

Crystal Symphony

$9,860

$3,980

5226

10

Oct 14

New England & Canada

Montréal to New York City

Crystal Symphony

$9,370

$3,935

5227

7

Oct 24

New England & Canada

Round-trip New York City

Crystal Symphony

$5,990

$2,345

5228

14

Oct 31

U.S. East Coast

New York City to Miami

Crystal Symphony

$11,910

$5,005

Book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings including:

5229

14

Nov 14

Caribbean

Round-trip Miami

Crystal Symphony

$10,940

$4,520

5230

14

Nov 28

Caribbean

Round-trip Miami

Crystal Symphony

$10,940

$4,520

5231

7

Dec 12

Caribbean

Miami to San Juan

Crystal Symphony

$5,390

$2,045

• Competitive cruise fares
• Personable onboard host
• Onboard welcome reception

5232

15

Dec 19

South America

San Juan to Rio de Janeiro

Crystal Symphony

$18,990

$6,495

SHIP

DAYS

5222

DATE

VOYAGE

BOOK NOW PER PERSON
FARES FROM

WINNER

Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

2015

Best Luxury
Cruise Line

Nobu’s famous black cod with miso

South America and Brazil held
our imaginations. Tom liked

meeting friendly locals in every
port. I loved soaking up the sun

and the different cultures.

• Full-day shore event or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

• More overnights in renowned cities allow more time for cultural immersion
• New Optional Personal Select Air program available
• Book Early for the best available Book Now Fares
Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E2 on Crystal Symphony, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made between 5/1/2015 and 6/30/2015
and do not include port, security and handling charges of $280-$730. Book Now Savings of $3,000 per person apply to voyage 5232 on Crystal Symphony. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions,
apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Optional Personal Select Air program available from
designated Crystal Cruises' gateway cities in the U.S. and Canada and include all government taxes and fees. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events
and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked
into the Virtuoso Voyager Club Group to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. †Crystal Cruises offers each guest the opportunity to dine at least once on a complimentary basis in Prego and at least once in Silk Road
or the Sushi Bar (Sushi Bar is not available for pre-reservation via PCPC and is available on a first come first serve basis). Additional reservations or visits (including “walk-in” diners) are subject to a $30 per person fee,
subject to availability. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Pricing and promotions are accurate at time of printing. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete
terms and conditions of all offers. ©2015 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas
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The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Elegant Mid-Sized Ships
With All Ocean-View Suites and Private Balconies,
Visiting Nearly 350 Destinations Worldwide

IBERIAN DISCOVERY
ROME TO LISBON
OCTOBER 21, 2015 | 10 NIGHTS

Seven Seas Mariner®
Ports Visited: Rome (Civitavecchia),

Enjoy Virtuoso Voyager Club Amenities:
VOYAGER CLUB HOST, PRIVATE COCKTAIL RECEPTION

Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno),
Monte Carlo, Toulon, Palamos, Barcelona,
Valencia, Cartagena, Gibraltar, Lisbon O

AND AN EXCLUSIVE SHORE EVENT

2-For-1 Fares from $7,599 per person

FOR VOYAGES AND RESERVATIONS,
PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

Includes FREE Roundtrip Air*
& Up To $1,500 Early Booking Savings
UP TO 40 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

THE MOST INCLUSIVE
LUXURY EXPERIENCE TM

YOU REALLY CAN HAVE IT ALL

Every wish..
Every whim..
Every want..

2-FOR-1 ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES
FREE
ROUNDTRIP AIR*
FREE
ROUNDTRIP BUSINESS CLASS AIR**
ON EUROPEAN VOYAGES
FREE
UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS
FREE
LUXURY HOTEL PACKAGE†
FREE
SPECIALTY RESTAURANTS
FREE
UNLIMITED BEVERAGES INCLUDING
FINE WINES AND PREMIUM SPIRITS
FREE
OPEN BARS AND LOUNGES
PLUS IN-SUITE MINI-BAR
REPLENISHED DAILY
FREE
PRE-PAID GRATUITIES
FREE
WIFI THROUGHOUT THE SHIP†

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS

ATLANTIC OCEAN GEMS

ISTANBUL TO DUBAI
OCTOBER 31, 2015 | 21 NIGHTS

CAPE TOWN TO RIO DE JANEIRO
DECEMBER 9, 2015 | 14 NIGHTS

Seven Seas Voyager®

Seven Seas Mariner ®

Ports Visited: Istanbul, Kavala/Philippi,

Ports Visited: Cape Town

Ephesus (Kusadasi), Jerusalem (Haifa) O O ,
Luxor (Safaga) O , Petra (Aqaba), Salalah,
Muscat, Abu Dhabi, Dubai

O,

Luderitz,
Walvis Bay O , Jamestown, Rio de Janeiro O

2-For-1 Fares from $12,799 per person

2-For-1 Fares from $6,799 per person

Includes FREE Roundtrip Air*
& Up To $3,000 Early Booking Savings

Includes FREE Roundtrip Air*
& Up To $2,000 Early Booking Savings

UP TO 39 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

UP TO 12 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

FREE
TRANSFERS BETWEEN
AIRPORT AND SHIP

*FREE Roundtrip Air includes ground transfers and applies to coach
flights only from the following U.S. & Canadian gateway cities: ATL,
BOS, CLT, DEN, DFW, DTW, EWR, FLL, IAD, IAH, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO,
MDW, MIA, MSP, ORD, PBI, PHL, PHX, SAN, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YVR,
YYZ. Advertised fares that include FREE Roundtrip Air include all
airline fees, surcharges and government taxes. Airline-imposed
personal charges such as baggage fees may apply. For details, visit
exploreflightfees.com. Business Class Air applies to inter-continental
flights only and is per person, each way. For additional terms &
conditions contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
**Applies to Penthouse Suites & higher
†Applies to Concierge Suites & higher. For FREE WiFi, minute
limitations apply.

O Overnight in port

®

®

May | June 2015
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50 things we love
about hotels – plus 23
of our favorite reasons
to cruise.
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Expedition cruising
takes a turn for the
luxe on a journey
through Melanesia.

Reykjavik’s design scene
thrives on Icelandic energy – and a little magic.

An Australian photographer turns his lens on his
country’s vast and varied Northern Territory.

BY KIM BROWN SEELY

BY MARIKA CAIN

BY ANSON SMART

A WORLD AWAY

AMONG
THE ELVES

TRUE NORTH

All that glitters: Lighting up the scene at New York’s new Baccarat Hotel. PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRÉDÉRIC LAGRANGE.
Wardrobe styling: Sarah Cobb/Sarah Laird & Good Company. Model: Sarah Kickuth/Ford Models, Inc. Hair: Jennifer Brent for Exclusive Artists Mgmt. using Aveda Hair Care.
Makeup: Elaine Madelon for Exclusive Artists Mgmt. using Chanel. Wardrobe: Dress, La Petite Robe di Chiara Boni, Bergdorf Goodman; shoes, Manolo Blahnik; hat, Ellen Christine
Couture. Poodle: Jake/All Creatures Great & Small of NY, Ltd. This page: Dress, Victoria Beckham, Bergdorf Goodman; shoes, Jimmy Choo; bag, Alexandra Clancy.
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ON THE COVER

FRÉDÉRIC LAGRANGE

83

Refined refreshment
at the Baccarat.

Where the memories they make
last infnitely longer.

Whether your plans call for a romantic retreat, a family adventure or an urban escape,
we invite you to experience our collection of extraordinary destinations. From the legendary
shores of Hawaii to the Lowcountry of South Carolina, Montage Hotels & Resorts provides
the perfect backdrop to create memories that can be cherished long after you return home.
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Get out of your comfort zone – in
pure comfort – with a few days
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Five great new hotel restaurants.
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Sweet, salty, and always artistic –
a varied haul from the land of
Vikings and volcanoes.

(DRINK) CHRISTOPHER WISE, (PADDLES) ELLEN BARNES, (HORSES) PAM VOTH, (BEACH) BRUNO MORANDI/GETTY IMAGES

Jewelry designer and philanthropist Ashley Pittman travels for
good – and good fun.

44 SUITE TALK A first look at

Some moments are worth remembering

...others are unforgettable

For reservations and information please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
HALEKULANI PAST, PRESENT, FOREVER...

Editor’s Note

WE W HOTELS

CC

ONFESSION: I SWIPE

HOTEL STATIONERY. A GLANCE

in my desk drawer
reveals notepads from Boca
Raton Resort & Club,
Four Seasons Resort Bora Bora,
The St. Regis San
Francisco, and Waldorf Astoria
Park City. It’s a little thing,
really, and I swear I don’t pilfer
robes or ashtrays. But with
their luxe logos and inviting
locales, these pads glam up any
to-do list and, for a moment,
transport me from, say, the
grocery store or the dry cleaner
to fond memories of hotel stays
that pamper with possibilities:
Cuddle up on that plush bed
with its mountain of pillows?
Order room service? Raid the
minibar? Hit the pool, or maybe
the spa? Yes, it’s all decadently frivolous and indulgent, but that’s part of the fun – and the
appeal – of checking in.
This issue celebrates a few of the many reasons we love hotels – and with nearly 1,100 hotels
in the Virtuoso portfolio, there’s a lot to love. Senior editor Justin Paul and associate art director Korena Bolding Sinnett spearheaded the project, collaborating with colleagues, Virtuoso
travel advisors, and hotels around the world to compile a slate of services, staffers, and special
touches that we remember long after checkout. And because cruise ships are essentially floating hotels (except with ever-changing settings), we also highlight our favorite reasons to set
sail. Read the article on page 83.
One of the newest hotels we love: the brand-new Baccarat in New York. Art director
Melanie Fowler and I were among the very first guests to stay there as the hotel was polishing
up the crystal and putting on the finishing touches for its grand opening. It’s one of the glitziest
I’ve seen: contemporary, yet sparkling with an incredible collection of Baccarat crystal –
including 17 crystal chandeliers (and Baccarat glassware in the guest-room minibars and
bathrooms). The hotel is featured on the cover and elsewhere in this issue – but it’s even more
impressive in real life, so add it (and definitely a drink at its bar) to your to-do list. I have a
notepad if you need one.

A few outtakes from our phot o shoot
on location at the new Baccarat
Hotel in New York. We love hotels that
welcome pets (like our cover pooch,
Jake). What do you love? Tell us at
edit ors@virt uoso.com.
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(PORTRAIT) KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI, (COVERS) FRÉDÉRIC LAGRANGE

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
esrnka@virtuoso.com

Magic Kingdom®Park, Walt Disney World®Resort

So, just how big can you dream?
Surely it will come as no surprise that Orlando is home to seven of the top ten theme parks. What you might not know is that Orlando offers a wealth of
VIP adventures and exclusive tours that take you behind the scenes where only a select few ever set foot. These magical experiences are the perfect
complements to our premier luxury properties, destination spas and world-class restaurants. Don’t put off your dreams. Contact a Virtuoso® travel advisor today.

Universal Orlando® Resort

Discovery Cove®

®
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”
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“Shangri-La Hotel,
Tokyo – my favorite
spa in the world.”

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
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Virtuoso® is the industry’s leading luxury travel network. This by-invitation-only organization comprises over 355 travel agencies with nearly 9,000 advisors in 26 countries in North and South America, the Caribbean, Europe, Asia-Paciﬁc, Australia, and New Zealand, as well as 1,700 of the world’s best travel
providers and premier destinations. For a subscription, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor. All pricing and travel described herein are subject to change and availability, and restrictions may apply. Prices are per person, double occupancy, in U.S. dollars, and do not include taxes or other fees unless stated otherwise. Publisher assumes no liability for the representations contained herein. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited art, photography, or manuscripts. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part without written consent of the publisher. For high-quality reprints, contact The YGS Group at 717/3991900 ext. 139; theygsgroup.com. EDITORIAL: editors@virtuoso.com. ADVERTISING: marketingproduction@virtuoso.com. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULATION, AND POSTMASTER INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 505 Main Street, Suite 500, Fort Worth, TX 76102;
virtuoso.com. To stop receiving Virtuoso Life, contact your travel advisor or email gmagers@virtuoso.com. California CST# 2069091; TA#808 - Registered Iowa Travel Agency; Washington UBI#601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the state of California. Copyright ©
2015 by Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Within the United States, Virtuoso, the Globe Swirl Logo, Specialists in the Art of Travel, We Orchestrate Dreams, Voyager Club, Virtuoso Life, Journey to Global Citizenship, Return on Life, and Orchestrate Dreams are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Best of the
Best, and Expect the World are trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. Outside the U.S., these marks are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and the applicable marks are registered with numerous national trademark registries around the world.
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Contributors
Contributing writer KIM
“A World Away,” page 100

BROWN SEELY – Seattle

THE REPORT: “My husband and I weren’t sure how we’d handle 18 days at sea,
but it was a revelation: We realize now how many remote places are best explored by small ship. I’d love to cruise Arctic Svalbard or the Russian Far East.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Sunset, Town & Country, and Alaska
WHERE NEXT? “Sun Valley, Idaho. I like that you can raft the Middle Fork of

the Salmon in July and hear the Sun Valley Symphony in August.”
Photographer ANSON
“True North,” page 118

SMART – Sydney

THE REPORT: “I was surprised how relaxed everyone was

about crocodiles in Australia’s
Northern Territory. Maybe
reading a history on crocodile
attacks prior to my trip didn’t
help, but people were just
swimming everywhere.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Food & Wine,
Vogue Living, and Condé
Nast Traveler

AD XXXXX
If BLEED, make it ft and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it ft and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

WHERE NEXT? “Papua
New Guinea for a series
on the Southern Highlands’
Asaro mudmen.”

Photographer FRÉDÉRIC
LAGRANGE – Brooklyn
Cover

Managing editor MARIKA
“Among the Elves,” page 110

THE REPORT: “The refned, beautifully laid out Baccarat Hotel is an
incredible and peaceful environment. That’s always welcome
when I’m working with animals.
Even though Jake the poodle was
very well behaved, it makes for
an unexpected and often quite
tricky day.”

THE REPORT: “One day I was soaking in the Blue Lagoon
with a silica mud mask; the next I was exploring the studios
of some of the country’s most exciting designers. Throw in
thundering waterfalls,
Viking legends, volcanic
drama, and the local
brand of wickedly dry
humor, and Iceland,
I’ll be back.”

ALSO SEEN IN: Vanity Fair, GQ, and

WHERE NEXT? “The
Oregon coast, then Miami
for a long weekend – and
I’m hoping to make it to
Sweden this summer.”

the New Yorker
WHERE NEXT? “Papua, Indonesia’s
central high plateau, a pristine and
rugged environment.”

Writer ELAINE GLUSAC – Chicago
“Acing Arizona,” page 130
THE REPORT: “For me, Arizona is the Valhalla of tennis: perfect weather,
courts everywhere, and top-notch pros. What I learned in three concentrated days of play vaulted my tennis to a new killer-lite level back home.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Departures, National Geographic Traveler, and the

New York Times
WHERE NEXT? “Uruguay – there was just one guidebook at the

bookstore, and that sold us. My family and I love South America
and blind road trips.”
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CAIN – Seattle

Connections

VIRTUOSO
COMMUNITY
Tourism by the numbers, your travel snaps,
and what’s trending on Virtuoso.com.
YOUR SHOT

TRAVEL FOR GOOD

Photos from your travels.

Yet another reason to
pull out that passport.
Your travel dollars help
millions – specifically, they
support 277 million jobs, or 1
in every 11 jobs held globally,
according to the World Travel
and Tourism Council’s latest
data. And your globe-trotting is
industry-changing: Travel and
tourism grew 3.6 percent last
year, outperforming growth in
most other sectors. Overall,
the travel and tourism industry
added $7.6 trillion to the global
economy in 2014, representing
10 percent of global GDP. That
alone is worth the journey.

STAY CONNECTED
Digital Edition
Read Virtuoso Life
wherever you are
by downloading our
iPad and iPhone
apps at virtuoso.
com/VLapps.

Online
Learn more at virtuoso.com.
Email us at editors@virtuoso.com.

WHO: Massachusetts-based

Virtuoso
traveler Catherine Ianchulev with
her mother and daughter

A multigenerational trip to
Paris, coordinated by Saint Louisbased travel advisor Julie Jones.
She arranged for a Parisian sketch
artist to spend a day touring the
city with Ianchulev’s 10-year-old
daughter, who is interested in art.
Says Ianchulev: “We’d normally
never have these experiences.
Being able to do that for my
daughter in Paris is something I
could never plan myself. It ended up
being a magical trip.”

WHERE:

Ianchulev with her mother and daughter at
Versailles and (inset) spending the day with
a Parisian sketch artist.

VIRTUOSO.COM
A look at the mostsearched hotels on our site.

Grace Bay Club’s
newly updated
villa suite.

Check out Virtuoso’s online
portfolio of 1,000-plus hotels for
inspiration on where to go, plus
reviews and recommendations
from Virtuoso travelers.
1. Esprit Saint Germain, Paris
2. Acqualina Resort & Spa on the
Beach, Miami Beach
3. 45 Park Lane, London
4. Bellagio, Las Vegas
5. Grace Bay Club, Turks and Caicos

TRAVELER REVIEW: “After staying at many resorts in the Caribbean,
I think Grace Bay Club is right up there at the top. The resort is
fantastic. The grounds are well maintained, the staff is friendly,
and the amenities are great. For anyone traveling to Turks, I
would highly recommend this resort.” – GCrenshaw

How to help disaster relief efforts in Vanuatu.
In March, Cyclone Pam – bringing with it winds as high as 165 mph – tore through Vanuatu, leaving
massive destruction in its wake. About two-thirds of the country’s population has been directly affected. If
you’d like to help, consider a donation to Oxfam’s Cyclone Pam Relief and Recovery Fund at oxfamamerica.
org. (For more on Vanuatu, read about an expedition cruise through the region on page 100.)
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(VANUATU) LUIS GARCÍA

WORTHY CAUSE

P RO M OT I O N

VIRTUOSO PEOPLE & PLACES
®

Travel advisors, clients, and suppliers celebrate anniversaries, renovations, and tourism.

RICHNESS RENEWED
On March 2, The Goring celebrated its 105th
birthday with a luncheon that introduced the
hotel’s recent renovation. As the guest of honor, the
Duchess of Cambridge Catherine Middleton helped
to mark a new era for the London hotel by painting
the final brushstrokes on the Front Hall wallpaper.
Members of the Virtuoso community also
attended, including Craig and Debbie Bush, Sharon
Fake, Mollie Fitzgerald, Martha Gaughen, Claudia
Gordon, Albert Herrera, Ryan and Malaka Hilton,
Gene Lashley, Peter Lloyd, Ellison Poe, Tina Rose,
Anne Scully, Rebecca Slater, Nancy Strong, John
Turner, Laura Wallace, and Valerie Wilson.

The Regimental Band of the Coldstream Guards plays outside The Goring and (left) Kate Middleton
greets (from left to right) Anne Scully, Gene Lashley, Valerie Wilson, Nancy Strong, and Albert Herrera.
See page 44 for more on The Goring’s renovation.

Laura Asilis and Jaime Leon (front row, third and fourth
from right), owners of Travelwise in the Dominican
Republic, celebrate the agency’s tenth anniversary.

Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch (center) with
Mexico’s President Enrique Peña Nieto and Secretary
of Tourism Claudia Ruiz Massieu, at a luncheon to kick
off Mexican tourism event Tianguis Turístico México.

Century Travel in Atlanta celebrated its 30th anniversary
with a gala event for advisors, clients, and suppliers.

Barcelona Inspires
Discover a cosmopolitan, Mediterranean city with more
than 2000 years of history and with a whole host of
unique and exclusive experiences.
Enjoy Gaudí’s architecture, take a stroll through the streets
and squares of the Gothic Quarter, visit museums like the
Picasso and let yourself be captivated by Barcelona’s
culinary offering which includes gastronomic tours of local
markets, signature tapas and traditional dishes given a new
twist by the city’s young chefs.
The Barcelona Premium and our city offer endless unique
experiences which are designed to satisfy all tastes.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to arrange a custom
itinerary today.

www.barcelonapremium.com

Have you tried
our Playroom?

* 2 for 1 Savings are based on published Full Brochure Fares; such fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and do not include optional charges as detailed in the Guest Ticket Contract, which may be viewed, along with additional terms at OceaniaCruises.com. “Free Airfare” promotion does not include ground transfers
and applies to coach, round-trip fights only from the following airports: ATL, BOS, CLT, DCA, DEN, DFW, DTW, EWR, HNL, IAH, IAD, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MDW, MIA, ORD, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YOW, YUL, YVR, YYZ. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to assign gateways based on availability for JFK, LGA and MIA. Airfare is available
from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways for an additional charge. Any advertised fares that include the “Free Airfare” promotion include all airline fees, surcharges and government taxes. Airline-imposed personal charges such as baggage fees may apply. For details visit explorefightfees.com. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. MAY1503

discover
the Culinary Center,
the only hands-on
cooking school at sea
where you participate
in the action.

2 for 1 Cruise Fares
with Free Airfare*
Plus Virtuoso exclusive
Pre-Paid Gratuities
and Shipboard Credits
on select voyages.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to discuss the best voyage for you.

award-Winning mid-Size Ships
Finest Cuisine at Sea
destination Specialists
extraordinary value
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DEPARTMENT STORES
S PA I N & P O R T U G A L
Paseo de la Castellana, 71. MADRID
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A Venetian Escape
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{ DESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE }

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: COSTAS CHRIST, MICHAEL FRANK, ELAINE GLUSAC, AND FRAN GOLDEN

Down the line: St. Regis polo captain Nacho Figueras
(foreground) at the Piaget Hamptons Cup. The charity
event’s next installment takes place in August.

PONY UP
Argentine polo star Nacho Figueras and Team Americas charge into action against Team England on May 16 at the
St. Regis International Polo Cup. The eighth annual cup kicks off the UK international test match season at Cowdray
Park, a West Sussex estate where polo has been played for more than a century.
St. Regis’ patronage of the game of kings dates to the early 1900s also, when the Astor family hosted polo players at
its New York hotel, and continues today through U.S. matches in Sonoma and the Hamptons – along with Aspen’s World
Snow Polo Championship. The hotel chain is currently making its biggest play on the game: a polo-focused resort, with
four competition fields, a polo school, and stables with some 500 stalls, due to open in Dubai in 2017.

M AY | J U N E 2 0 1 5
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Passport
ART & CULTURE

NYCÕS ART SCENE SOUNDS OFF.

Clockwise from left: Björk makes sound and visual waves,
Yoko Ono’s Painting to See in the Dark, and the new Whitney.

A CUT ABOVE

The Meatpacking District vies for the cultural spotlight when the Whitney Museum of
American Art reopens in its new home this month. “Here, all at once, you have the water, the
park, the powerful industrial structures, and the exciting mix of people,” says architect Renzo
Piano, who designed the High Line park neighbor to accommodate indoor and outdoor exhibitions, with a soaring lobby gallery and a column-free 18,000-square-foot space for massive
installations such as the Frank Stella sculpture show this fall. The waterfront museum opens
with America Is Hard to See (May 1 through September 27), the largest display of its permanent
collection to date, spanning 115 years with some 650 works. whitney.org.
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NOW
HEAR THIS
Two one-woman shows
take center stage at MoMA
this spring. Lend an ear to
a two-story sound installation designed by Icelandic
provocateur Björk and
explore videos, costumes,
and instruments crafted
from a Tesla coil in her
namesake exhibition
through June 7. The monumental display overlaps
Yoko Ono: One Woman
Show, 1960–1971, comprising roughly 125 early
works on paper, plus audio
recordings, installations,
and archived performances
(May 17 through September 7). moma.org.

(BJÖRK, FROM LEFT) JONATHAN MUZIKAR AND DANNY CLINCH, (YOKO ONO) GEORGE MACIUNAS

MANHATTAN PROJECT

Passport
TECH

PHOTO FINISH
Our favorite new travel camera, plus
three apps to grab before your next fight.

At less than half the weight and bulk of a DSLR, the new Olympus PEN E-PL7 offers a huge range of removable lens options. “I’d pack
the optional $599 M.Zuiko ED 14-150mm, which defaults to super-wide angle but also zooms to 10x,” says Virtuoso Life gear reviewer
Michael Frank. The camera’s 1/4,000-second shutter is incredibly quick, and the unique 180-degree, downward-opening viewfinder
makes selfies a snap. Built-in Wi-Fi and a companion app allow you to use your phone to remotely adjust camera settings, frame the
shot, click the shutter, and share on social media sites – all within seconds. $599 with 14-42mm lens, getolympus.com.

1.

“I love editing with Faded
because it’s incredibly intuitive and playful,” Frank says. “Adjust
shadows and saturation, add light
leaks and emulsions, or even overlay
images and patterns on your photos
with a few taps. It’s nice that you can
see what it can do before you lock in
edits – especially on iPads, where
the larger screen displays more
choices when applying effects.”
$1, madewithfaded.com, iOS only.

1. Select from a broad spectrum of filters (34 free with
the app, plus another 36
available for purchase).

2. Apply pro features such as
vignetting (the effect vintage
lenses used to draw the eye to
the center of focus).

3. Choose your frame (a star
shape, a plus sign … if you can
dream it, it’s in there).

1. Choose a photo or video,
and the text you want to appear on it (you’ll get a preview
of how it animates).

2. Add a visual filter if desired.

3. Fire off the note to a friend or
the entirety of the Interwebs.

2.

Animate text (up to 100
characters) over a photo or
video and share digitally with
Legend. “It’s great for a laugh
or to grab attention with GIFs in
email, texts, or social media,” Frank
says. “Messages waterfall, pop up,
explode like fireworks, or dribble
across your shot in entertaining
ways, turning even the sentiment
you share into its own form of art.”
$2, legend.im, iOS only.

3.

Sometimes travel shots really are wall-worthy. Instantly Framed
lets you select your masterpiece and its dimensions (up to 8 by 8
inches in a 12-by-12-inch frame). For $65 the company prints the
photograph on acid-free paper in rich archival inks, then mats, mounts,
and frames it in sustainably sourced black walnut behind thick 2.5mm
glass – and it arrives within four business days. “The print could easily
beat you home,” says Frank. Free, instantlyframed.com, iOS only.
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9:49 PM
Te moment city lights
held you spellbound.
Whether overlooking the shimmering lights
along the Thames, shopping on 5th Avenue
or people watching on the Bund, our hotels
surround you with the fnest the world has
to offer. London’s The Savoy, The Plaza in
New York or Fairmont Peace Hotel, Shanghai –
each continue to evoke a sense of distinction
and glamour. In fact, you are welcome to think
of these or any of our nearly 30 Virtuoso
hotels around the globe as your home base
for all your dazzling adventures.
Call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to find your
Fairmont moment.

U N F O R G E T T A B L E . S I N C E 1 9 0 7.

Passport
THE STYLISH TRAVELER

YOGA
BLOWS UP

Closet Case

(SUITCASE) CHRISTIAN HORAN PHOTOGRAPHY

L.A.-based closet designer Lisa Adams and
luggage brand Max Mirani recently introduced the
LAMove Mobile Closet, the organization expert of suitcases. The wheelie features a removable garment bag that
zips out to serve as a tote. Toiletries and undergarments
fit in magnetically closed pockets. A jewelry roll can
double as a clutch. And a heat-resistant pocket handles
hot flat irons stashed before departure. At 21 by 14.5 by 9
inches, LAMove fits into most overhead compartments,
making it a first-class carry-on in any cabin. In gray or
black. $645, laclosetdesign.com and maxmirani.com.

Performing yoga on
a stand-up paddleboard (SUP yoga)
challenges core
strength as well as
balance and flexibility. Sometimes it
even challenges fans
to find a board. Enter
Gillian Gibree, a pro
SUP racer, who has
designed the first
travel-ready model.
The Wanderlust SUP
Yoga Board inflates
to just over 10 feet.
Deflated, it rolls up into
a backpack weighing in
at 26 pounds. $1,090,
paddleintofitness.com.
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Visit Zürich.
Discover Switzerland.

Contact
your Vir
tuoso
travel ad
visor to
plan you
r tri
to Zuric p
h.

Amidst stunning natural beauty, this vibrant and elegant metropolis is located on
Lake Zurich. Enjoy the charming Old Town where two thousand years of history
come alive. Zurich is also the ideal base from which to explore Switzerland – on
a day trip to Mount Titlis or the famous Jungfraujoch in the Bernese Oberland.
zuerich.com | #VisitZurich

Passport
GO LIKE A PRO

NOW
SHOWING
As Le Royal Monceau – Raffles’ art
concierge (the only such position in
Paris), 31-year-old Julie Eugène leads
guests on tours of the hotel’s collection
and organizes studio and gallery visits
for art investors and noncollectors alike.
While Julie can secure seats at an exclusive
auction, her favorite requests often involve
arranging art workshops for kids or steering guests to exhibits and performances
that perfectly suit their style.
FAVORITE ARTWORK IN THE HOTEL: Nikolay
Polissky’s wood Hunting Trophies – his only
permanent indoor installation in the world.
EXHIBIT YOU’RE MOST LOOKING FORWARD TO
THIS SUMMER: Two: Jean Paul Gaultier at Le
Grand Palais through August 3, and Anish
Kapoor at Château de Versailles, June 9
through November 1.
NEIGHBORHOOD YOU’LL ALWAYS LOVE: The third

arrondissement in the Marais, the oldest part
of Paris. It’s home to the best contemporary
galleries, and rue Chapon is my favorite place
to search for works by up-and-coming artists.
Plus, the shops are open on Sunday!
FAVORITE BAR FOR A POSTSHOW DATE:

La Candelaria (52 rue de Saintonge), a Mexican restaurant with a secret bar behind a small
door in the back. Or Le Little Red Door (60 rue
Charlot) for inventive cocktails and occasional
jazz concerts and exhibitions.
NO TRIP TO PARIS IS COMPLETE WITHOUT:

Art concierge Julie Eugène and a painting
by Thai artist Sudaporn Teja – one of 350
works in the hotel’s collection.
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MICHEL FIGUET

I won’t lie, you have to see the Eiffel Tower,
Montmartre, and the Louvre. But if you want
to discover the real Paris, I propose a streetart tour of the city’s best murals.

Blu restaurant

Our favorite restaurant in Europe
was right on board
Embark on a culinary journey with up to 12 distinctive restaurants, each
with an ambiance as unique and appealing as the cuisines they serve.
Every menu is crafted by our James Beard-featured chef, and every dish
is prepared fresh from scratch. It’s no wonder your favorite restaurant
in Europe will be one of ours.

That’s modern luxury.SM

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
©2015 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador. 15043269

Passport
THE LAYOVER

MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Eat

Shop

Drink

See

Grab a strong café con leche
and a guava pastry (above) for
breakfast – plus a Cuban sandwich for in-flight sustenance –
at Café Versailles, a branch of
the Little Havana landmark. For
fresh smoothies, tortilla soup,
and adobo pulled pork, stop at
Icebox Cafe, a spin-off of the
South Beach standby.

Don’t miss Coco Bay for beachwear (above). Browse the stacks
at Books & Books, an outpost
of the independent bookseller
that helped make Miami a literary destination. The Shoppes
at Ocean Drive deals everything
from luggage by Brazilian pop
artist Romero Britto to Florida
stone crab, packaged to fly.

Spirits rule the concourse here.
Salute agave at Jose Cuervo
Tequileria. Rival Bacardí Mojito
Bar (above) muddles up the
namesake cocktail along with an
array of rum specialties.

Stroll artist Michele Oka Doner’s
A Walk on the Beach, a half mile
of cast-bronze saltwater plants
and vertebrates, inlaid in the
terminal’s terrazzo floors.

Paging plane geeks: The new North American Airports Trading Cards Collectors Series features glam airport shots on the front
with trivia stats on the back, distributed free at 30 airports. airporttradingcards.com.
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(CAFÉ VERSAILLES) JOSE MORE/VWPICS/ALAMY,
(ICON) STEPHEN JB THOMAS/THE NOUN PROJECT

Miami ’s six concourses serve as a gateway to Latin America and the Caribbean.
Recently, its biggest tenant, American Airlines, finished up the $3 billion North Terminal project,
resulting in the streamlined, high-ceilinged Concourse D.

Passport
FOOD & SPIRITS

DRINK TO THIS
Upgrade your souvenir cup at
Italy’s Grand Hotel Tremezzo
on Lake Como, where La Terrazza restaurant serves beverages in colorful glassware from
Venetian glassblower Carlo
Moretti’s hot shop – yours to
keep for $120.

TINY BUBBLES
Pop corks on boutique vintages at the
San Francisco Champagne Society, a
new 250-square-foot SoMa hideaway. The
20-person bar specializes in Champagne
proper, with a focus on producers who turn
out fewer than 100,000 bottles per year,
although the occasional non-Gallic sparkler
makes guest appearances. 1097 Howard
Street; email reservations required:
reservations@sfchampagnesociety.com.

Australian DJ and restaurateur Grant Smillie steps onto West Hollywood’s big stage with the new split-level
E.P. & L.P. Chef Louis Tikaram lays down shareable dishes such as kokoda, a Fijian-style seaweed ceviche;
wood-grilled tuna with green mango and roasted coconut; and crispy-skin chicken at restaurant E.P. Kick
back before or afterward at 4,000-square-foot rooftop bar L.P. (and VIP bar Frankie’s), where Tikaram sets
Hollywood Hills views to soft-shell crab buns, Thai-style jerky, and the quick-hit fare of Asia’s night markets –
served till 2 AM. 603 N. La Cienega Boulevard; 310/856-9955; eplosangeles.com.
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E.P. & L.P.Õs
Bison Cracker
Party.

(BISON DISH) COREY CRITSER

MUSIC TO YOUR MOUTH

It’s how you get there.

It’s how you get there.
On an AmaWaterways river cruise, you don’t just pass through a destination – you experience it. Our
cruises offer a wide variety of unique features and tours so that every moment of our guests’ journey
is an extraordinary one. Because it’s not just about where you go. It’s how you get there that matters.

TWIN BALCONIES
Your clients can make the most of
stunning river views in our spacious
staterooms that feature both a
French balcony and outside balcony.

FIRST-CLASS SERVICE
We have a higher staff-to-guest
ratio so that our crew can provide
personalized service and exceed
the expectations of each guest.

THE CHEF’S TABLE
Guests can dine at this specialty
restaurant, where they can watch our
expert chefs craft regionally-inspired
cuisine just for them.

SUN DECK POOL
We have ships that feature a pool
with a swim-up bar on the sun deck
so guests can take a refreshing dip
while taking in fantastic views.

BIKE TOURS
With a fleet of bicycles on board,
guests have the opportunity to explore
Europe’s riverside pathways on one of
our guided bike tours or on their own.

WINE CRUISES
Uncork the traditions of local culture
on our Wine Cruises that offer
the perfect blend of wine-related
experiences and tours of Europe.

AmaWaterways is proud to be voted Best River Cruise Line
three years in a row by Virtuoso
2014 VIRTUOSO

2013 VIRTUOSO

®

®

®

Best River
Cruise Line

WINNER

®

Best River
Cruise Line

WINNER

PREVIOUS PAGE: The luxurious AmaPrima cruising through the confluence of the Ilz, Danube and Inn Rivers in Passau, Germany.

Explore the world by river.

THE HEART OF EUROPE
Sail along the Danube, Rhine, Main
and Mosel rivers as you explore
magnifcent, historic countries like
Austria, Germany and Hungary.

FRANCE
Discover the favors of Bordeaux on
our newest itinerary on the Garonne,
or take in the breathtaking beauty
of the Seine and Rhone.

“

River cruising is hot with Virtuoso’s
travelers and we congratulate
AmaWaterways on their success in delighting
our mutual passengers and Advisors. When
you realize all the advantages, it’s no surprise
river cruising has grown exponentially in
popularity; beautiful accommodations that
move with you to delightful destinations,
the advantages of cruising and not having to
pack and unpack, innovative shore excursions
for a multitude of interests, the ability to
be as active as you want, a small group
atmosphere where you can choose to be
as social or independent as you please and
all included in an amazing inclusive price
that delivers exceptional value.”

- Matthew Upchurch, Virtuoso CEO

PORTUGAL
There’s nothing like the stunning
Douro River Valley - the birthplace of
port wine and a designated UNESCO
World Heritage Site.

THE EXOTICS
For travelers seeking something
a little further from the beaten path,
we have brought our river cruise
expertise to Southeast Asia and Africa.

LEADING THE WAY IN RIVER CRUISING

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
Onboard amenities vary in Portugal, Southeast Asia and Africa. CST #2065452-40

AmaWaterways thanks Virtuoso for voting us Best River Cruise Line three years in a row.

From grand capitals like Vienna and Amsterdam, to charming
villages and fairytale castles, there are many wondrous sights
along the world’s great rivers. Experience them in luxury on
an AmaWaterways river cruise.

Passport

FAMILY TRAVEL

Pajama Party
British brand Paul Smith Junior has joined forces with Mandarin Oriental,
Paris to create a stylish line of pajamas for the 7-and-under set. Matching
pants and cotton T-shirts – boys’ in black with a lightbulb line drawing and
girls’ in white featuring a sleepy bunny – are available through August 31
when families book a suite with a connecting room as part of the hotel’s
family travel program. Suite and connecting room $2,538, including breakfast daily, pajamas, and a children’s welcome gift.

THE READ

STRONG SHOT
Savor premier coffee-growing regions with Steve McCurry’s From These Hands: A Journey Along the
Coffee Trail (Phaidon). The Magnum photographer’s previously unpublished images focus on working communities in some of the world’s most stunning and fruitful landscapes, from Brazil, Colombia, and Honduras
to Ethiopia, Tanzania, and Vietnam. $60, phaidon.com.

STAFF PICK

Our latest favorite weekend bag: the limitededition Sabah Traveler, an oversize duffel
that sits as easy on your shoulder as it tucks
into the overhead bin. Its custom-tanned
leather exterior houses two interior zippered
compartments: one sized for passports and
wallets, and the other a removable wet/dry
bag for swimsuits or laundry. $750, email
orders@sabah.am.
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(SABAH TRAVELER) CHRIS PLAVIDAL

ESCAPE POD

Bon Voyage

CORAL CALLING

TIP

Orangutans and marine life feature prominently on Lindblad Expeditions’ new 20-day cruise from Singapore
to Raja Ampat, Indonesia. Snorkelers and divers on the 102-passenger National Geographic Orion gain access
to remote sites in Southeast Asia’s Coral Triangle, home to a third of the world’s coral reefs, as they explore
the global epicenter of marine life. Above water, visit Borneo’s Camp Leakey to meet anthropologist and
orangutan conservationist Biruté Galdikas, and track Komodo dragons – the world’s largest lizards, which
can grow up to ten feet and 300 pounds – on Komodo Island. Departure: September 7; from $16,340.

All passengers have the
option to snorkel, but the Orion
is only set up to accommodate 24
divers – reserve your spot early
if that’s a priority.

Raja Ampat, Indonesia,
and (above) setting out
from the Orion.

Philadelphia-based “Iron Chef” Jose Garces is the
latest top chef to set out on the ocean. The James
Beard Award winner, who oversees nearly a dozen
restaurants across the U.S., will show off his Latin flavors
on Norwegian Cruise Line’s 4,200-passenger Norwegian
Escape, which debuts this fall. “I love discovering different parts of the world,”
Garces says. “Chasing flavors keeps me going. I’m excited to create a restaurant just for travelers.”
Pincho Tapas Bar will turn out Spanish classics with a twist: a version of
tortilla espa–ola and a duck montadito – duck confit wrapped in Serrano ham
and served on toast with La Peral blue cheese and brandied cherries. For
indoor/outdoor Bayamo, Garces draws on his extensive travels in Cuba,
Peru, Ecuador, Panama, and the Caribbean. “I’m gathering my travel
journals to create a unique Latin restaurant – Peruvian ceviche, Cubaninspired roasted pork, and skirt steak with chimichurri from Argentina.”
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WHET YOUR APPETITE
It’s going to be worth the wait: Hand-cut Charolais
steak tartare (topped with Perlita caviar) and poached
Brittany blue lobster with caramelized lobster-roe
butter are just a taste of what’s in store at Chartreuse –
the latest fine-dining restaurant announced for the
Seven Seas Explorer, which debuts in 2016. The Parisinspired restaurant joins Prime 7 – a favorite on
Regent Seven Seas Cruises’ ships for oysters
Rockefeller, 28-day dry-aged beef, and double-cut
lamb chops – as well as a yet-to-be-announced venue
as the ship’s most sought-after dinner reservations.
Prime 7’s steak
tartare three ways.

(RAJA AMPAT) ULIE/ROOM THE AGENCY/CORBIS

NEXT TO SEA

Discover the Ultimate
Vacation Experience
Four Seasons Residential Rentals combine the best features
of a luxury vacation home with legendary Four Seasons
service – creating the ultimate vacation rental experience.
You’ll enjoy complete privacy, additional space and all of
the comforts of home, plus easy access to extraordinary
amenities at a neighboring Four Seasons resort.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more information.

Suite Talk

After an 18-month
closure, London’s
93-room Lanesborough
reopens with a balance of
opulent design and unobtrusive technology. In what
would be his final project
before his death in 2012,
designer Alberto Pinto
restored the former hotel’s
Regency glory with
hand-stenciled walls,
frescoes, and trompe l’oeil
paintings, plus coffered
and corniced ceilings.
TAPPED IN: Claiming the city’s
fastest broadband, the
Knightsbridge hotel hides
guest-room TVs behind
paintings and mirrors, and
provides tablets for roomservice orders and web
browsing. A central control
panel operates curtains
and motion-sensor nightlights. Doubles from $1,060,
including breakfast daily and
a $100 spa credit.

Clockwise from left: Sketches
of The Lanesborough’s lobby
and Royal Suite and The Goring’s
stairwell and wallpaper adornments, front hall fireplace,
and design team.
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LONDON
SPOTLIGHT

Two city classics reopen.
For the first time in its
105 years, the 69-room
Goring closed last winter
to undertake a quick-aspossible renovation by
designers Nina Campbell,
Russell Sage, Tim Gosling,
and David Linley. Inspired
by Downton Abbey, the
Belgravia hotel now employs a fleet of footmen in
full livery; as well, a new inroom cocktail program offers an on-call bartender.
DESIGN CUE: A zoo’s worth of
animals frolic amid English
countryside settings in
the remodeled Front Hall’s
whimsical hand-painted
and -gilded Fromental
fabrics and wallpapers,
which also enliven numerous guest rooms and
suites. Doubles from $715,
including breakfast daily
and a $100 dining credit.

See page 20 for photos of
The Goring’s reopening
celebration with Kate Middleton.

TWO NEW WAYS TO EXPERIENCE
THE WORLD’S BEST SMALL SHIP CRUISE LINE
Introducing Star Breeze And Star Legend
Windstar welcomes two all suite power yachts to the ﬂeet in May of 2015 following a $12 million
stem-to-stern renovation. Treat yourself to an unforgettable voyage on the small ship cruise line
the readers of Condé Nast Traveler voted “World’s Best”.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
TO BOOK YOUR VOYAGE.

World’s Best Small Ship Cruise Line

Suite Talk

RESERVED
SEATING
Duck into the new
La Réserve Paris
Hotel and Spa, a
Haussmann mansion
just off the ChampsÉlysées previously
owned by Pierre
Cardin. A team of
120 artisans transformed the home
into 40 oversize
guest rooms dressed
in silk-covered walls,

brocade drapes, belle
epoque antiques,
and Carrara-marble
bathrooms. Chef
Jérôme Banctel,
formerly of Paris’
two-Michelinstarred Senderens,
helms the kitchen.
Doubles from $820,
including breakfast
daily and a $100 spa
or dining credit.

Clockwise from top left: A suite’s bathroom and
headboard at La Réserve, and the hotel library.

ON THE HORIZON

Where we’re heading next.

The Patina, and (right) Faena Miami’s
beachfront and founder, Alan Faena.
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Opening in August, The Patina, Capitol
Singapore will occupy the Victorian-era
Stamford House, once a shopping arcade,
and its Cultural District neighbor, the 1933
Capitol Building. Architect Richard Meier
updated the original structures to create
157 elegant guest rooms with surroundsound systems and tablet-controlled
electronics. Promising an escape from
its bustling central location, the property
will house a saltwater pool and PeruvianJapanese restaurant. Through August 31;
doubles from $320, including breakfast
daily, and lunch or dinner once during stay.

Director Baz Luhrmann brings flair
and an exacting eye to the 1948 Saxony
Hotel, reborn this fall as the Faena
Hotel Miami Beach. A collaboration
with his wife, costume designer Catherine Martin, Luhrmann’s first hotel
will house 169 oceanfront rooms, part
of the six-block, mixed-use Faena
District under development by Alan
Faena, who undertook a similarly grand project with his
Faena Hotel Buenos Aires.
Doubles from $695, including breakfast daily.

(ALAN FAENA) BENJAMIN LOZOVSKY/BFANYC/SIPA USA/AP IMAGES

New sunrise viewings from the 124th floor of Dubai’s Burj Khalifa, home to the Armani Hotel,
begin at 5:30 AM, offering the first glimpse of dawn from the world’s tallest building.

Suite Talk

Clockwise from
left: La Dolce Pool
Bar Restaurant &
Grill, hotel and
city conveyances,
and the Palace’s
restored lobby.

Hidden Venice
TEN MINUTES BY WATER TAXI
from Piazza San Marco, Venice’s
Isola di San Clemente has served
as a monastery, military camp, and host for
Venetian nobles’ visitors over the centuries.
Its newest tenant, the 191-room St. Regis
Venice San Clemente Palace, is a serene
resort base for staging excursions into the
city – complete with a swimming pool, tennis
court, and children’s club. And the island’s
renovated twelfth-century San Clemente
Church offers a timeless stage for destination weddings. Virtuoso travel advisor Alyssa
Schulke of Saint Paul, Minnesota, checked
out the property and reports back.

NEW
HOTEL

San Clemente Palace in three words:
Private, lush, relaxing.
Resort feature you love: Venice crowds
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can be maddening. After stepping over
tourists in the Piazza San Marco, it was so
refreshing to escape to the St. Regis and
view the city’s grandeur from afar.

Distinguishing feature among the city’s
top hotels: Guest rooms have less fligree –
they’re spacious and ft the historical setting
without being too overwrought. And, well,
the private island speaks for itself.
For a special-occasion splurge: I can’t
think of anything more romantic than surprising your signifcant other with a boat ride
from the city to a Lagoon View Suite with
chilled Champagne waiting inside.
At happy hour, we’ll find you … At the
outdoor bar, sporting my D&G sunglasses and
drinking an Aperol spritz, of course! Hopefully

George Clooney is in the next chair.

Noteworthy globe-trotter you’d send
to San Clemente: Kate Middleton – after
a day spent on offcial visits, shopping, and
dodging paparazzi, a girl’s got to escape.
… and, realistically, you’ll recommend
it to: Three types of travelers: families who
like to spread out, clients who appreciate
the chance to decompress after a full day of
touring, and return visitors less interested in
being right in the middle of everything.
The hotel detail you’d incorporate in
your home: That waterside bar, with the
Italian waiters.
Doubles from $585, including breakfast
daily and a $100 dining credit.

Escape to extraordinary Western Australia where varied landscapes and activities are abundant. From whale
shark diving to camel rides on the beach, unmatched experiences are within reach. For luxury, culture and
adventure, Western Australia is your ultimate destination.
Embark on a fully customized travel experience that intertwines remarkable lodging with once-in-a-lifetime
excursions. From adventure-packed trips to leisurely getaways, let us curate your journey based on your travel
preferences and style. With Swain Destinations you’ll enjoy an unforgetable adventure, hand-tailored just for you.
To book your Swain Destinations customized vacation contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.

Australia | New Zealand | Africa | Asia | India | South Pacific Islands

Inspired By

1.

YVES SAINT LAURENT
nail lacquer in Vert d’Orient,
$27, net-a-porter.com

2.

HANNAH CROSS
silk elephant scarf, $325,
hannahcrossltd.com

UDAIPUR
OPULENCE
Ornate swimming holes at
The Oberoi Udaivilas.
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3.

ROSENA SAMMI
Rajwada earrings, $210,
rosenasammi.com

(SCARF) CHRIS PLAVIDAL

INTO THE BLUE
Great architecture elevates the best hotel pools from mere cooling-off stations to
showpieces. Case in point: the nine stretches of cool water at the palatial
Oberoi Udaivilas, Udaipur. Alcoves along one (pictured above) serve as semiprivate pools for a few lucky suite guests. Sandstone columns line the azure
expanse of another, and elephant fountains spout water into a third. The toneon-tone checkerboard pattern glitters by day; at night, torches blaze around the
perimeter, glinting off the water. It’s more than a maharani could hope for, really.
Doubles from $830, including breakfast daily and one lunch for two.

72 Luxury Accommodations | Conference Facilities
Equestrian Center | Supercar Driving Experiences
Customized Excursions | Concert Amphitheater
Helicopter Tours | Renowned Auto Museum
Curiosity Retreats

City to Go
new shopping center and home
to L’Atelier de Joël Robuchon
(launching later this year), as
well as Le District (212/9818588), a 30,000-square-foot
French-inspired food hall.
Delmonico’s (56 Beaver Street;
212/509-1144), which opened
as the nation’s frst fne-dining
restaurant in 1837, still serves
classic chicken à la Keene
and lobster Newberg. At the
casual, almost hidden Gigino at
Wagner Park (20 Battery Place;
212/528-2228), locals watch the
sunset over house-made burrata
and bowls of linguine vongole.

DRINK Wall Street unwinds on

New York’s

NEW LEAF

Lower Manhattan blossoms
with diversions.
BY JAN GREENBERG
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STAY Quiet and serene, the 298room Ritz-Carlton New York,
Battery Park perches at the tip
of Lower Manhattan. Harborview rooms have telescopes for
up-close looks at Lady Liberty.
Former ballet dancer Prince
Sanders oversees monthly
etiquette classes for young
guests, who also go on treasure
hunts and indoor campouts.
The advantageously placed
ftness room offers river and harbor views. Doubles from $545,
including breakfast daily and
a $100 hotel credit.

Clockwise from top: One World
Trade Center, Pier A Harbor House
oysters, Vintry Wine and Whiskey,
and Brookfield Place.

this year, Mario Batali’s Eataly
food hall and restaurants by Tom
Colicchio and Keith McNally will
cement the area’s status as a
food destination.

EAT Choose the downstairs
Oyster Bar at the restored Victorian Pier A Harbor House (22
Battery Place; 212/785-0153)
for half-shell snacks and showstopping river views. Upstairs,
chef Richard Gras serves a
Hudson Valley charcuterie and
cheese selection and more. A
riverfront esplanade leads to
Brookfeld Place (200 Vesey
Street; 212/417-7000), a brand-

(CITY) PHILIP KRAMER/GETTY IMAGES,
(OYSTERS AND BAR) BROOKE SLEZAK)

GO FOR With its history, revitalized waterfront, and cutting-edge
architecture, downtown Manhattan is emerging as a destination
neighborhood. One World Trade
Center’s observatory on foors
100 through 102 opens this
spring, and the Santiago Calatrava-designed Transportation
Hub debuted in February. There’s
Battery Park, with ferries to the
Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, and,
in season, Governor’s Island. And
museums include The National
September 11 Memorial & Museum (to avoid lines, go at 7 PM, just
before closing), and the worth-avisit Skyscraper Museum. Later

historic Stone Street, an area
once best avoided after dark,
now lined with bars and casual
eating spots. For an extensive
wine list and whiskey selection,
try Vintry Wine and Whiskey
(57 Stone Street; 212/4809800). Cocktail creativity shines
at The Dead Rabbit (30 Water
Street; 646/422-7906). For
pints and classic pub fare, go to
Ulysses’ Folk House (95 Pearl
Street; 212/482-0400).

SHOP Retailers such as
Michael Kors, Ferragamo,
and (next year) Saks occupy
the light-filled Brookfield Place
urban mall, currently the area’s
only real shopping outpost.
Shoppers forage for treasures
at crowded, often chaotic Century 21 (22 Cortlandt Street;
212/227-9092), a source for
designer merchandise at huge
discounts and a city landmark
for more than 50 years.

GLOBAL FLAIR.
LOCAL FLAVOURS.
COME SEE FOR YOURSELF.

Discover a rainforest wrapped city
where majestic mountains ease into
sandy beaches, and the long balmy
summer days invite you to celebrate life
with sumptuous patio dining, outdoor
adventure and stimulating culture.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to
book your vacation.
GOURMET GETAWAY
Presented by GOGO Vacations
4 Nights in Vancouver • Now through Dec. 20, 2015

Virtuoso Rates from $969 per person

LUXURIOUS CITY GETAWAY
Presented by Classic Vacations
4 Nights in Vancouver • Now through Dec. 31, 2015

Virtuoso Rates from $639 per person

CANADIAN ROCKIES HIGHLIGHTS
Presented by Rocky Mountaineer
6 Nights • May through Sept. 30, 2015

Virtuoso Rates from $4,385* per person,
double occupancy in GoldLeaf Service on
select dates

GOURMET GETAWAY ACCOMMODATION AT THE FAIRMONT WATERFRONT HOTEL. LUXURIOUS CITY GETAWAY ACCOMMODATION AT THE SHANGRI-LA HOTEL IN SUPERIOR ROOM *OFFERS VALID ON NEW
BOOKINGS ONLY. PRICES SHOWN ARE PER-PERSON, LAND ONLY BASED UPON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY, EXCEPT IF EXPRESSLY NOTED OTHERWISE. OFFERS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AT TIME OF
BOOKING AND MAY BE CHANGED OR DISCONTINUED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE. ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY. CLASSIC VACATIONS CST# 2079429-20. *PRICE SHOWN FOR CANADIAN
ROCKIES HIGHLIGHTS PACKAGE IS PER PERSON IN USD GOLDLEAF SERVICE FOR SELECT DATES BETWEEN MAY 30 AND JUNE 24, 2015 AND JULY 8 TO SEPTEMBER 23, 2015 FROM VANCOUVER, SUBJECT
TO AVAILABILITY. ACCOMMODATION IS BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY AND PRICING DOES NOT INCLUDE CANADIAN TAX (GST) OR FLIGHTS. PACKAGE PRICING IS EXPRESSED IN USD AS A GUIDELINE
ONLY AND MAY VARY AT THE TIME OF BOOKING DUE TO CHANGES IN THE EXCHANGE RATE WITH THE CAD. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS APPLY. FARES, SCHEDULES, VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVES, EVENTS
AND AMENITIES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AND BLACKOUT DATES AND MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, PRICES ARE IN U.S. DOLLARS, PER PERSON AND BASED ON
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY. RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY. SEE YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR MORE DETAILS AND APPLICABLE RESTRICTIONS. VIRTUOSO IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS IN
PRICING. THE TRADEMARKS VIRTUOSO, THE GLOBE SWIRL LOGO AND SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF VIRTUOSO, LTD. VIRTUOSO, LTD. HAS A U.S. COPYRIGHT
REGISTRATION FOR THE GLOBE SWIRL LOGO, ©2000. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. CALIFORNIA CST# 2069091; TA# 808 – REGISTERED IOWA TRAVEL AGENCY; WASHINGTON UBI # 601 554 183. REGISTRATION
AS A SELLER OF TRAVEL DOES NOT CONSTITUTE APPROVAL BY THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Interview
Exploring Machu Picchu and (inset)
Botswana’s Okavango Delta.

Why I Travel
Gary and Susan Bardell seek the world on its terms.

G

INTERVIEWED BY DAVID HOCHMAN

ET GARY BARDELL TALKING ABOUT HIS ADVENTURES IN 60-ODD COUNTRIES AND YOU’RE IN FOR A FEW GOOD YARNS.
A former engineer and construction company president from Calgary, Canada, Bardell, 63, retired a decade ago so he and his
wife, Susan, could experience the diversity of various cultures and visit the places they’d always talked about seeing. Now they
travel three to four months a year, in a fashion beﬁtting their down-to-earth style. “Some people tend to want the no-hassle,
ﬁve-star, high-thread-count experience,” says Gary, who counts on Calgary-based Virtuoso travel advisor Natasha Rhodes to deliver realworld adventure and comfort. “We like when the road gets a little bumpy.”

one and everywhere you go.
Other cultures aren’t the same:
Eat where the locals eat, stay in
centrally located hotels rather
than outlying resorts, and go
with the ﬂow.

With luggage, the lighter
the better. We’ve never come
back and said, ‘Oh, we wish we’d
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taken more stuff.’ Even on a fourweek trip, we’ll ﬁt everything we
need in a carry-on.

Our second trip to the
Galápagos was with Lindblad
Expeditions. Natasha’s agency
partnered with well-known
Canadian wildlife artist and naturalist Robert Bateman for an
exclusive departure. He happens
to be a second cousin of mine.

Robert is in his 80s and slowing
down, but slowing down forces
you to observe things: We saw
birds, insects, and plants we’d
ordinarily breeze by.

I take thousands of pictures on a trip. I have more
than 100,000 on my computer
and work on them when we’re
not traveling. The best photos
are the ones with people in them

or a speciﬁc point of interest.

One time in Peru’s Sacred Valley we visited a very
remote village where people
live like they did hundreds of
years ago. They get a visitor
maybe once a week. In the
middle of nowhere, we see
another vehicle. A guide gets
out carrying something and
says, ‘Natasha would love you

GARY BARDELL

We travel because
you learn from every-

Singapore

NIGHT.
The best time of day.
With Destination Immersion®, you’ll discover things in port you won’t ﬁnd on other cruise lines. Like night.
We’re the voyage for those who love travel—at all hours of the day and night.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
Azamara Club Cruises® is a proud member of the Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. family of cruise lines.
©2015 Azamara Club Cruises. Ships registered in Malta. Photography by Jenna Lyn Pimentel.

Interview

“I love
the idea of
watching the
world go by
at eye level.”

Clockwise from top left: Galápagos tide
pools, driving South Africa’s Garden Route,
Bolivia’s Uyuni salt flat, and lounging
in Botswana’s Chobe National Park.

I do massive research
before a trip: I’ll study maps,
attend webinars, and make a
spreadsheet of our must-sees,
like-to-sees, and potentials. But
Natasha always knows more
because she’s been almost
everywhere we’re going. Take
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Cape Town: I said, ‘We want to
go to Stellenbosch.’ She said,
‘Actually, Franschhoek is where
you want to be,’ because she’d
just returned from there. She
found us a little farmhouse in
a vineyard that we had to ourselves. We never would have
found it. Then she surprised
us with dinner at The Tasting
Room at Le Quartier Français,

one of South Africa’s most acclaimed restaurants.

the Kiel Canal. It puts you right
where the action is.

We recently took our ﬁ fth
cruise with Oceania.
I love their ship size, which allows them to dock closer to a
city rather than way out in the
boonies. In Saint Petersburg, we
docked right on the Neva River,
and in Germany, we cruised into

WHERE NEXT?
“Paris, Berlin, and Munich by
ﬁrst-class rail. We’ve never
done it before, and I love the
idea of watching the world go
by at eye level.”

GARY BARDELL

to read this book on the Incas.’
We practically fell over.

explore the world actively
BIKING | WALKING | MULTISPORT & MORE

GO ACTIVE

Immerse yourself in the life of a
place while traveling under your
own power and at your own pace.
You’ll travel in style and in great
company with our expert trip
leaders—with van support when
and where you need it. At day’s
end, indulge in the region’s best
lodging and cuisine.

Call your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor for more details or
to make your reservation.

EUROPE. AS

SEEN

F R O M A N A V A L O N S TAT E R O O M .

EUROPE. AS SEEN FROM
E V E R Y O N E E L S E ’ S S TAT E R O O M .

When your bed faces a wall, the view never changes. Which is precisely
why our beds, unlike those of our competitors, face a window.*
Because we think letting you see the incredible views that river cruising
is famous for, is a darn good idea. And if we put that much attention
into a bed, imagine what we’ve done for the rest of your experience.

TO BOOK YOUR AVALON RIVER CRUISE,
CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY.

*64% of the Avalon Europe feet features beds facing the window.

Tasting Notes

SMOKE
GETS IN YOUR

DRINK
Mezcal, Mexico’s other
white spirit, shakes up
the cocktail scene.
BY LANEE LEE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL
STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

M

EZCAL, THE “NEW” MEXICAN

spirit of choice at craft cocktail
bars around the globe, is actually one of the Americas’ oldest,
dating back 400 years. Known as tequila’s mysterious older brother, mezcal is similar to, yet
distinct from, its sibling. “Tequila is mezcal,
but mezcal is not tequila,” says Nickolas Potocic, cofounder of The Mezco Group, a U.S. importer of small-batch mezcals.
What is the difference? It all comes down to
the type and treatment of the almighty agave.
Unlike tequila, which is made only with Weber
blue agave, mezcal can originate from roughly
40 species. In the palenque (mezcal distillery),
distillers slow-roast the heart of the agave
in an underground earthen pit, lending the
final product its signature roasted (some say
smoky) flavor. For tequila, agave is steamed.
Tradition calls for serving mezcal in petite
clay cups accompanied by orange slices sprinkled with sal de gusano (salt seasoned with
spice, orange peel, and agave plant larvae).
However, modern purists sip quality mezcal
neat from stemmed glassware. No matter
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THE COCKTAIL
José Luis Puebla Morales, bartender at
Viceroy Riviera Maya’s Coral Bar, shakes
up this libation for guests.

2 ounces mango puree
½ ounce simple syrup
½ ounce lemon juice
Mango slice for garnish

OAXACA DREAM
Chile-powder-infused salt
2 ounces mezcal
¾ ounce crème de cassis

Rim a martini glass with salt. Put all other
ingredients in a shaker with ice. Shake vigorously and strain into the prepared glass.
Garnish with a slice of fresh mango.

HYATT ® and Park Hyatt ® names, designs and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt Corporation. ©2015 Hyatt Corporation. All rights reserved.

suite 2203
40 -Ye ar , Single M a lt Scot c h
D ar k ch oc olat e t ru f fleS
over S izeD Soa k ing t u b
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MORE THAN 30 EXQUISITE HOTELS WORLDWIDE.
FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
#MYLUXLIST

LUXURY is PERSONAL

est. 1923

Tasting Notes
Tequila’s big,
bold brother.
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This season, we’re pleased to introduce a
faithfully re-imagined resort. Come experience

how you drink it, the rise of the spirit’s
prestige and popularity has ushered in a
bounty of new artisanal mezcals north of
the border. ¡Salud!

. Neff Bar,
spectacular pools, and transformed restaurants

OjaiResort.com

THE BOTTLES
MEZCAL PIERDE ALMAS +9 ($95)
The world’s first mezcal-gin hybrid is infused with nine gin botanicals, such as juniper berry, coriander, and nutmeg.

MEZCAL AMARÁS ($50)
Delicate bergamot notes and a soft finish
make Amarás (the name translates as “you
will love”) great in cocktails.

MEZCAL UNIÓN UNO ($40)
Produced by families hailing from a long
line of agave farmers and mezcaleros, Unión
has a light roasted flavor, with vegetal overtones and hints of citrus and banana.

MEZCAL VAGO ELOTE ($52)
With a unique elote (toasted corn) infusion and flavors of roasted nuts and woody
spice, Vago’s signature mezcal is a stellar
sipper for whiskey connoisseurs.
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MEZCAL ENMASCARADO 54° ($100)
Clocking in at 108 proof, it’s one of the
strongest on the market and packs a potent
punch of flavors, including leather, spice,
and caramel.
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CASTLES, CAUSEWAYS
AND THE CRAIC
AN EXCEPTIONAL NEW RAIL EXPERIENCE IS TAKING SHAPE IN
IRELAND. LAUNCHING IN 2016, BELMOND GRAND HIBERNIAN WILL
BE THE COUNTRY’S FIRST EVER LUXURY TOURING TRAIN, LIFTING
TRAVEL IN THE EMERALD ISLE TO DAZZLING NEW HEIGHTS.

W E L COM E T O I RE L A N D ’S F I R S T L U X U RY T O U R I N G T R A I N

HOTELS | TRAINS | RIVER CRUISES | JOURNEYS

For more information please call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Global Gourmet

Room at

THE TABLE
Five great new hotel restaurants.
BY NILS BERNSTEIN

restaurants have become as important to hoteliers as spa treatments and thread counts. These
days, some of the most anticipated establishments debut in hotels – all the more appealing for
guests, as the concierge can likely fit them in, so they don’t have to wait months for a reservation. Here are a few of our favorite recent openings.
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LUIS GARCÍA

C

HEW ON THIS: WITH DINERS GROWING MORE DISCERNING THAN EVER, DESTINATION

Hawaii:

So much to love!

The Kahala Hotel & Resort, Oahu .............................. from $1063
Kids 17 & younger stay FREE!

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: Complimentary room upgrade, $100 breakfast credit
for two and early/late check-in/out.

From crashing surf to mountain peaks,

Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, Hawaii Island ......................from $1379
Kids 17 & younger stay FREE!

lush forests to glistening beaches,

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: Complimentary room upgrade, daily buffet breakfast,

Hawaii is easy to love – fnd your

The Fairmont Kea Lani, Maui ....................................from $1682

corner of paradise today!

free parking and early/late check-in/out.
One-Bedroom Ocean View Suite. Kids 18 & younger stay FREE!

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: Daily breakfast for two.

The Royal Hawaiian, Waikiki Beach. ...........................from $1710
Royal Mailani Tower Oceanfront. Includes Mailani Tower Amenities: Exclusive check-in
with lei greeting and welcome beverage, 24-hour concierge, twice-daily housekeeping
with turndown service and treat, poolside Mailani Lounge enhanced continental
breakfast with mimosas, hot and cold beverage service throughout the day, and evening
cocktails with appetizers.

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: Complimentary room upgrade, banana bread welcome
amenity and early/late check-in/out.

VACATIONS INCLUDE: 5 nights’ accommodation, taxes and more!

For reservations, please contact your VIRTUOSO Travel Advisor
Rates quoted are per person, land only, based on double occupancy unless otherwise stated. Rates valid for departure 9/21/15 with the exception of The Royal Hawaiian, valid for departure 9/1/15. Rates for other travel dates may vary. Rates,
terms, conditions and itinerary are subject to availability. Certain restrictions apply. Rates shown include government-imposed fees and taxes. Rates are current as of 3/18/15; at the time you purchase your package, rates may be higher. For current
prices, please see http://www.pleasantholidays.com. Advertised rates do not include any applicable daily resort or facility fees payable directly to the hotel operator at check-out; such fee amounts will be advised at the time of booking. Virtuoso
Amenities: Subject to availability. Amenities offered may change at any time without notice. Some restrictions apply. Not responsible for errors or omissions. [Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for the various travel providers shown above.]
CST# 1007939-10. UBI# 601 915 263. TAR# 5308. Copyright © 2015 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Global Gourmet

LAS VEGAS

BARDOT BRASSERIE –
Aria Resort and Casino
Michael Mina’s latest Vegas outing brings
Paris luxe to Aria’s second-floor promenade. Inspired by Hemingway-era café
culture, a gleaming brass-and-zinc bar welcomes you, while the dining room’s sexy
low-lit chandeliers feel more Sin City than
City of Light. Chef Joshua Smith dresses
up modest French brasserie cooking with a
bit of Vegas extravagance: Escargots come
individually wrapped in puff pastry and
dotted with Chartreuse-spiked butter; the
already rich onion soup gratinée borders
on opulent with optional added Périgord
truffle, braised oxtail, or poached egg. Patio
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seating evokes people-watching on a Paris
sidewalk (most effectively during the hopping weekend brunch). In addition to Mina’s
terrific wine list, Bardot serves an extensive
beer and cognac selection.
LAGO – Bellagio
The Strip’s best bet: Julian Serrano’s justopened Lago. Replacing Circo after its 15year run, Lago marries the Spanish chef’s
love of convivial tapas culture with traditional Italian food – gussied-up bruschetta,
carpaccios, and crudos, and personal pizzas
for small plates – plus hearty shareable dishes such as house-made pastas, wine-braised
veal shank, and even a whole suckling pig.
A 15-foot-tall, 100-foot-wide colored glass

mosaic of Milan greets diners as they enter,
and elsewhere the design references Emilio
Pucci, Italian futurism, and Murano glass.
Request a table by the floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking Bellagio’s choreographed
fountains or on the waterside patio.
NEW YORK

CHEVALIER – Baccarat Hotel
Service, please: Iconic restaurant host and
manager Charles Masson oversees Baccarat New York’s sparkling Parisian brasserie,
which opened with chef Shea Gallante of
New York’s Ciano and Cru in the kitchen.
Masson considers the restaurant “a younger,
friskier sister to La Grenouille,” the city’s
bastion of French fine dining, which he

(SOUP) LUIS GARCÍA, (CHEVALIER CHEF AND DISH) FRÉDÉRIC LAGRANGE

Bardot’s French onion soup and (right) Lago’s interior and tuna crudo.

managed for 40 years. Go for duck tortellini
with truffles and leeks, turbot à l’orange, or
a four-course prix fixe dinner for two built
around côte de boeuf or a four-pound Maine
lobster. Have a hankering? Gallante will work
with diners to create custom tasting menus.
ORLANDO

HIGHBALL & HARVEST –
The Ritz-Carlton Orlando,
Grande Lakes
In the running for modern-Southern cuisine favorite, The Ritz-Carlton’s new farmstead-chic restaurant serves as an ode to
the Orlando area’s many farms, coasts, and
waterways, and its year-round availability of
fresh ingredients (much of it sourced from
the resort’s own 7,000-square-foot culinary
garden). Start with ham-hock-boiled peanuts and homemade molasses-infused flanksteak jerky before moving on to Southern
Surf & Turf – citrus-cured cobia with pork
Chevalier chef Shea Gallante and his
sea bass at New York’s Baccarat Hotel.

from dream

to reality
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please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

belly – and Back Porch Ceviche, which combines pickled tomatoes and delicate and
deliciously sweet Royal Red shrimp caught
an hour away near Cape Canaveral. Our
first choice for a decadent breakfast: The
Chicken & the Egg, a stack of cinnamonspiced waffle, chicken-fried chicken, and
a poached egg, resting atop homemade hot
sauce and maple-pecan syrup.
ATLANTA

ATLAS – St. Regis
Atlas’ January opening brought an artistic slant (literally) to Atlanta’s increasingly
hot dining scene: The St. Regis restaurant is

decorated with more than two dozen masterworks from the Lewis Collection, considered
one of the world’s most important private art
troves. Former French Laundry chef Christopher Grossman’s vision stands up to the
bold strokes of Picasso, Freud, and van Gogh,
with dishes ranging from delicate – a salad of
just-picked sprouts with house-made buttermilk ricotta or Vidalia spring-onion soup – to
decadent, such as striped bass with charred
asparagus and pecan-grilled venison with
roasted parsnip bone marrow. Don’t miss the
sustainably farmed caviar from the University of Georgia, dolloped on a spring-onion
emulsion with pickled shallots.

PREP LIST

OPENING THIS SPRING: Four Seasons Seattle tapped Ethan Stowell to oversee its new restau-

rant and bar. Expect seafood and shellfish prepared with a light touch, and other Pacific
Northwest cuisine, from one of the city’s most prolific and preferred chefs and restaurateurs.
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(RABBIT) ERICA GEORGE DINES, (ATLAS) BRIAN GASSEL

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.
Award-winning service comes
together with impeccable design to
bring you a new level of comfort
on-board the World’s Best Business
Class. Travel in luxury with the
world’s 5-star airline.

Clockwise from top: The open kitchen and rabbit with persimmon and cabbage
at Atlanta’s Atlas, and Highball & Harvest’s tools for deliciousness.

BOTTOMS UP!

Three hotels that get wine right.
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DISCOVER STAR CLIPPERS
There are NO FOLIOS

Intimate Sailing Adventures. Turquoise Waters, Pristine White Beaches and Glamourous Ports of Call, Relaxed
forSmall
1/2-page
ad
pages.
Ambiance, Authentic Sailing Experience,
Ship Charm
Star
Clippers, The Only Way to discover the world.

Caribbean Fares From

Addison’s wine room.

Caribbean

The Grand Del Mar – San Diego
After a day of golf, tennis, beachcombing,
or hiking The GrandÕs 37 miles of canyon
preserve trails, relax at the resortÕs restaurant Addison, home to one of the deepest
wine lists in the U.S. The 3,000-plus-bottle
selection is especially strong in wines from
California, Germany, and Champagne, with
many in half bottles and magnums. A tip: Ask
wine director Elizabeth Huettinger for recommendations from the limited-quantity wines
she frequently has unlisted.
Andaz Maui at Wailea Resort
The wine list at AndazÕs Ka’ana Kitchen
focuses on small producers whose passion
for indigenous grapes mirrors that of chef
Isaac Bancaco, known for his innovative island cuisine. The hotel also houses Morimoto
Maui, where you can pair chef Masaharu
MorimotoÕs sashimi, noodle dishes, and Wagyu cuts with one of the most comprehensive
sake lists outside Japan Ð including the chefÕs
custom-brewed sakes, aged up to 30 years.
Blantyre – Lenox, Massachusetts
This romantic Berkshires country-house hotel
offers one of the best wine experiences in the
Northeast. Sommeliers will guide you through
their 2,500-vintage selection Ð either tableside or during a cellar tour.

M AY | J U N E 2 0 1 5
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$

1 , 2 8 5 PP
Mediterranean

Mediterranean Fares From
Ocean Crossings

$

1 , 5 7 5 PP

Panama Canal

Contact your Virtuoso Specialist for Information on Star Clipper Sailings

the DARK GRAY BOX.

it’s

perfect out here.

If NON-BLEED, make it ft and cen-

It all begins with a 7-minute cruise to our exclusive island resort. Step off and enter an exquisitely
tranquil and amenity-rich enclave of charming guest cottages with an exclusive beach, spa and
frst-class waterfront dining. All poised to greet the unforgettable sunset of each passing day.
Ideally situated for romantic getaways and extended family gatherings.

For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Seat at the Bar

A
Sophisticated

CITY

Bangkok’s craft cocktail
culture grows up. BY JENNY ADAMS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRISTOPHER WISE
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S BANGKOK’S POLITICAL

Bangkok bustle and
protests have ceased over the
(right) mixing a Manhattan
past two years, its craft cockat Seven Spoons.
tail scene has expanded. The
new military government continues to work at cleaning up the city,
strictly enforcing closing hours for its largest open-air-party streets,
such as Khao San Road and Soi Cowboy. This downplaying of the
party scene, along with the emergence of an upper middle class, has
boosted craft cocktail purveyors, with Bangkok now gaining more
fame for its barrel-aged Manhattans and local-ingredient-driven libations than for its curbside bar carts and all-night clubs. “The scene
is really growing. The city’s nightlife is much more mature than it
used to be,” says Colin Tait, bar manager of Vesper, one of the city’s
favorite cocktail spots. From a romantic rooftop to a sophisticated
absinthe parlor to one must-see subterranean Chinese drinking den,
here are a few spots worthy of your time and taste buds.

FRANCE COMES TO BANGKOK: SMALLS
“We wanted a warm, handcrafted feel, mixing older French sensibilities with modern art. An atmosphere conducive to conversation –

BEYOND
EXPECTATION
Discover the allure of Venice
from this legendary retreat when
it reopens in Spring 2015.

The St. Regis Venice
San Clemente Palace is the most
desired lagoon address, with a
legacy that dates to 1131.
A place of unexpected
enchantment, this private island
retreat lies in the heart of the
Venice lagoon, just 8 minute
away from San Marco by
private boat.

ISOLA DI SAN CLEMENTE 1,
30124 VENICE (VE) ITALY
RESERVE THROUGH YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

a legacy of luxury.
now at over 30 of the world’s
finest hotels & resorts.
©2010–2015 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG,
St. Regis and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its afliates.

Seat at the Bar
a bar for grown-ups,” says David Jacobson,
co-owner of Bangok’s slice of the belle epoque. Green velvet bar stools and thick cabaret drapes decorate Smalls’ dark, romantic
street-level lounge. The second floor offers
quaint tables on a small balcony overlooking the street. A curving staircase leads to
a rooftop filled with French antiques, Asian
accents, and urban touches such as corrugated metal and dim neon.
DRINK ORDER: A rotating selection of premium absinthes and other spirits appears
in cocktails such as the Loche Bloom – absinthe, aged rum, vanilla, chocolate bitters,
simple syrup, chopped chilies, and a splash
of soda. 186/3 Suan Phlu Soi 1
CLASSIC CAFÉ: VESPER
Gin distilled from exotic botanicals, a
great whiskey list, classic recipes, and

contemporary concoctions such as a barrelaged Manhattan: Vesper has them all, plus
a whimsical menu that changes seasonally. Past iterations have included a vintage
world map charting cocktails from different
continents and a botanist’s reference table,
with drinks cataloged by indigenous herbs
and spices. The grand room, warm tones,
and authentic Italian dishes create an inviting European café atmosphere. Head in
midweek for thinner crowds, and bring your
camera for the photo-worthy glassware
and garnishes.
DRINK ORDER: The Diplomat’s Tea Ceremony
starts with an elegant teacup of rum-infused mint and berry tea. The accompanying teapot, filled with elderflower liqueur
and Prosecco, is poured tableside to create
a bubbly refresher that’s perfect on a hot
night. 10/15 Convent Road, Silom, Bangrak
EAST MEETS WEST: SEVEN SPOONS
Loads of pretty polished wood and brightgreen plants fill this 40-seat converted
Chinese shophouse. Rich fare leans to the
West in such dishes as white snapper with
lavender cream sauce and pistachios, and
pumpkin tortellini with pecorino and lemon butter sauce. But “our signature drinks
carry a distinctive taste of Thailand,” says
co-owner Nianne-Lynn Hendricks, who
uses local, sustainable ingredients whenever possible. Cocktails priced under $10 and
weekly specials at lunch and dinner make
Seven Spoons a hot ticket. Reservations are
recommended.
DRINK ORDER: The Silver Spoon (Martini Bianco vermouth, spiced rum, lime wedges,
and galangal) or the Asian Memoirs (roseinfused vodka, lychee liqueur, Peychaud’s
bitters, and grapefruit juice). 22-24 Chakkrapatipong Road
ABOVE IT ALL: DISTIL BAR
Drinks here often include dramatic flourishes: perfumed smoke infusions, brightly
flavored ice, and freeze-dried garnishes.
The oyster bar features bivalves flown in
twice weekly from France and the U.S., and the
Cigar Terrace stocks a fine selection of »
Clockwise from top: Seven Spoons’ Pretty Face
cocktail, Smalls’ rooftop, and Vesper’s clubby
interior and Secret Earl Grey libation.
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FOLLOW
YOUR
CURIOSITY
With 8 intimate ships sailing to over 800 destinations on 7 continents, Silversea
can satisfy the curiosity of the most inquisitive traveller. But it’s what you
experience once you arrive that is the true barometer of a great journey. The
insider access, small-group excursions and private arrangements. The lectures
and cultural events that provide a more profound understanding of a land and
its people. This is the true joy of exploring the world with Silversea. Highly
personalised travel combined with an uncompromising commitment to service.
Authentic, experiential … and uniquely our own.
EVErY VOYAGE InCluDES:

All-suite Accommodations • Butler Service in Every Suite
Fine Dining Options • Champagne, Wines and Spirits • Onboard Gratuities

Book your voyage today and enjoy exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club® amenities.
Call your Virtuoso® Travel Advisor.

Angkor Wat, Cambodia

Taj mahal — Agra, India

Venice, Italy

VENETIAN World
odYSSEY 2016
115 DayS. 6 COntInentS. 31 COuntrIeS. 51 POrtS.

It is an experience that transcends all others, a journey that combines the
world’s most intriguing destinations with the pleasures of sailing aboard one
of Silversea’s highly celebrated, smaller ships. In 115 days you’ll visit 51 ports
on 6 continents, enjoying 12 overnight stays to give you ample time to explore
further afield. Or perhaps, if you prefer a shorter trip, combine any of the
seven consecutive voyages to create a world discovery of your very own that
fits perfectly with your travel agenda. Whatever the length of your voyage,
Silversea is sure to make it memorable.

BeneFItS OF a
FuLL WOrLD CruISe
• Business Class Air with private
car transfers
• A Bon Voyage Gala dinner and
overnight stay at the Mandarin
Oriental Miami
• $4,000 onboard spending credit
(per double-occupancy suite)

DAYS

VOYAGE

Jan 5

11

4601

Fort Lauderdale to Callao (Lima)

$6,350

• Three Exclusive World Cruise
Events — Lunch at the Taj Mahal;
Masked Ball in Venice; and Island
in the Harbor

Jan 16

14

4602

Callao (Lima) to Papeete

$7,950

• Internet packages

Jan 30

13

4603

Papeete to Sydney

$7,150

• Commemorative gifts and more

Feb 13

23

4604

Sydney to Hong Kong

Mar 7

14

4605

Hong Kong to Singapore

$6,650

Mar 21

18

4606

Singapore to Dubai

$8,750

apr 8

22

4607

Dubai to Venice

$7,950

Silver whiSper — 2016 wOrlD CrUiSe SeGMeNTS
DATE

FrOm / TO

FArES
FrOm

$11,150

Full World Cruise (115 days) fares from $59,950.

GueStS SaILInG
50+ DayS enJOy
• Three Silversea Experiences —
Easter Island; Junks of Halong Bay;
and Music in Muscat

Complimentary Virtuoso Voyager Club Events:
Limón, Moorea, auckland, Cairns, Ho Chi Minh, Mumbai, ashdod
terMS & COnDItIOnS: to reserve a suite on the 115-Day Venetian World Odyssey 2016 or any voyage segment, a 25% deposit of the total cruise fare is required. Deposits must be received within seven days
of booking or sooner, depending on time of booking. all fares, savings, offers, programmes and itineraries are subject to change and may be withdrawn without notice. Business Class air is available to guests
who purchase the air Package on the Full World Cruise – 115 days – and is available only from select u.S. and Canadian gateways for a limited time. Silversea reserves the right to select the air carrier, routing
and departure airport from each gateway city. Included Business Class air Promotion is available only to the first and second full-fare guests in a suite. For flights to Fort Lauderdale First Class or economy Class
air will be substituted when Business Class in not available. Business Class air is only applicable to the transoceanic portion of the international flight itinerary; economy Class will be substituted when Business
Class is not available. additional restrictions may apply. all information herein is accurate and in effect at the time of publication. Silversea reserves the right to correct errors and omissions and to cancel any
offered product or service in the event of such error or omission. See your travel professional for complete terms and Conditions. Ship’s registry: Bahamas.

SIlVErSEA 2016 WOrlD CruISE & GrAnD VOYAGE

Carnavale — rio de janeiro, Brazil

CIrClE SouTh
AmErICA
66 DayS. 18 COuntrIeS. 38 POrtS.

Cast off from your customary way of life and set course for travel on a
grand scale. Immerse yourself in the countries and cultures of a region
that fascinates you. your voyage will begin in the Caribbean, on the
shores of Barbados and the Dutch antilles — a chance to relax before
the spectacle of rio’s Carnavale. Chile’s serene fjords, and the majestic
beauty of Machu Picchu (optional land adventure) will provide a
counterpoint, as will the unforgettable transit of the Panama Canal.
Silver SpiriT — 2016 GraND vOyaGe SeGMeNTS
DATE

DAYS

VOYAGE

FrOm / TO

FArES
FrOm

Jan 15

10

5602

Fort Lauderdale to Bridgetown

Jan 25

21

5603

Bridgetown to Buenos aires

$10,250

Feb 15

17

5604

Buenos aires to Valparaíso

$8,250

Mar 3

18

5605

Valparaíso to Fort Lauderdale

$8,750

$3,950

GueStS SaILInG
66 DayS WILL enJOy
• A Bon Voyage Gala dinner
• Pre-cruise overnight stay
at the Boca Raton Resort

Full Circle South america (66 days) fares from $29,640.

• $2,000 onboard spending credit
(per double occupancy suite)

Complimentary Virtuoso Voyager Club Events:
Montevideo, Punta arenas, Lima

• Two complimentary Silversea
Experiences in Devil’s Island and
at Carnavale in Rio de Janeiro
• Internet packages
• Commemorative gifts

BOOk YOur VOYAGE TODAY AnD EnjOY
ExCluSIVE VIrTuOSO VOYAGEr CluB AmEnITIES.
CAll YOur VIrTuOSO TrAVEl ADVISOr.
terMS anD COnDItIOnS: all Silver Privilege Fares shown are cruise-only per guest, based on double-occupancy in a Vista
Suite. availability of all suite categories cannot be guaranteed. Fares for single guests are available upon request. additional
restrictions may apply. Fare, schedules, Virtuoso exclusives, Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities and events are subject to
change without notice. Virtuoso Voyager Club events require a minimum/maximum number of participants and may not be
combinable with other offers. Space is limited, black-out dates and restrictions may apply. See your Virtuoso travel advisor for
more details and applicable restrictions.

Silver Whisper — Shanghai, China

The World's Tallest Building — Burj khalifa, Dubai, uAE

The Temple Complex of karnak — luxor, Egypt

World CruISE 2017
116 DayS. 5 COntInentS. 25 COuntrIeS. 62 POrtS.
aNCieNT wONDerS. MODerN MarvelS.

On January 6, Silver Whisper will begin her 2017 world cruise. She’ll sail under the Golden
Gate Bridge, a gleaming tease of things to come — tropical edens across the vast Pacific;
smouldering antipodean landscapes; Bali, Bangkok … and beyond to the jewels of India,
the kingdoms of the Persian Gulf, the wonders of egypt and Jordan, and a covey of
Mediterranean treasures. By journey’s end you’ll have called at 62 ports in 25 countries in
116 days. and with 21 late-night and overnight stays you’ll have the time to take it all in.
aboard our intimate ship you’ll enjoy a far more immersive experience of the lands
you visit. you’ll travel with cosmopolitan guests from around the globe, sharing
their warm fellowship in an ambiance of pampered elegance and privilege. With
six maiden ports of call, the 2017 world itinerary is our most unique and exotic ever.
Come with us. the world awaits.
The beST ThiNGS iN life are free, aND The beST experieNCeS, ShareD.

Many of these sailings feature the added value of Virtuoso Voyager Club, which lets you
build wonderful memories with other Voyager Club passengers and enjoy the following
benefits, courtesy of your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Services of an onboard host • Welcome aboard reception • Exclusive shore event

rESErVATIOnS OpEn junE 2016.
CAll YOur VIrTuOSO TrAVEl ADVISOr FOr DETAIlS.

a WOrLD OF Luxury
InCLuDeS
• Intimate ship for only 382 guests
• All ocean-view suites
• Butler service for all suites
• Complimentary champagne,
wine and spirits
• Onboard gratuities included
• Gourmet cuisine and choice
of dining venues
• Comprehensive Enrichment
Programme with guest lecturers

onboard Silver Whisper

San Francisco to Monte Carlo | January 6 – May 3, 2017
ARRIVE DEPART

DATE

FRIDAY, JANUARY 6, 2017

ARRIVE DEPART

DATE

24-25 Days at Sea

Embark Silver Whisper
6 San Francisco,
California, USA

.......... 18:00

27 Day at Sea
..........

..........

12 Hilo, Hawaii, uSa

8:00

18:00

13 Lahaina, Hawaii, uSa

8:00

23:00

14 Honolulu, Hawaii, uSa

7:00

23:00

..........

..........

7-11 Days at Sea

15-19 Days at Sea
Day at Sea,
21 Cross International Dateline,
lose a day
22 apia, Somoa Islands
23 Day at Sea
24 nuku’alofa, tonga
25-26 Days at Sea

26 Sandakan, Malaysia

..........

..........

28 Boracay, Philippines*
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 2017
1 Manila, Philippines

2 Day at Sea
3 Kaohsiung, taiwan
4 Keelung (taipei), taiwan
5 Day at Sea

8:00

18:00

..........

..........

7:00

13:00

..........

..........

6 Shanghai, China
7 Shanghai, China
8-9 Days at Sea
10 Hong Kong, China

..........

5 Fujairah, uae

8:00

14:00

..........

6 abu Dhabi, uae

8:30

23:00

15:00

7 Sir Bani yas, uae

..........

8:00

19:00

..........
8:00

3-4 Days at Sea

8:00

18:00

8:00

17:00

8:00
..........

8:00

18:00

9 Dubai, UAE

..........

..........

10 Dubai, uae

8:00

15:00

11 Muscat, Oman

8:00

18:00

8:00

18:00

12 Day at Sea

..........

..........

..........

..........

13 Salalah, Oman

12:00

18:00

..........

..........

14-17 Days at Sea

8:00
..........

18:00

18 Safaga, egypt

7:00

21:00

..........

19 aqaba, Jordan

9:30

21:00

20 Sharm el Sheikh, egypt

6:00

14:30

21 Suez Canal transit

3:30

17:30

18:30

20:30

8:00

11 Hong Kong, China

..........

28 tauranga, new Zealand

8:00

17:00

12 Hong Kong, China

..........

14:00

21 Port Said, egypt

29 Gisborne, new Zealand NEW

8:00

18:00

13 Day at Sea

..........

..........

22 alexandria, egypt

12:00

22:00

14 nha trang, Vietnam

8:00

14:00

23 Day at Sea

8:00

18:00

15 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

8:30

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2017
1 new Plymouth, australia NEW 7:00

16 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

..........

13:00

25 nafplion, Greece

14:00

17 Day at Sea

..........

..........

26 Day at Sea

..........

..........

13:00

23:00

NEW

2-3 Days at Sea
4 newcastle, australia

24 Piraeus (Athens), Greece

18

Bangkok (Klong toey),
thailand

8:00

19

Bangkok (Klong toey),
thailand

..........

16:00

9:00

14:00
..........

8:00

19:00

..........

..........

7:00

23:00

8:00

18:00

..........

..........

27 Valletta, Malta

8:00

23:00

28 Siracusa, Sicily, Italy

8:00

22:00

29 Lipari, Italy

8:00

18:00

30 Sorrento, Italy

8:00

18:00

MONDAY, MAY 1, 2017
1 Civitavecchia (rome), Italy

7:00

20:00

5 Sydney, australia

8:00

6 Sydney, australia

..........

22:00

20 Ko Samui, thailand

7 Day at Sea

..........

..........

21 Day at Sea

..........

8 Burnie, tasmania

8:00

16:30

22 Singapore

8:00

9 Melbourne, Australia

8:00 21:00

23 Singapore

..........

17:00

2 Monte Carlo, Monaco

12:00

8:00

19:00

Monte Carlo, Monaco
3
Disembark

..........

25 Penang, Malaysia

8:00

18:00

26 Phuket, thailand

8:00

17:00

27 Sabang, Indonesia

9:00

17:00

28 Day at Sea

..........

..........

29 Day at Sea

..........

..........

7:00

17:00

12:30

17:30

10 Day at Sea
11 adelaide, australia
12-14 Days at Sea

..........

..........

8:00

19:00

..........

..........

15 Fremantle, australia

8:00

16 Fremantle, australia

..........

17:00

8:00

18:00

..........

..........

17 Geraldton, australia

NEW

18 Day at Sea
19 exmouth, australia
20-21 Days at Sea
22 Benoa, Bali, Indonesia
23

Celukan Bewang,
Bali, Indonesia

8:00

18:00

..........

..........

8:00 22:00
NEW

8:00

16:00

24

Port Klang (Kuala Lumpur),
Malaysia

30 Colombo, Sri Lanka
31 Cochin, India
SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 2017
1 Day at Sea

2 Mumbai, India

7:00

..........

8:00 19:00

31 nelson, new Zealand

NEW

8 Doha, Qatar

27 Auckland, New Zealand

30 Wellington, new Zealand

ARRIVE DEPART

DATE

..........

..........

..........

to extend your journey, you may add a pre-cruise
Panama Canal voyage from Fort Lauderdale to
San Francisco (17 days), or extend from Monte Carlo
to Lisbon (9 days) or Southampton (19 days).

Overnight in Port
NEW Indicates Maiden Port

all offers, itineraries and programmes are subject
to change without notice.

..........

..........

7:00

18:00

*Voted the world’s second-best island destination,
Travel & Leisure, 2013

terMS anD COnDItIOnS: to reserve a suite on the 116-Day World Cruise 2017 or any voyage segment, a 25% deposit of the total cruise fare is required. Deposits must be received within seven days of booking or sooner, depending
on time of booking. all fares, savings, offers, programmes and itineraries are subject to change and may be withdrawn without notice. Business Class air is available to guests who purchase the air Package on the Full World Cruise
– 116 days – and is available only from select u.S. and Canadian gateways for a limited time. Silversea reserves the right to select the air carrier, routing and departure airport from each gateway city. additional restrictions may apply.
all information herein is accurate and in effect at the time of publication. Silversea reserves the right to correct errors and omissions and to cancel any offered product or service in the event of such error or omission. See your travel
professional for complete terms and Conditions. Ship’s registry: Bahamas. Sa15203

SIlVErSEA 2017 WOrlD CruISE

2017 World CruISE

Seat at the Bar
Cubans. However, nothing competes with
the view from this 64th-floor indoor/outdoor bar. One of the city’s highest imbibing
vantages, it’s a fantastic option for sunset,
when the sky turns pink and the river reflects the temple lights.
DRINK ORDER: The Bouquet is a Thai version
of sangria, with sauvignon blanc, cognac,
and pineapple juice, garnished with dehydrated fruit slices and berries. Lebua at State
Tower, 1055 Silom Road, Bangrak
OLD SHANGHAI IN NEW BANGKOK:
MAGGIE CHOO’S
Famed Bangkok bar designer Ashley Sutton created this subterranean ode to 1930s

Shanghai, where puddles of red and blue
light illuminate paper fans, exposed brick,
and a gleaming black piano. The bartenders mix drinks inside a wrought-iron cage,
handing delicious cocktails through the
bars. Overstuffed leather couches beg you
to relax in a space that’s an acoustically
sound blues club and a serious cocktail parlor. Head in between 8 and 10 pm – before the
crowds – to fully appreciate the intricate
design, chat with the hostesses (outfitted
in embroidered cheongsams), and enjoy the
bartenders’ skill.
DRINK ORDER: The Empress of India: vodka,
crushed dragon fruit, marjoram, and fresh
lime. 320 Silom Road, Suriyawong, Bangrak

tip
“When in Bangkok, don’t miss
a night out in the Patpong
district, starting with an original
and exotic Thai dining experience
at Ruen Urai restaurant, housed
in an early-Rattanakosin-era teak
home – followed by a night along
the bazaar.”
– Carlos Melia,
travel advisor, New York

From left: Smalls’ exterior and Maggie Choo’s Lady Flora cocktail and interior.

WHERE TO LAY YOUR HEAD IN BANGKOK

The Thai capital is home to some of the world’s most celebrated hotels.
Outfitted with rare sculptures and
a collection of artifacts dating to
800 bc, as well as a glass atrium
lobby, Muay Thai ring, spa, and
just 39 beautifully appointed
suites, the riverside Siam brings
boutique luxe to Bangkok’s hotel
scene. Bartenders shake cocktails
dockside at dusk, and dinner is
served in traditional wooden Thai
homes that were transported to
the property. Siam suites from
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$400, including breakfast daily
and a sunset cruise for two.
Mandarin Oriental, Bangkok
boasts 339 rooms, 35 suites, and
a dedication to service that’s only
grown more legendary since its
opening in 1876. The hotel’s eight
restaurants include Le Normandie, which turns out the city’s
most celebrated French cuisine.
The Bamboo Bar is famous for

live jazz and as the former haunt
of such luminaries as Louis Armstrong, Roger Moore, and Marlon
Brando. Doubles from $370,
including breakfast daily and one
lunch for two.
The former Four Seasons is newly
rebranded as Anantara Siam
Bangkok, now the group’s flagship property. The brand change
comes with a planned $20 million

refurbishment of the 354-room
property, whose design includes
a palm-shaded pool and lotus
ponds. Among the eight on-site
dining options: Japanese, Thai,
and Italian cuisines – plus a spectacular Sunday brunch spread
every weekend. Doubles from
$280, including breakfast daily, a
complimentary lunch or dinner for
two, and tea and a fruit platter
on arrival.

Complimentary
4th Night
Inspired Montage Kapalua Bay, set atop the picturesque Kapalua Bay, is the latest addition
to the Montage Hotels & Resort collection. The oceanfront resort showcases Montage’s
personalized attention to comfortable luxury experiences, memorable service, regionally
inspired dining and a true tropical spa oasis for the ultimate wellness escape. Reserve three
consecutive nights of exclusive accommodations and receive a complimentary fourth night!
HAWAII | MAUI

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES

Montage Kapalua Bay

• Daily breakfast up to $60 per bedroom
• One room category upgrade at time
of booking
• $150 Spa Montage credit
• Welcome amenity

•
•
•
•

$200 Air credit
4th night free
In-suite WiFi
One-Bedroom Residence - Ocean View

2014 VIRTUOSO

¨

®

5 NIGHTS FROM $1689 PER PERSON

Best FIT/Custom
Tour Operator

WINNER

call your virtuoso travel advisor
Valid on new bookings of at least fve consecutive nights at a participating property The credit will vary and increases with length of stay. Each credit is per room booked, not per traveler. Combinable
with select Classic Hawaii promotional offers. Additional restrictions and blackout dates may apply. Offer is subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time
without notice. Offer is valid on new bookings only. Prices shown are per-person, land only based upon double occupancy, except if expressly noted otherwise. Offer is subject to availability at time of
booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any), and other
restrictions may also apply. Offer is not valid for Group Travel. Book now through 12/13/15 for travel 08/24/15 through 12/17/15. Some booking and travel dates may vary. Other promotions and departure dates available which may result in a different rate and/or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offers, where applicable. For those properties where
Classic Vacations has access to dynamic pricing rates, those rates will likely fuctuate from time to time based on market conditions and other factors beyond Classic Vacations control. Classic Vacations
CST# 2079429-20.
184-0315

In My Bag

D

ALLAS-BASED ASHLEY PITTMAN

fell in love with East Africa during
her stint as a Clinton Foundation volunteer in Rwanda. After
a pause to complete her law degree, she
launched her Kenya-made jewelry line. In addition to trunk-show tours and trips to Kenya,
Pittman has logged travels to Kilimanjaro,
Machu Picchu, Brazil, and more. She prefers
to leave a little space in her itineraries. “I
don’t like to plan too much when I’m in a new
place,” she says. Among her favorite destinations: Tulum for relaxation, Kauai’s north
shore for paddleboarding, Aspen in summer
and winter, and Paris. For travel arrangements, she relies on Dallas-based advisor
Jim Strong’s “unparalleled” resources and
knowledge. “He recently
arranged the most spectacular private dinner
cruise along the Seine for
a friend’s birthday. Every
detail was perfect.”

I DON’T LEAVE
HOME WITHOUT:

1.

Ten per c
ent of pr of
it s go t o fu
a nd healt
nd a sc hoo
h c enter
l
in r ur al K
enya.

My leather Givenchy backpack is always
with me when I travel. I like the simplicity of its
design and its versatility.

2. Bangles and earrings from my own line.
I don’t pack much jewelry; it’s amazing how a few
pieces can dress up any outﬁt and make me feel
put together even after long travel days.
Hazina bangle set (above), $695,
ashleypittman.com.

5

MY TRAVEL
ESSENTIALS
Jewelry designer and philanthropist Ashley Pittman
travels for good – and good fun. PORTRAIT BY JOE SCHMELZER
80
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3.

Yon-Ka Age Defense Serum. It
saves my skin from major dehydration on
long-haul ﬂights and smells divine. I add a
pump to my moisturizer or apply it to my
face on its own.

4.

I’m trying to break my longtime habit of buying a York Peppermint
Patty in the airport, but I love them!

5. A Faliero Sarti scarf.

KIDS? HAPPY. HUSBAND? HAPPY. ME? HAPPIEST OF ALL.
Different dreams.
Different wants.
Different than any other vacation.
Perfect for everyone.
The difference is Disney.

For more information or to plan your
magical voyage, please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor today!
CS-14-31842

©Disney Ships’ Registry: The Bahamas

Grand Hotel Tremezzo, Lake Como/Tremezzo, Italy

The Fullerton Bay Hotel, Singapore

NIZUC Resort & Spa, Cancun, Mexico

Sanctuary on Camelback Mountain Resort and Spa,
Scottsdale, Arizona, USA

It’s a big world. What do you Prefer?
650 hotels. 85 countries. An inﬁnite number of unique experiences.

To explore the entire Preferred Hotels & Resorts collection, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

15_154

BY LAND AND BY SEA

50 ABOUT HOTELS

THINGS WE LOVE

PLUS 23 OF OUR FAVORITE REASONS TO CRUISE.

PHOTO CREDIT

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ANDREW BANNECKER
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2. LOCAL RECOGNITION

1. A SENSE OF PLACE
The most incredible
feeling comes over
you when a hotel
embodies a destination on arrival.
Take Agra, India’s
Oberoi Amarvilas,
for example. You’re
greeted by beautiful
marble elephants
and the staff clasping their hands together as if in prayer,
saying namaste
softly as they bow
their heads. Next

84

comes a special
touch (literally), as
they place a tikka
on your forehead,
then offer a cup of
rose tea and a cold,
jasmine-scented
towel. Later, you
learn the beautiful
orange dust placed
in the planter boxes
around the property is marigold
pollen. The feeling
continues when you
first glimpse the

V I RT U O S O L I F E | v i r t u o s o.c o m

Taj Mahal through
your balcony’s
French doors. One
morning, I awoke to
soft chanting from
monks praying in
a nearby temple.
It’s moments like
this that fill you
with an immense
gratitude simply
because you
are there.
– Julie-Ann Skalko,
travel advisor,
La Jolla, California

WRITE ABOUT NOW: There’s nothing quite like firing off a memo
or miss-you note on personalized hotel stationery. Above, a few
favorites from London’s Stafford, Dubai’s Burj Al Arab, and The
Grand Del Mar in San Diego.

➸

KIDS, YOU’RE HIRED: Trump Chicago
recognizes future world rulers with
their own business cards.

“

3. SMART TECH

I love Barcelona’s Hotel Arts.
Its location is great, and the spectacular
rooms feature electronic blackout blinds
and ultra-comfortable beds –
perfect for jet-lag recovery.
– Michelle Harvell,
travel advisor, Fort Worth

”

(STATIONERY, ROBES, AND SLIPPERS) CHRIS PLAVIDAL,
STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

Only in India:
Guest-room views at
The Oberoi Amarvilas.

4. THE ROBE

WRAP ME UP AND
CALL ME YOURS

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Shangri-La
Hotel, Tokyo’s
traditional
yukata, specially
made for the
hotel in Kyoto.

Mandarin
Oriental,
Miami’s silky
yet plush robe.

A pink wink
from The Royal
Hawaiian on
Waikiki Beach.

Ease into desert
relaxation at
The Boulders
in Scottsdale.

Swiss bliss:
Cozy up in chenille comfort at
The Chedi
Andermatt.

“Mandarin Oriental, Miami’s robe looks like many others, but slip it on and you’ll think you’ve gone
to heaven. We have robe rituals nightly in them chez Goldberg, exclaiming with joy, ‘It’s robe time!’ ”
– Karen Goldberg, Virtuoso managing director of hotels and resorts

5. FEET FIRST IN DUBAI

We love the Armani Hotel’s velour
house shoes, but Al Qasr’s colorful striped scuffs recently claimed
our top souvenir-slipper spot.

Nothing says hotel guest
like wrapping yourself in
the luxury of a hotel bathrobe. It might be Turkish
terry. Or waffle weave. Or
kimono-style with an understated logo. In the 1950s
and ’60s, even the most
humble hotel room came
stocked with an ice bucket
(since the first thing you
did after check-in was pour
a cocktail). But now the
first thing you do, at least
if you’re anything like moi,
is shed your clothes and try
on that robe.
Robes have become so
iconic that it’s universally
acceptable to wear one
riding up and down the
elevators of a five-star
hotel – whether you’re
headed to the spa or not.
Stripped of our street identities, we’re free to roam
our rooms (and pool decks)
like slightly crazed characters who have just stepped
out of a Wes Anderson
film. Good thing you can
almost always find them
online – if you haven’t
already splurged on one
at the gift shop, that is.
– Kim Brown Seely,
contributing writer
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6. ICONIC BARTENDERS

“When I started bartending 35
years ago, it seems like nobody
ordered an old-fashioned,”
says Harry Spitzer of The St.
Regis Houston’s Remington
Bar. “Now it’s one of our most
popular drinks.”

The coolest traveler we know:
bartender Erik Lorincz, who
once packed an ice block in his
suitcase for a cocktail competition in Kentucky (he won). Watch
him hand-chip cubes at The
Savoy’s American Bar in London.

A drink for next spring: “The
‘Tokyo OH Oh’ is a big favorite at
the bar,” Field says of his Junmai
Daiginjo sake and Champagne
cocktail, garnished with a cherry
blossom. “I presented it to Sofia
Coppola at the Hemingway Bar
and she named it.”

How to order like an oil man:
“Bourbon, two fingers; martini,
shaken, ice-cold; women,
blonde. An oil woman orders
her wine dry and crisp, her filet
medium-rare, and her handsome men young.”

You’ll have: A Corpse Reviver
No. 2, Lorincz’s favorite from
The Savoy Cocktail Book –
ask to (carefully) browse the
original 1930 edition they keep
behind the bar.

7. MINIBARS

Look at you, you sweet, somewhat salty, occasionally
sassy thing. Owning the room like you’re the flavor of
the night – and that’s not easy in a suite of fast and free Wi-Fi,
40-inch flat-screens, and a jetted tub for two. One tall drink
of Fiji water, eyeing me silently from the corner from the
moment I arrive. Ir-re-sistible.
You’re the perfect snapshot of local tastes on good days,
and a welcome curiosity even on the worst. Sure, you can be
an expensive date if things get out of hand: Remember that
time with a friend in SF, when the rain came down in sheets?
We holed up, uncorked both the Central Coast pinot and
Sonoma chardonnay, popped Pringles, and giggled through
an on-demand marathon like unchaperoned school kids who
don’t know not to mix Sapphire with Sprite. Too much…. I
finally had to slosh down to the corner market for a deck of
cards and reinforcements. Or the week in Vegas, baby, when
my bag bumped your shaker off its sensor and I got dinged
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You – for instance, at Huka
Lodge’s daily mix-your-own
cocktail hour on New Zealand’s
North Island. Because who
knows better what you like and
how strong to make it?

for 60 bucks? Accounting
had a good laugh, but it
turns out the truth will
set you free. Besides,
with that bartender
downstairs – Dakota? –
who would sit around
shaking martinis in their
room alone?
Come on – you know
I’m just playing. Mini B, you’re the soothing nightcap after
a harried flight, the milk for my morning Lavazza, the jar of
organic what’s-it-calleds to ease frustration while I fumble
through second and third attempts at a perfect Windsor
knot. Lock this up and have housekeeping throw away the
key: No matter where my travels take me, I’ll be keeping my
eye out for you.
– Justin Paul, senior editor

(COLIN FIELD) ROBERTO FRANKENBERG, (BACCARAT HOTEL NEW YORK) FRÉDÉRIC LAGRANGE

The Hemingway Bar’s Colin
Field is guest-bartending at
hotels and private events while
his home base, the Ritz Paris,
is closed for renovations. He’ll
return in December, the hotel’s
projected opening date.

Vintage taste:
Bubbles and stemware
at Baccarat New York.

8 & 9.
CHAMPAGNE –
IN BACCARAT
CRYSTAL
TWO NEW PLACES TO SIP IN STYLE:
➸ You say coupe, I say flute: Pick your
preferred stemware at Midtown’s new
Baccarat New York – there are more
than 15,000 pieces of crystal in use
throughout the hotel.
➸ Slip off to the new Champagne

Room, a tiny oasis behind a velvet
curtain at London’s Connaught, for
rare pours in French crystal.

M AY | J U N E 2 0 1 5
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y
12.

VIRTUOSO
AMENITIES
Along with daily breakfast and
favorable rates, Virtuoso travel
advisors secure hotel perks
that range from spa and dining
credits to suite upgrades, limo
transfers, and more. Here are
ten complimentary experiences
you’d miss out on by making
reservations on your own.
➸ Wine and cheese tasting
at Palacio Duhau - Park Hyatt
Buenos Aires’ Vinoteca.
➸ Cupping (coffee tasting)
at Costa Rica’s El Silencio
Lodge & Spa.
➸ Taking a hands-on Fijian cooking lesson at Dolphin Island.
➸ Riding Blancaneaux Lodge’s
horses through the Jaguar
Jungle to Big Rock Falls in Belize.
➸ Making pizza at Tuscany’s
Hotel Castello di Casole.

Aman opens the
door to BeijingÕs
Summer Palace.

➸ Exploring the countryside
of the French Alps on a
horse-drawn carriage ride
at Alpaga Megève.

10. EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
An after-hours tour at the
Louvre, a private breakfast
at the foot of Rio’s Christ the
Redeemer statue – we love a
hotel that makes us feel as if
the world is ours alone. One
shining example: Beijing’s

Aman at Summer Palace.
Not only can the hotel arrange privately guided hikes
on a tourist-free section of
the Great Wall, followed by
a picnic lunch at a village
farmhouse, but the property’s

private entrance to the Summer Palace grants you access
before the hordes arrive. Make
sure to ask for a hotel cell
phone: Call and they’ll open
the secret door for you when
you’re ready to return.

11. PEOPLE-WATCHING “Having lunch by The Peninsula Beverly Hills’ pool in perfect weather, whether in
January or July, is one of the best people-watching experiences in the world – you’re almost guaranteed
to see celebrities.” – David Lowy, travel agency president, Vancouver, Canada
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➸ Pairing house-made chocolates
with a bottle of Dom Pérignon
at Vermont’s Twin Farms.
➸ Road-tripping through Ireland’s Kenmare area in Sheen
Falls Lodge’s 1936 Buick Roadmaster convertible.
➸ Testing your knowledge of
Guatemalan fauna during La
Lancha’s guided bird-watching
outing for two.
➸ Playing Australian castaway
at One&Only Hayman Island: The
resort’s boat will drop you off on
a nearby sandspit or reef with a
mask and snorkel.

13. POOLS THAT MAKE A SPLASH

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

(POST RANCH INN) KODIAK GREENWOOD

A. Rio by rooftop at Hotel Fasano. B. Reef madness: Frégate Island Private Reserve, Seychelles.
C. Grand Wailea’s adults-only Hibiscus Pool on Maui. D. Harborside at the InterContinental Hong Kong.
E. Mandarin Oriental, Taipei’s garden serenity. F. Golden hour at Antigua’s Jumby Bay. G. Marrakech oasis, Palais
Namaskar. H. Hang ten at Big Sur’s Post Ranch Inn. I. Gaze at Crete’s Spinalonga Island from the Blue Palace, Elounda.

14. LOUNGE CHAIR
AMENITIES
Draw your line in the sand
with the mini Zen gardens
offered to sunbathers at the
Big Island’s Four Seasons
Resort Hualalai.

A DIP FOR TWO: “Ask your advisor to arrange
a ‘Skylight Swim’ at the Four Seasons Chicago
($200). It’s not advertised, but can be done
on request. From 11 PM to midnight,
the glass-domed pool is yours alone for
swimming and sipping Champagne.”
– Ashley Lancer, travel advisor, New York
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Walk this way: Montage Deer Valley’s
Bernese mountain dogs Monty and Jonas (left)
and The Ritz-Carlton, Bachelor Gulch’s pack
show guests the trails.

15.
PET
PROJECTS
The unspoken
rule with these
staff and ambassadors: You’re
treating.

Milly, the resident
Jack Russell at London’s Egerton House
Hotel, prefers ear
tickles to head pats.

Go truffle hunting
in the Smokies with
Blackberry Farm’s
Lagotto Romagnolos.

POLLY WANT A CHECK-IN?

16. SEND ROVER ON OVER
Of course your free-range dog
camp with a kiddie pool and
ball throwers is great. But your
best friends could …

Star treatment
in L.A.

Do as I say: Mandarin
Oriental, Bangkok’s two
mynah birds mimic speech.

“

17. PHOTO OPS

Finding a framed
picture of my dog on my nightstand at
turndown during my stay at Belmond Villa
San Michele in Florence blew me away –
it was both personal and thoughtful.
– Bob Watson, travel advisor, New York

”

SIT pretty on The Beverly Hills
Hotel’s plush pink dog beds and
beg for another house-baked
dog bone and pink tennis ball.
STAY at D.C.’s Jefferson hotel
for a host of pet amenities,
and see the concierge for
pet toys and recommended
dog-walking routes and petfriendly establishments.
ROLL OVER to Palm Springs’ La Quinta Resort & Club for an
hour-long pet massage (they also train owners how to knead
their pups), perfect after a mountain trail workout.
LEAVE IT to the Italians to create thermal baths for dogs
(and cats?!). They can take the waters at Fonteverde Tuscan
Resort & Spa before the on-demand petsitter arrives.
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18. SERVICE SAVES THE DAY ...
y “One of my favorite stories is about a family’s Christmas
holiday at The Ritz-Carlton, St. Thomas. A staff member
heard the mother mention she forgot her tennis shoes and
that the resort had a great tennis club. She found out the
guest’s size and purchased a pair as a gift from The Ritz.”
– Anne Morgan Scully, travel agency president, McLean, Virginia
y “In Jaipur, India, I went trekking in a muddy area and
thought I ruined my sandals. While I was out for the day, the
staff at The Oberoi Rajvilas revived them as good as new –
no request; they just did it!”
– Sylvie Eldridge, travel advisor, Hilton Head, South Carolina

(BLACKBERRY FARM DOGS) BEALL + THOMAS PHOTOGRAPHY

Kléopatre, one of two
Birman cats prowling
Le Bristol Paris.

The Thong-Jaa sisters are the hotel’s
longest-staying residents and enjoy
greeting hotel guests. They typically
identify whether guests are male or
female and greet them accordingly.

An intro to outriggers
at Fairmont Kea Lani.

19. THE LITTLE DETAILS
Kids get the royal treatment too.

➸ There’s only so much sand kids
can shovel (although we’ve seen
resorts’ complimentary buckets
and spades move beaches’ worth).
Maui’s Fairmont Kea Lani provides Wailea’s young ones with
the tools to build castles and aloha
spirit through cultural activities:
learning to strum “The Hukilau
Song” on a ukulele, stringing orchids for leis, hula hip-shaking,
and more.
➸ “During a staycation for my
son’s birthday weekend, the
Four Seasons Seattle’s pastry
chef invited my son back-ofhouse to make cotton candy.
It’s cemented in his mind as
‘what you do’ at a Four Seasons.”
– David Kolner, Virtuoso
senior vice president, consumer

➸ Roll with it: Toddlers cruise
Madison Avenue in style in The
Mark’s bold Maclaren strollers.

➸ In the know: On request, Aspen’s Little Nell will surprise kids
with a complimentary storybook
by local author Jill Sheeley.

20. ... AND GOES BEYOND

An impeccable handwritten note from Delhi’s Oberoi Gurgaon hangs above my bathroom sink at home.

Dear Mrs. Seely,
I hope you are having a comfortable stay with us. I have taken
the liberty to place a pouch for
your hairbrush. Please let me
know if I can be of any further
assistance.
Regards, Vijay
(Your Housekeeper)
I returned to my suite one
night and found it alongside
my cheap plastic travel hairbrush, which had been cleaned
for the first time in its long-

suffering life and enthroned
atop a blue velvet pillow. I was
so stunned by Vijay’s initiative that I kept the note as a
reminder that no job is too
humble when performed with
aplomb. Vijay was my housekeeper. But my suite also came
with its very own butler – a discreet gentleman in fancy dress
who would magically appear to
welcome me with a chilled towelette. Would I like my suitcase
unpacked? My laundry pressed
and shoes shined?

Trekking pants and hiking
boots hardly seemed worth
the effort, but I would never
have made the 4 AM departure
for our flight to Bhutan
without my butler’s heroic
assistance. Though still relatively rare, a growing cadre of
Jeeveses (technically a valet)
and Mr. Carsons (Downton Abbey’s devoted butler-in-chief)
tend top hotel suites and
cruise-ship cabins worldwide.
As Mr. Carson pointed out,
“Keeping up standards is the

only way to show the Germans that they will not beat
us in the end.” If service is the
name of the game, the art of
standards-keeping is here
to stay.
– Kim Brown Seely

21. PACK IT IN SOME TRAVELERS ARE SHY ABOUT HAVING BUTLERS PACK AND UNPACK THEIR SUITCASES.
TRUST US: TRY IT ONCE, AND CHECKING IN AND OUT WILL NEVER BE THE SAME.
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23.
ODE TO
THE HOTEL
BREAKFAST

22. NOT YOUR GRANDMOTHER’S TEA
You don’t have to be
British or afflicted with
raised pinky-itis to enjoy
a fine cuppa. Three high
teas that put the fun in
finger sandwiches:

➸ Fridays and
Saturdays in Dallas,
The Joule serves an
intimate 22-person
tea in its Taschen
Library; participants
receive ten percent off
all coffee-table books

during the service.
The recommendation:
“Go for the coconut assam tea from India if it’s
on the seasonal menu –
one of the most unique
and delicious teas any
in our party of four had
ever tasted.” – Korena
Bolding Sinnett, associate
art director

takes cues from the
fashion runway.
Spring looks include
Alexander McQueen’s
“armadillo” shoes as
heeled chocolate biscuits, an homage to his
Savage Beauty exhibit
at London’s Victoria
and Albert Museum
(through August 2).

➸ The Berkeley’s
daily Prêt-à-Portea

➸ The most recent
installment of ARTea

Time at Shangri-La,
Paris pays tribute to
painter Diego Velázquez. A paintinglike mousse topped
with candied fruits and
framed in chocolate
highlights the Wednesday-afternoon events
(through July 8), which
include fast-track
tickets to the current
Velázquez exhibit at
the Grand Palais.

24. BREAKFAST ITEMS WORTH A RED-EYE Viceroy Riviera Maya’s enfrijoladas * Korean barbecue at the Park Hyatt Seoul
Huevos
à la Cubana at Ritz-Carlton’s Dorado Beach in Puerto Rico * Le Taha’a Island Resort & Spa’s French toast with vanilla sauce
*
Butler-delivered
French-press coffee at any St. Regis, but especially at the Manhattan property, where it feels so traditional.
*
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(THE JOULE) MEI-CHUN JAU, (RUBBER DUCK) VEER

Smart choice: Tea in
The Joule’s library.

Other than turndown service, my favorite thing about
hotels is breakfast. As a
mother living in New York’s
fast-paced world, I believe
most people’s breakfasts are
like mine: typically eaten
on the run, often little more
than a cup of coffee, at best a
fun meal made with the kids
on Sundays.
Rare is the special
breakfast: an elegant setting serving exactly what
you want with a bonus
item or two – the perfect
omelet, toasted breads,
freshly squeezed juices,
yogurt with granola and
fresh fruit, and, of course,
a pot of coffee. Once you’re
done, someone else cleans
up. To sit down to a beautiful breakfast – prepared,
served, cleaned up, and
enjoyed over the course of
more than five minutes – is
something to cherish. For
me, it’s one of life’s unsung
little joys.
– Julie Danziger,
travel advisor, New York

25 - 46. LOTS OF LOVE TO GIVE
25. Watching live
performances on the
state opera house’s
giant outdoor screen
from your private
terrace at Hotel
Bristol, Vienna.
26. “J.K. Place
Capri’s stylish lobby
was the inspiration
for redecorating my
living room.”
– Melanie Fowler,
art director
27. Scoring a
fountain-view room
at the Bellagio on
Las Vegas’ Strip.

30. “Dinner at Laucala Island resort’s
private teppanyaki
table. Picture Benihana, with Fiji’s waves
crashing below.”
– David Lowy, travel
agency president,
Vancouver,
Canada

35. Rooftop
bars: “I love
Portrait
Roma’s 360degree views
and comfy
sofas. Day or
night, it’s a highlight of
a trip to Rome.” – Luis
García, contributing
photographer

31. Hole No. 3
at the Mauna
Kea Beach
Hotel’s golf
course on
the Big Island – send
your tee shot flying
over the Pacific
Ocean on its way
toward the green.
32. The on-site glowworm cave at New
Zealand’s Treetops
Lodge & Estate.

29. Bush walks with
cheetahs – one of
the wild activities
organized by The
Royal Livingstone
in Zambia.

33. “Burj Al Arab’s
full-size bottles of
Hermès perfume,
shampoo, conditioner, and body
lotion – in my favorite

47. SUN SHOWERS

scent, Kelly Calèche!”
– Barbara King, travel
agency copresident,
Leawood, Kansas
34. Alvear Palace,
Buenos Aires – for its
dreamy butlers.

28.

28. Pelican Hill’s
ceramics, handpainted in Faenza,
Italy, for the Newport
Beach resort.

Viceroy Anguilla.

27.

A short list, off the cuff.

37.

46.

36. Wooden bathtubs
at the Hyatt Regency
Kyoto.
37. Rubber duckies at
Seattle’s Hotel 1000.
38. “Hotel Santa
Caterina’s lemonade,
made from trees
on the Amalfi Coast
property. I have no

Step outdoors in your birthday suit.

The Carneros Inn.

L’Auberge de Sedona.

idea how they make
it, and the staff won’t
tell me, but I fantasize about it all the
time.” – Shelby Donley,
travel agency owner,
Phoenix, Arizona
39. The Farm at
Cape Kidnappers’
gannet colony
on New Zealand’s
North Island.
40. Classic, custardy
pastéis de nata
at Lapa Palace in
Lisbon.
41. The beach at
Maine’s Inn by the
Sea – you’ll find more
sea glass than you
can tote home.

Valencia outside
San Diego.
44. Trump SoHo’s
corner suites: floorto-ceiling windows
with views stretching
north to Central Park
and east over the
Hudson River.
45. Nightly Champagne sabering at
St. Regis Hotels &
Resorts worldwide.
46. Guest rooms’
Andalusian tile
floors at San Juan,
Puerto Rico’s Hotel
El Convento.

42. Bamboo treepod
dining at Thailand’s
Soneva Kiri.
43. Tennis lessons
served up by a former
U.S. Open doubles
champ at Rancho

“

39.

48. COMFORT FOOD
At Kruger National Park,
my little sister – a very
picky eater – didn’t want
any of Singita’s sophisticated dishes. On night two,
they brought her a menu
with her name and everything she loved on it: burgers and club sandwiches!
– Evelyn Molina, travel
advisor, La Jolla, California

”
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Z
Rest assured with
these nightly gifts
at Utah’s
Amangiri.

49. TURNED DOWN
Pleasing pillow presents.

Palm-size bedtime reads at
London’s Milestone.

B.

A.

C.

D.

Guests receive carved
animals nightly at Mexico’s
Rosewood Mayakoba, as
well as a monogrammed
pillowcase.

E.
End each day on a good
note with Lake Austin Spa’s
inspirational cards.

50. PILLOW TALK

Sometimes I want to send a postcard
about an outstanding hotel pillow I’ve
slept on. There was the goose-down beauty
awaiting me at the Hotel Shangri-La, Paris
years ago after an 11-hour flight from Los
Angeles behind a colicky newborn. In
Bora-Bora, my wife and I rode out a colossal overnight thunderstorm with puffy
St. Regis pillows as MacGyvered noise
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mufflers. At The Benjamin in Manhattan,
I once availed myself of the hotel’s sleep
team – yes, they’re an actual thing – to
choose between a five-foot body cushion
for side sleeping and a water-filled bolster
for those who slumber on their stomachs.
(I opted for both – it’s vacation!)
Recently I spent several days on silent
retreat at a friary in the hills above Malibu.
The sad, skinny sponge inside my pillow-

case had but one function: making it easy
to get out of bed for 5:30 am meditation.
Call me a pillow snob, but life is too short
to sleep on a waffle. The Peninsula Beverly
Hills, for example, personally monograms
its pillows for returning guests and those
in suites or villas, then stores them until
your next visit. Now that’s a pillow to
write home about.
– David Hochman, contributing writer

(BED AND AMANGIRI ITEMS) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

A Cuba libre nightcap from
The Ritz-Carlton, South Beach.

A. Dream catchers filter out bad
dreams but let the good ones through.
B. Navajo tea enhances digestion and
the immune system.
C. Desert rose keeps you grounded.
D. Cedar seeds ward off evil spirits.
E. Sage cleanses, purifies, and heals.

+ 23 THINGS WE

➸

W ABOUT CRUISING

THERE’S A LOT TO LOVE ABOUT SETTING OUT ON THE OPEN SEA.
STARTING WITH ...

1. HASSLE-FREE RELAXATION
Unplug and enjoy the world.
Whether it’s a transatlantic
crossing or a port-a-day cultural
immersion, few things relax us
like life on a ship. Stroll the outdoor promenade under the stars.
Watch the wake bubble off into
the horizon. Breathe in the salty
breeze. Exhale and repeat.

3. THE WORLD AT YOUR GANGWAY
Cruising is great for checking places off your list – and if you
have kids, it’s an easy way to introduce them to other cultures
and set them on the path to global citizenship.

2. MAKING YOURSELF AT HOME
There’s a secret thrill in stowing the suitcase under the
bed, on the closet’s top shelf, or wherever’s out of sight for
7, 15, or 90 days
(or more). Call the
bell desk for more
hangers. Destinationhopping without the
nightly repacking
ritual has uniqueto-cruising charm.
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$

5. Windstar’s
dramatic
sail-away
tradition,
unfurling the
ship’s massive sails to
the theme
from 1492:
Conquest of
Paradise.

(SUITCASE) VEER

Clockwise from left:
Regent’s Seven Seas Voyager, bridging generations,
and the Wind Surf sets sail.

4. THE DEAL: HANDS DOWN, CRUISES ARE
THE BEST LUXURY-TRAVEL VALUE GOING.

6. CAN WE JUST TALK ABOUT FOOD FOR A MINUTE?
Chart a course to deliciousness at sea.

YOU’RE IN THE
MOOD FOR:

Z
CELEBRITY
(CHEF)
TREATMENT

Geoffrey Zakarian, Norwegian Cruise Line’s
Getaway and Breakaway
* Snack on ceviche, shrimp, oysters, and littleneck clams at The Raw Bar.
* Ocean Blue serves up roasted scallops, Dover
sole, and crab risotto.
* Go casual with crab toast and lobster rolls
at Ocean Blue on The Waterfront.

Z
A
COOKOUT WITH
FRIENDS

Nobu Matsuhisa, Crystal Cruises’
Serenity and Symphony
* Roll up to The Sushi Bar for specialties such
as yellowtail tartare with caviar.
* Silk Road temptations include lobster spring
rolls and Matsuhisa’s signature
miso-glazed black cod.

Jacques Pépin, Oceania Cruises’
Marina and Riviera
* Sit down to bouillabaisse, tapenade-marinated
rack of veal, and bistro classics at Jacques.

Z
REFINED
CLASSICS

Select a rib eye or filet and join other grill-ityourself masters at Celebrity Cruises’ outdoor
Lawn Club Grills on Silhouette and Reflection.

Pop over to Le Champagne (the only
Relais & Châteaux restaurant at sea) on
select Silversea ships for six courses,
including the likes of edible gold-leaf
risotto and New Zealand lamb.

Special-order veal marsala or steak
tartare, with a Caesar salad and crêpes
suzette – all prepared tableside – at
the Queens Grill on Cunard Line’s
Queen Mary 2.

7. NOT BEING NICKEL-AND-DIMED Top lines’ all-inclusive pricing means there’s no reason to hold back.
“I tried all ten of Crystal’s unusual and creative martinis on my last cruise. Since alcohol is included, if you
don’t like it, set it aside and try something else.” – Ruth Turpin, travel agency owner, Fort Worth

Raise a glass to
all-inclusives.
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8. TASTEMAKERS Learn from the pros at Holland America Line’s Culinary Arts Centers. Along with
demonstrations by guest chefs, the show kitchens found on 15 of the line’s ships host winetastings,
bartending lessons, and an array of hands-on cooking classes – including kid-specific lessons.

9. MORE FAMILYFRIENDLY ACTIVITIES
Cruise lines have homed
in on age-specific entertainment. Xbox studios
and GoPro expeditions
bring a smile to even the
surliest teenagers.

… WHICH LEADS US TO
10. BIG-TIME FUN
FlowRider surf simulators, zip lines, bumper
cars, water coasters,
rock walls, DJ deck
parties, and more –
mega-ships flex their
muscles with onboard
entertainment.

Scaling the Quantum of
the Seas and (top right)
Norwegian Breakaway’s
salt room.

13. HAPPY HOURS
Forget fussy cocktail shakers
and vintage barware: The world’s
most exhilarating cocktail comes
from a no-nonsense thermos,
poured by a Swede in a plastic
Viking hat.
My standout memory traveling
aboard Lindblad Expeditions’

National Geographic Explorer to
Antarctica was the payoff for
surviving the traditional “polar
plunge” – a life-affirming dip
into 29-degree waters. It’s as
epic as it sounds. (The expedition physician stands by with
a defibrillator, just in case.)
As a reward, the first officer

11. SPAS

(The good life demands
recovery time.)
➸ Norwegian Breakaway’s salt
room is an industry first.
➸ Start them young: Disney
Dream’s Chill Spa offers kids
lemon-ginger Surfer’s Scrubs as
well as ice-cream mani-pedis.

12. Relaxing in the
bowsprit net on
Star Clippers’
sailing ship
Royal Clipper.

motored his Zodiac through
a field of 40-foot icebergs to
offer two beverage options: hot
chocolate, or hot chocolate with
a tipple. “Swedish schnapps – it
keeps you warm; it makes you
happy,” he said with a smile. That
was all the convincing I needed.
– David Hochman

14 - 17. Princess Cruises’ movies under the stars. * Seabourn cruise line’s Caviar in the Surf beach barbecues. * Diving with Jean-Michel Cousteau
on select Paul Gauguin voyages (plus PADI certification classes on all cruises). * Top-deck jogging tracks — yes, really.
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18. INVITE-ONLY EVENTS
INSIDER’S REPORT

Hvar, jewel of Croatia’s
Dalmatian Coast.

Italy and the Northwest Passage
call Crystal Cruises’ president and
chief operating officer
Edie Rodriguez to sea.

I’ll never get tired of: Porto
Venere on Italy’s Ligurian
Coast for its beauty and
charm, as well as its accessibility to the Cinque Terre
and Tuscany.

19. GOING WITH
THE FLOW
You’re on the list:
Virtuoso Voyager
Club celebrates 25
years of exclusive
shore excursions
and onboard cocktail
parties this year.
Your travel advisor is
your ticket into the
complimentary club.
A teaser:

(EDIE RODRIGUEZ) KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI, HAIR AND MAKEUP BY SONG LOPEZ,
(TULIP) VEER, (HVAR) SIME/ESTOCKPHOTO

➸ Tour the Croatian island of Hvar
and sample Dalmatian specialties
in a family-owned

tavern when Azamara Club Cruises’
Journey overnights
there on June 7.

➸ Skip the
group excursions
and explore the
Amalfi Coast with
a private guide
and driver when
Regent’s Seven Seas
Mariner calls in Sorrento on October 9.
➸ Visit an organic
farm in San José del

Cabo before lunch at
La Panga Antigua,
one of Cabo’s best
restaurants for
seafood and modern
Mexican cuisine,
during Silversea’s
December 21 sailing
from Los Angeles.
Tip: Voyager Club
excursions book
up quickly. Ask
your advisor to
reserve yours
when you confirm
the cruise.

20. NEW SHIPS
The most anticipated debut this year is Viking
Cruises’ first ocean liner, the 930-passenger Viking
Star. Virtuoso Life’s Fran Golden will report on its
christening cruise in our next issue.

Tulip tours, biking
European vineyards,
Amazon and Southeast
Asia expeditions Ð
the river-cruising
boom rolls on with
good reason.
ÒAmaWaterways does
Vietnam and Cambodia in a flawless and
delightful way that
would be impossible
as a DIY trip.Ó Ð Linda
Allen, travel advisor,
Harrison, Arkansas

Itinerary I’m most excited
about: Our 2016 expeditionstyle, 33-day voyage from
Alaska to New York City via
the legendary Northwest
Passage. [Turn to page 108
for more information.]
At sunset, you’ll find me:
Sitting on my penthouse
balcony, sipping a glass
of pinot noir and being so
thankful for the view and
peace and quiet.
Here’s the thing about traveling by ship: With so many
activities on board, from
lecture series to special
theme classes to fitness and
wellness programs, I often
crave sea days.
Most people wouldn’t guess
it, but I love: Rod Stewart’s
music. I’ve seen him perform
more than 200 times.
Words to live by on the high
seas: Turn off the Internet
and just enjoy the moment.

21 - 23. Cunard’s planetarium – the only one at sea – on the QM2. * Bringing out your inner Michael and Madonna beneath fireworks during
Norwegian Breakaway and Getaway’s outdoor ’80s dance parties. * Sleeping under the stars on a Balinese daybed for two on SeaDream I or II.
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EXPEDITION CRUISING TAKES A TURN
FOR THE LUXE ON A JOURNEY
THROUGH MELANESIA.

aa world
way
BY KIM BROWN SEELY

Dobu Island from the Silver Discoverer’s deck. Opposite: A resident
of Alotau on Papua New Guinea’s Milne Bay, New Caledonia flora (top
right and bottom left), and market finds in the Solomon Islands.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA
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PHOTO CREDIT

Earl
y
one
morning
on a Zodiac dispatched by
the Silver Discoverer, I began
channeling Margaret Mead. It
was a little past six, with the
sun already warming the Coral
Sea’s watery dawn. Although
my husband and I weren’t quite
awake, we were being initiated
in the ways of in-depth exploration cruising by the ship’s
expedition leader, Conrad
Combrink, his name rivaled
in coolness only by his South
African accent.
Combrink’s itinerary had
been blown apart by 25-knot
southerlies in a season known
for northerlies, making that
day’s planned anchorages
unwise. So, as he put it, we
were “going into full expedition mode” – just “dropping
in” unannounced on a tropical
atoll in a very remote part of
Papua New Guinea, to see what
life there was like. He had no
idea how the local tribe might
receive us, not to mention
our 337-foot ship anchored
offshore: There would be no
welcome speeches, no singsing dance performances, no
carved souvenirs set out to
buy. But Yanaba Island, on the
outer edge of the Papua New
Guinean archipelago, looked
promising. We’d point ourselves there, even though the
only thing we were following
was his heart.
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After four days in Combrink’s care, no one batted an eye. Our
73 fellow passengers had trekked to this vast stretch of the South
Pacific from 16 different countries: flights first to Auckland or Hong
Kong, followed by an overnight in Cairns. We had then boarded the
Discoverer and nosed into the Coral Sea, crossing the Great Barrier
Reef. Nearly 45 hours after pushing off from the harbor in Cairns,
we’d made our first shore landing in Papua New Guinea. And now
here stood Combrink in his expedition shirt, insisting that, if we
went ashore here, we’d find the people of Yanaba Island just as interested in us as we were in them.
Made up of thousands of islands extending from New Guinea to
Fiji, Melanesia is the birthplace of cultural anthropology. It’s also
“one of the most biologically diverse, interesting, and unexplored
parts of the planet!” Combrink said. “Something very few people
have been lucky enough to see.”

W
MELANESIAN DREAM
Opposite, clockwise
from top left: A
traditional dwelling on
Papua New Guinea’s
Fergusson Island;
carvings at the market
in Port Mary on Santa
Ana Island,
the Solomon Islands;
Dobu Island harvest;
and young Yanaba
islanders.

E’D LEARNED FROM OUR FLEET OF ONBOARD
lecturers that Papua New Guinea alone contains
more than 600 islands, and among them, its people
speak 848 different languages – representing the greatest linguistic
diversity in the world. Sandwiched between the equator and Australia, PNG is part of a great arc of mountains stretching from Asia to
the South Pacific. In 18 days we’d travel nearly 4,000 nautical miles
– skimming ashore in inflatable Zodiacs to visit remote villages and
tribes, each with their own customs and cultures, not only in PNG,
but also the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, and on tiny
Norfolk Island – before finally disembarking in Auckland.
Exploring this vast archipelago and its rarely visited anchorages
would be almost impossible on your own. But increasingly, a new
breed of high-end expedition ship – outfitted with loads of fuel,
Zodiacs, and snorkeling equipment; teams of expert birders, marine
biologists, historians, and anthropologists; gyms, yoga instructors, gourmet chefs, and high-speed Internet – can be found poking
about some of the world’s most far-flung destinations. Made with
shallower hulls to ply previously uncharted waters, these new ships
are following ancient migration routes in comfort and style.
“We’re meeting more intrepid travelers who have been everywhere and done everything and are looking for what’s left to see on
the planet,” says Judy Perl, a New York-based Virtuoso travel agency
president. “The North Pole, Northwest Passage, Papua New Guinea
… these are the last frontiers. There’s no better way to visit places
without infrastructure than aboard a small expedition ship.”
“Expedition cruises appeal to nature lovers and well-educated
people, professionals who don’t consider themselves ‘cruisers’ but
adventurers and explorers,” adds Kristian Anderson, Silversea’s
senior vice president and general manager for the Americas. “For
these upscale adventurers, all-inclusive luxury combines extremely
well with in-depth exploration cruising.”
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1.

S

O HERE WE WERE, NOT CRUISERS BUT
adventurers, the shimmering-green outline of
Yanaba Island in view, zooming across the blue
ocean with our backs to the palm-spiked coast. As we drifted
in to shore I heard murmuring, then giggles: About 30 children
crouched, waiting. They were tiny. What you might imagine if you
were to picture slight, brown, small-boned kids. At first I saw five
perched on the cliff, like birds. And then just past a ramshackle
dock, five more. And still more. They wore torn shorts and not
much else. Some had flowers stuck in their hair. As the Zodiac
lurched onto shore, they gaped.
“Hello!” we called, eight of us clambering out onto the
muddy beach.
More giggles and stares. Then a soft-spoken girl said, “Dimdims,” using the local pidgin for “white people,” and the beach
erupted in peals of laughter. We scrambled up a steep trail into
the forest and hiked across the island, followed by a small army
of kids. There were no cars, no roads, no billboards, no power
lines, no tin roofs – just a leafy path bordered by tall palms and
papaya trees leading through still, humid air.
The trail ended on the far side of the island at a white-sand
beach opening onto big aqua swells rolling in off the Pacific.
Astonishingly, between the crashing waves and us stood a village
of about 40 thatched-roof huts built on stilts over the sand. The
villagers of Yanaba Island seemed delighted to see us; some spoke
English. I met a young man dressed in a T-shirt that read “Maverick.” We hiked the length of the beach, stopping to admire a cool
outrigger canoe he’d carved. Then Maverick said he’d like to give
me something.
“That’s OK,” I protested. “It’s very nice to meet you.” But he
drew from his hut an exquisite ebony-black, hand-carved walking
stick. Would I like to have it for 100 kina? I had only 50 kina (about
$20). I hesitated; it seemed far too fine a thing for 100 kina. But
Maverick took my 50 kina and presented me with the stick, which
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2.

3.

THERE WERE
NO CARS, NO
ROADS, NO
BILLBOARDS.
JUST A
LEAFY PATH
BORDERED
BY PALMS
LEADING
THROUGH
THE STILL,
HUMID AIR.

he’d carved himself, and it seemed
rude to refuse it.
“It’s beautiful!” I exclaimed, as
everyone followed us back down the
beach. I was happy, Maverick was
happy, and we snapped a giant group
portrait in the sand. It felt, at that
moment on the edge of the sea, as
though something rare in our globalized world had just happened. I wasn’t
entirely sure what it was, so I let my
Yanaba walking stick, which felt like a
sort of magical totem – with carvings
depicting a crocodile, a man, a woman,
and a dog – lead me back to the Zodiac.

M

ONTHS LATER, MY
memories of of our
Melanesian expedition aren’t like my memories of other trips. There are no towns, or
stores, or cars; no hotels or restaurants; no packing and unpacking.
There is always water, the balmy South Pacific air streaming over
it, and bright sun. When I close my eyes there are sing-sing dancers wearing fabulous feathers; brown skin, black skin, plus infinite
variations in between; crinkly black hair, fuzzy cinnamon hair, even
blonde hair. There is a quiet woman taking my arm and saying, “You
will see many small boys carrying big machetes. Don’t be afraid –
they are going to work in the yam gardens.” I don’t really remember specific islands, and I can’t say I even remember which people
we met where. I only remember being touched by them all: by the
woman I saw clinging to a steep hillside singlehandedly planting
yams; by so many very small boys, arms draped around one

4.

5.

6.

another’s shoulders; by the men
with their striking war canoes
and ancient dances. I took it all
in, sometimes with a lump in
my throat.
After our Yanaba Island
visit we’d gathered in the ship’s
lounge for cocktails and the
evening recap. Expedition
leader Combrink said, “What
did you think of those people?
They have a hard life, don’t
they? They’re not poor – they
just have a different life. They’d
run out of fuel, so while you
were there we donated some
of ours.” (The Discoverer
regularly assists these remote
villages where it can, donating food, fuel, and water at
various stops.) In exchange for
our visit, Combrink had cut
a deal with the chief: fuel and
water for a morning of cultural
immersion. It was a two-way
street on a one-trail island,
and pretty much everyone had
come out ahead.
Toasting one another in the
Discoverer’s lounge, we felt as
though we had each shared
in some unspoken quest. My
fellow passengers ranged in age
from 16 to 88 and were some

7.

FRIENDLY FACES
1. A young warrior in
Lifou, New Caledonia.
2, 3. Milne Bay residents in Alotau, Papua
New Guinea.
4, 5. Feathered finery
in Tufi, Papua New
Guinea. 6. A mudcovered warrior
during a traditional
Aimatawa-Aifonofono
dance on Santa Ana in
the Solomon Islands’
remote Makira province. 7. A Tanna Island
woman in Vanuatu.
8. A Milne Bay local.

8.

of the most well-traveled individuals I’ve met, ever. They moved
through small villages lightly (if not always boarding Zodiacs
gracefully). Nonetheless, some of the older passengers’ enthusiasm
stunned me. We had come so far, for so many days, and they were
still curious. In a world that can seem homogenous and overcalculated, fearful and intolerant, many of my shipmates possessed that
particular brand of openness that comes only with time and travel.
Admittedly, it’s not all that hard to stay curious, returning after
each sweaty cultural immersion to such casually elegant onboard
surroundings. Of our three weeks at sea, not all days were calm, but
most began for me with yoga outdoors on the top deck. I drank in
the soft, warm breeze. The delicious sun rising. A dozen of us with
feet planted on mats, the ship swaying gently, and even balancechallenged passengers trying the poses anyway. Almost everyone
on this expedition was the way you’d want to be when you’re old
enough to know better, an explorer at heart.

T

WO WEEKS INTO THE TRIP WE’D LEARNED
the names of most of our fellow passengers and
many of the crew. Barbara and Ian from Bath,
England, were dashing and charming; Pearl, also English, was
like a character out of a novel, and confided to me the first night
that although her husband had died young, he’d left her with the
means to travel well – and travel well she did. Reserved Ivan from
New Zealand was sailing solo, as his wife was battling illness,
and a Turkish woman we all nicknamed “the Queen” chainsmoked and ate all her meals alone. On the first day, we’d met
Mads and Emma, who looked like Danish film stars but turned
out to be students, and everyone’s favorites, the O’Boyles – avid
divers from Texas, who had already spent three weeks aboard
the Discoverer when we boarded, and who booked another three
before we disembarked.
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We bonded over Zodiac rides,
snorkeling safaris, and a night
trek to the top of a live volcano,
and also over meals: You could
request a table for two or join
a mixed group (many of whom
were Silversea regulars) that
would turn out to be from three
different countries. Dinner
might be mixed grill served outside under strands of café lights
that shone like stars against the
night sky, or pan-seared foie
gras, wild mushroom “cappuccino,” tiger prawns, and chocolate crème brûlée – or anything
you wanted, sautéed sea bass,
say, and a fresh green salad,
followed by a caramel ice cream
sundae – served with wines of
your choice in the Discoverer’s
candlelit dining room.
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JEWEL TONES
The pristine waters of
the Matevulu Blue Hole
in Luganville, Vanuatu,
and dancers in Tufi,
Papua New Guinea.

You could also opt to dine in your cabin – and many people
seemed to enjoy this – although my husband and I always chose to
eat out. Our cabin was tucked amidships on the lower passenger
deck. Its 181 square feet contained a queen bed with crisp white
sheets, a small sitting area with a love seat and armchair, a writing
desk, a flat-screen TV, an iPod dock, and a marble bath (with walk-in
shower) exactly large enough for one person at a time. I worried our
cabin might feel confining after three weeks at sea. It never did. My
only quibble was that I wished for a larger window (there are different cabin options available, several with private balconies), but this
was easily remedied by spending more time on deck.
Or under water. Throughout 18 days in Melanesia, each one
gorgeous and stirring, the staggering richness of diversity became
almost haunting, like a lurid sunset that could someday fade to
gray. At first it appeared in obvious places: quivers of cockatoo and
cassowary feathers waving atop dancers’ heads, each village with its
own style of headdress; or in the crazy-rich birdlife: orange-fronted
fruit doves, sulphur-crested cockatoos, and the wildly plumed birds
of paradise. But then we donned masks and snorkels and slipped
into the Coral Triangle’s translucent water – the center of the world
in terms of marine biodiversity, the Amazon of the sea, with 3,000
species of fish – and drifted over coral gardens packed with layers

THREE
WEEKS, ONE
SUITCASE
Expedition cruises are,
by definition, less formal.
Most guests pack casually
elegant attire for evenings,
with the exception of the
captain’s dinner, which is
slightly dressier (relaxed
cocktail for ladies, jackets
for men). During the day,
bathing suits, lightweight
hiking pants, quick-dry
shirts, and sundresses
are de rigueur for women
(at least on tropical itineraries); most men opt
for quick-dry khakis and
shorts. We worried about
malarial mosquitoes, but
on our itinerary, used
DEET bug spray only once.
Do bring wristbands and
scopolamine patches to
combat seasickness, just
in case; we never needed
them, but were happy to
be able to lend ours to two
passengers who did.

of life, marveling at animals
that looked like plants and
plants that looked like animals.
Well, we had trouble keeping it
together. Coming up after the
first of many snorkel outings,
my husband, no softie, got
emotional. “I haven’t seen a
coral reef this alive, ever,” he
said, blinking through his mask.
“Wow … what a privilege.”

I

N A WORLD
that worships speed,
perhaps one of the greatest
luxuries is traveling for any
extended length of time. And
while a deep dive into the
world’s most distant corners

AT SEA
Clockwise from top:
A Zodiac team scouts
for a disembarkation
site on Dobu Island,
Papua New Guinea;
raising the French
flag as the Silver
Discoverer nears New
Caledonia; Charan
Prasad Chauhan, the
ship’s butler supervisor; a View Suite on
Deck 5; and afternoon
canapés, a daily onboard ritual, delivered
to passengers’ suites.
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takes time, time itself takes on
a different quality.
Watching the sacred Rom
dance on Vanuatu’s Ambrym Island (named “Here grow yams”
in the local language by Captain
Cook in 1774), I found myself
seated in a dirt clearing surrounded by giant banyan trees,
a landscape almost unchanged
since Cook’s day. Male dancers

tip
Cabins (all with balconies) on Silversea’s
classic cruises are
more spacious than
those on the Silver
Discoverer, Explorer,
and Galápagos, but
shore excursions
aren’t included in
the price. Your travel
advisor can help you
decide if the smaller
(yet pricier overall)
expedition ships make
sense for you.

wearing tail feathers and penis sheaths, or cloaked in massive capes of
dried banana leaves, stomped the sand to the rhythmic clack of bamboo instruments. A polyphonic chant progressed ever so slowly, by
infinitesimal degrees. The whole thing – the dancers twirling in their
sacred costumes, the hypnotic shhh-shhh-shhh of the dried leaves,
all of it weaving tribe and culture and time together, while 75 of us
from 16 countries watched mesmerized – seemed utterly remarkable.
Especially in an age that feels increasingly squeezed by sameness.
What a delight to be reminded that different is wondrous. And
that diversity, both under water and above it, is one of the best reasons to travel.

EXPEDITIONS BY SEA
Adventure cruising in comfort – in Melanesia and beyond.
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expedition cruise. Sailings –
aboard the 120-passenger Discoverer, 132-passenger Explorer,
and 100-passenger Galápagos –
focus more on the destinations,
while Silversea’s classic cruises
place a greater emphasis on the
onboard experience. Melanesia
departures: September 28, 2015
(16 days) and September 20,
2016 (14 days); from $11,250.
The 264-passenger Le Soléal
sails through Melanesia during
Ponant’s 11-day exploration.
Australian wildlife photographer
Mick Fogg leads the journey,
which sails from the Solomon

Islands through Vanuatu to New
Caledonia, calling on islands
along the way. Travelers meet
local tribes, explore an active
volcano, and snorkel the reefs.
Departure: December 9, 2015;
from $3,300.
Celebrity Cruises’ 98-passenger
Xpedition introduces adventurers
to the Galápagos Islands during
seven- and ten-day voyages (with
optional pre- or post-cruise trips
to Machu Picchu). On board,
Darwin’s Restaurant serves fish
caught by local fishermen and
Discovery Lounge doubles as a
venue for nightly naturalist pre-

sentations. Departures: Multiple
dates year-round; from $4,000.
Next year, Crystal Cruises
brings expedition-style cruising to a big-ship sailing with a
33-day Northwest Passage
journey through the Arctic on the
1,090-passenger Crystal Serenity. Fourteen expedition experts
will offer enrichment programs at
sea and on shore, and an escort
vessel with adventure equipment
and Zodiacs will accompany the
ship from Seward to New York,
with stops throughout Alaska
and Greenland. Departure: August 16, 2016; from $22,755.

(MAP) LEIGH WELLS

Silversea Expeditions offers
journeys to some of the last
frontiers in exploration cruising:
Japan and the Russian Far East
(Kuril Islands, Kamchatka), Asia
(Borneo and Sulawesi, Indonesia
– realm of pygmy elephants and
proboscis monkeys, plus some
of the planet’s best diving), the
Arctic, Antarctica, West Africa,
and the rarely visited southern
Maldives (combined with the
Seychelles, Mozambique, Tanzania, and Zanzibar). The itineraries rarely repeat exactly – but
this Melanesian account is indicative of the kind of experience
you can expect on a Silversea

DEST537

City style
meets
natural
beauty

DISCOVER AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, WHERE URBAN SOPHISTICATION AND
BREATHTAKING SCENERY COMBINE.
Dine on delectable Pacifc-Rim cuisine in fve-star harbour-side restaurants and
shop for designer labels in the heart of the city. Walk through lush native rainforest
and explore the emerald islands of the sparkling Hauraki Gulf, right on the city’s
doorstep. Walk along tranquil golden beaches and sip on award-winning vintages at
the boutique vineyards that dot Waiheke Island, New Zealand’s own ‘island of wine’.
Explore this unique city before, during or after your all-inclusive luxury voyage with
Silversea Cruises, a Virtuoso Preferred Partner. Choose from three opportunities
to visit Auckland during the 2015-2016 sailing season – contact your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor to fnd out more.

aucklandnz.com

Locally grown: KronKron’s
shop in downtown Reykjavik.
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AMONG
THE ELV
E

S

REYKJAVIK’S DESIGN
SCENE THRIVES ON
ICELANDIC ENERGY –
AND A LITTLE MAGIC.
BY MARIKA CAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NANNA DIS
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See

GLASS CASTLE
A geometric-paned iceberg
glued to the edge of downtown,
Harpa, the national concert
hall, hosts performances ranging from Icelandic folk music
to How to Become Icelandic in 60
Minutes, an hour-long cultural
introduction that employs Iceland’s signature dry wit. Shop
for Icelandic goods at Epal in
the sprawling lobby, browse
the music at an outpost of the
city’s beloved 12 Tónar store, or
knock back a drink under the
neon “Scandinavian Pain” art
installation in Harpa’s Kolabrautin bar and restaurant.
Austurbakki 2; harpa.is.

VIKING
BACKSTORY

I

N LOFTID, A FORMER TAILOR’S SHOP

reimagined as a cocktail bar, an elfin wisp of a DJ who’s spinning
vintage Queen suddenly whips out a flute and starts tootling
along with “Another One Bites the Dust.” The musical flight of
fancy epitomizes Reykjavik’s anything-goes creative streak – a
streak born of isolation, collaboration, and more than a pinch of
Nordic fairy dust. And while foreigners may know the Icelandic
capital best for its music scene, architecture, fashion, and art proliferate here too.
Every pixie-dust-tinged story needs a fairy godmother or two.
In Reykjavik, the title falls equally to fashion designer Steinunn
Sigurd and design professor/gallery owner Sigridur Sigurjonsdottir. The former left a career designing for La Perla, Gucci, and
Calvin Klein to settle in Iceland full-time and launch her own line.
“The creative community is much closer here,” she says. “I find it
much more interesting to run into the violinist or the poet or the
painter on the street and collaborate with them.”
Sigurjonsdottir, formerly a professor at the Icelandic Academy of the Arts and a tireless champion of Icelandic designers
(she started Spark Design Space to launch local talent), concurs: “There is a freedom here that you can sense in the work. It
is a small scene but very vibrant.”
An easy stopover en route to Europe, the city of 117,000 delivers a walkable (and shoppable) design scene – and a dose of indie
cred. Denizens of the low-rise downtown, with its colorful corrugated buildings, look almost to a person like they’re in the coolest
band you’ve never heard of. And everywhere, unself-conscious
creations flourish: the city’s many murals; weird and wonderful
shoes, jewelry, and more. Here, a few Reykjavik design highlights.
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“If you want to get to know
how Iceland was built, go to the
National Museum of Iceland,”
designer Steinunn Sigurd says.
There, permanent exhibits
trace the country’s history,
from the arrival of the first
Norwegian settlers around AD
800 to the present – all in warm
and tasteful Scandinavian
surroundings. Sudurgotu 41;
thjodminjasafn.is.

Sigridur Sigurjonsdottir
and (below) Spark Design Space. Top: Harpa.

VANTAGE POINT
Rising like a pixelated Viking
helmet from a downtown
hilltop, Hallgrimskirkja, the
country’s largest church, is a
snow-white study in Icelandic
eclecticism – guarded by an
Alexander Calder statue of
Leif Eriksson. Pay the 700kronur admission and take the
rickety elevator to its observation deck for postcard views
of Reykjavik’s multicolored
abodes. Skolavordustigur 101;
hallgrimskirkja.is.

ART ON THE WALLS

Murals adorn buildings all
over Reykjavik: A lava flow
spills over the roofline of one
building; a waterfall of silver
and blue paillettes glitters on
another. Giant Icelandic postage stamps, a single luminous
two-story feather painted on
a midrise building – the fun is
rounding a corner and coming
face-to-face with one of dozens
of outsize artworks.
Shop

(REYKJAVIK AERIAL) L. TOSHIO KISHIYAMA/GETTY IMAGES

THE INCUBATOR
Projects showcased at Sigridur Sigurjonsdottir’s Spark
Design Space gallery and
shop have included perfume
(Andrea Maack’s visual-artsinspired fragrances), graphic
design (gorgeous maps of
European capitals by Paolo
Gianfrancesco in a rainbow
of Pantone hues), and category-defying works (a sort of
Icelandic Lego set made of real
fish bones). Spark also stocks
excellent Icelandic art books
and works from past and current exhibitions. Klapparstigur
33; sparkdesignspace.com.

HAUTE WOOL
Steinunn Sigurd’s line of knitted garments, STEiNUNN,

Clockwise from top:
Reykjavik from atop
Hallgrimskirkja,
Geysir’s goods, and
Steinunn Sigurd in
her shop and studio.

GO
Icelandair offers a free stopover in Reykjavik for travelers flying from the U.S. to Europe (or vice
versa). Travel advisors can tap Virtuoso’s on-site tour operator in the city to arrange everything
from hotels and day-trip outings to longer explorations. Iceland’s peak season is, of course, during
the daylight-drenched summer months. As an increasingly popular cruise port, Reykjavik sees
calls from larger lines such as Regent, Celebrity, and Holland America, as well as smaller expedition
outfits such as Quark Expeditions and Lindblad. Overland trips by companies including National
Geographic Expeditions and Kensington Tours offer a chance for in-depth exploration.
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runs the gamut from supple,
fine-gauge cardigans and crewneck sweaters to wildly textured
headdresses and scarves that
mimic lava flows, plus wool hats,
coats, shirts, dresses, and pants.
A visit to her shop and studio in
the Fishpacking District doubles
as a fine-art photography outing:
Original Mary Ellen Mark Polaroids from the designer’s days
in the New York fashion world
adorn the walls. Grandagardur
17; steinunn.com.

COLLECTIVE COOL

Kiosk artists’ collective stocks
locally made fashion and jewelry, including designer/visual
artist Hildur Yeoman’s work –
crocheted nylon necklaces
reminiscent of delicate sea plants
embellished with glass beads
and semiprecious stones, and
her more outré fashion (one of
her collections incorporates crocheted poodles). Laugavegur
65; kioskreykjavik.com.

BRIGHT SPOT

The riot of color in KronKron
radiates chiefly from its namesake brand, Kron by KronKron.
A husband-and-wife team
turns out what might be called
Icelandic muumuus, as well as
dresses, tights, and footwear
straight from a Willy Wonka
hallucination. The shop also
stocks other high-end brands
such as Acne Studios and Sonia
Rykiel. Laugavegur 63B;
kronkron.com.

ALL THINGS ICELAND
Clothing and ephemera from
“Good Old Iceland” (as the
From top: Designer and
illustrator Hildur Yeoman and
her sketches, KronKron design
duo Magni Thorsteinsson and
Hugrun Arnadottir, and Gudmundur Jorundsson
and his line.
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Delight in never having to ask.
The art of delight is knowing
what you want before you do.

seabourn.com
Ships’ registry: Bahamas. © 2015 Seabourn.

Atlantic
Ocean

FORT LAUDERDALE

San Juan

Isla Catalina
Caribbean
Sea

St. Barts
Antigua
St. John
Guadeloupe
Martinique

CARIBBEAN ODYSSEY
DUBAI

from $4,999

Round-trip Fort Lauderdale • 12 days • Nov 9 & Dec 3, 2015

Gulf of Oman
Muscat

Abu Dhabi
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Island
Arabian
Sea

Indian
Ocean

Mumbai
Mangalore
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Phuket
Strait of
Malacca
SINGAPORE

JEWELS OF ARABIA & INDIA
VALPARAÍSO

from $5,999

Dubai to Singapore • 18 days • Nov 18, 2015

BUENOS AIRES
Montevideo

Puerto
Note: Antarctica
Reloncav’ Sound
Montt
routing/landings
Gulf of Corcovado
dependent on weather
Castro
Chilean Fjords
and ice conditions
El Brujo Glacier
Stanley,
Canal Sarmiento
Falkland Islands/
Ushuaia
Strait of Magellan
Islas Malvinas
Punta Arenas
Beagle Channel Drake Passage
King George Island
Antarctic Sound
Gerlache Strait
Hope Bay
Paradise Bay
Weddell Sea
Lemaire Channel

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA & PATAGONIA

from $12,999

Buenos Aires to Valparaíso (Santiago) • 21 days • Nov 29, 2015

Delight in a journey as beautiful as the destination.
Intimate ships with no more than 302 suites • Spacious all-suite accommodations • Tipping is neither expected nor required
Award-winning gourmet dining • Complimentary open bars and fine wines • Complimentary champagne and in-suite bar

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Professional to begin your journey on the World’s Finest Small-Ship
Cruise Line. Enjoy exclusive Voyager Club amenities including an onboard cocktail reception,
shore event or shipboard credit on select sailings.

Asia, Arabia & India • Australia & New Zealand • Caribbean & Panama Canal • Mediterranean • Northern Europe • South America & Antarctica
Fares based on these sailing dates. All fares are in US dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses
of $256.61 to $756.72 per person are additional. Information herein is accurate at time of printing and is subject to change without prior notice. Seabourn reserves the right to
correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2015 Seabourn.

shop’s slogan goes) fill Geysir,
a woodsy-feeling boutique. Pick
up an Icelandic wool Wing
scarf (a scallop-edged garment
inspired by Iceland’s feathered
friends) from design-community stalwart Vik Prjonsdottir – or
a wearable “baby seal” baby
blanket. Skolavordustig 16;
geysir.com.

RISING STAR
Local boy and recent Icelandic
Academy of the Arts graduate Gudmundur Jorundsson
turns out Jör, his menswear
and menswear-inspired womenswear lines, in his studio
downstairs from the shop.
Laugavegur 89; jorstore.com.
Dine

Until recently, Icelandic food
was more infamous than celebrated – and, yes, you can still
get fermented shark if you want
it – but the dining scene has
blossomed, with creative chefs
reinvigorating the country’s
limited ingredients (potatoes,
cod, blueberries, and lamb
feature prominently).

CAFFEINATION
NATION

Reykjavik Roasters, the city’s
best coffee shop and roastery,

gets its soundtrack from
vintage records and the chatter
of Reykjavik regulars. Sip your
latte, sit back, and watch the
hipster parade. Karastigur 1;
reykjavikroasters.is.

FRESH TASTE

Gló, a second-floor raw-foodsfocused café across the street
from Spark Design Space, leans
vegetarian. Order a wrap and
your choice of side salads, then
grab a seat near the window
overlooking the street scene
below. Laugavegur 20B; glo.is.

tip
“Take a short fight from Reykjavik’s domestic airport to the scenic
town of Akureyri, then a ferry to
Hrisey Island to meet local farmers, fshermen, and brewers – on a
gastronomic tour where you can
sample the best of northern
Iceland’s food.”
– Diane Eide, travel
advisor, Phoenix

DINNER AND DRINKS
Have a craft cocktail with your
charred salmon or cured arctic
char at Kol, a cozy, contemporary dinner spot. Skolavordustigur 40; kolrestaurant.is.

NORDIC NOTES
Reykjavik’s New Nordic
Cuisine darling, Dill elevates
traditional ingredients with
fresh preparations: skyr (a
thick yogurt-like product)
with celery and roasted oats,
for instance, or salt cod with
celeriac and apples. Hverfisgotu
12; dillrestaurant.is.
Clockwise from top left:
Kol’s entryway, Reykjavik
Roasters, and Gló.

STRAIGHT TO THE SOURCE

(BASALT PILLARS) DAVE STAMBOULIS/ALAMY

Get out into nature to discover the heart of Icelandic design.
Maybe the dark winter months fuel introspection; or the landscape
does, with its ever-rumbling volcanoes, steam vents, and swaths of
ancient moss. Nature definitely inspires Icelandic
art. For insight into the country’s wild side – not to
mention a glorious time – get out of the city. Have
your travel advisor book a privately guided day trip
along the island’s dramatic south coast through
Virtuoso’s on-site tour operator.
The excursion goes where tour buses can’t – offroad through fields of psychedelic moss, fording

streams in a snorkel-equipped four-wheel-drive vehicle to reach
the tongue of the Eyjafjallajokull glacier (the ice cap on the volcano
that snarled air traffic from Europe in 2010). Other
stops: waterfalls that smash down from hundreds of
feet above and the family-run Thorvaldseyri Visitor
Centre, dedicated to the Eyjafjallajokull eruption. The
final – and most dramatic – sight is the hexagonal
basalt columns at Reynisfjara’s black-sand beach
(pictured here), which inspired Hallgrimskirkja, the
white-pillared church in Reykjavik’s center.
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An Australian photographer turns his lens on his country’s vast and varied Northern Territory.
PHOTOGRAPHY AND ESSAY BY ANSON SMART
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T

HERE’S NO OTHER PLACE LIKE

Australia’s Top End. If you want
to feel tiny, excited, and occasionally a little bit terrified, the
Northern Territory is for you. It
covers such a large area and has
one of the most distinctive landscapes
in the world. Combine that with its rich
history and amazing light, and it’s a gem.
The Northern Territory is indigenous
Australians’ special land, filled with their
stories and history. For the visitor it’s a
whole different world, a land of cultural
richness – with the odd pesky fly and
hungry croc.
I’m based in Sydney, and over the years
I’ve been lucky enough to visit the Northern Territory on many assignments, which
have seen me four-wheel-driving through
Kakadu National Park, exploring sacred
Aboriginal sites, and meeting the talented
artists of the Tiwi Islands.
Each trip deepens my connection to our
unique landscape and light. The sunrises
are unforgettable. And if you’re staying
at Longitude 131°, you must drag yourself
out of your five-star tent to gaze up at the
night sky and stars that stretch forever.
This is a place where you’re getting back to
the true heart of Australia.

Clockwise from top left: A guide in Kakadu National Park, a Tiwi artist and her work, and palm
trees in Darwin. Below: Magnetic termite mounds in Litchfield National Park are built with
a north-south orientation to control the interior temperature.
Opposite page: First light breaks over Bamurru Plains.
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Each trip
deepens my
connection
to our unique
landscape
and light.
Clockwise from top left:
A young boy looks at his
ancestors’ art painted on
cliffs in Arnhem Land,
vibrant natural pigments
used by Tiwi Islands artists,
a Yolngu bark painting in
Arnhem Land, woven
bracelets from the
Tiwi Islands, and a
Kakadu National Park
wetlands resident.
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PUBLI-REPORTAGE

GALERIES LAFAYETTE PARIS HAUSS MANN

THE DEPARTMENT STORE CAPITAL OF FASHION
Located in the heart of Paris just steps from the Opera, the 70,000 square-meter ﬂagship store, a symbol
of Parisian elegance, offers more than 3,500 brands, from affordable to the most prestigious designers.

A UNIQUE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE!
Galeries Lafayette Paris Haussmann provides fashion for all
with a wide selection of French and international brands.
Graced by a 100-year-old neo-byzantine dome built in 1912,
the ﬂagship store on Boulevard Haussmann is home not only
to the largest fashion collections in the world for women, men
and children, but is also home to interior design collections
and a gourmet food hall.

An entertainer of light, the Architect Bruno Moinard
has imagined the space of the 1st ﬂoor at Galeries
Lafayette’s main store. In a space designed to discovery
trails, more than 300 brands cover the 4 600 square
meters, including 17 new signature fashion brands and
more than 170 new brands of accessories, most of which
are exclusive.

YOUR EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO AMENITIES
• A complimentary glass of Champagne in our new Virtuoso Premium
Lounge located on the second ﬂoor of the main store)*
• An access to our VIP services (personal shopper, private lounges...)**
• A dedicated express tax refund desk
• A -10% discount card** with a Welcome Kit and a Paris Guide
Please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details.
* Galeries Lafayette Contact, 2nd ﬂoor of the main store from 9:30 AM to 8 PM.
** Booking required.
*** Not available on all items marked with a red dot, ask for complete conditions in store.

GALERIES LAFAYETTE PARIS HAUSSMANN
40, BD HAUSSMANN 75009 PARIS - METRO: CHAUSSÉE D’ANTIN - LA FAYETTE
Open Monday through Saturday from 9.30 AM to 8 PM
Late opening every Thursday until 9 PM
Tel: +33 (0)1 42 82 36 40 - haussmann.galerieslafayette.com/en/
Find your location and save time with Galeries Lafayette Paris Haussmann Application.

© Thibaut Voisin

FASHION, LUXURY & CREATION
ON THE 1ST FLOOR

tip
“Whilst visiting Uluru make time for
an evening on the dunes under the
stars at the Sounds of Silence dinner. You
dine on Australian delicacies and drink
local wine while learning from the resident
astronomer about the spectacular southern sky, all with the famous rock
in the background. A not-to-bemissed experience.”
– Jane McFarlane, travel
advisor, Manly, Australia

Rock stars, clockwise from top left: A helicopter’s-eye view over Longitude 131°
with Uluru in the background, an afternoon swim at Kakadu National Park,
and small stone ornaments on the Bamurru Plains.
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INTO THE OUTBACK

High-end Northern Territory explorations.
STAY Longitude 131° takes the grit out of
camping in the Outback. The resort’s 15
luxury tents (with floor-to-ceiling windows
and spacious bathrooms) string across the
red landscape, each with a view of Uluru.
Complimentary activities include dinner
under the stars and Walpa Gorge and
cultural tours – and guests can unwind with
self-service bar access in the Dune House.

Doubles from $945, including Champagne
and canapés on arrival, all meals, and
select beverages.

GO The Northern Territory leg of Swain
Destinations’ 16-day trip through Australia
gives travelers an up-close look at Uluru
and the red-rock domes of Kata Tjuta, as
well as an alfresco dinner complete with a
talk on the southern night sky.
A Longitude 131° tent.
The journey, which begins and
ends in Sydney, also includes
a crossing on The Ghan train
from Alice Springs to Adelaide,
plus time at the Great Barrier
Reef, Kangaroo Island, and the
Barossa Valley. Departures:
Multiple dates through March
31, 2016; from $6,470.
For a look at the country’s lesstraveled corners, ask your travel
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advisor to book a 17-day Australian survey
through Virtuoso’s on-site tour operator,
including the Northern Territory’s Bamurru
Plains, for a privately tailored roster of airboat
tours, wildlife viewing, and more. A private
charter flight to Arnhem Land for Aboriginal
rock-art viewing follows – as do stops at
Kangaroo Island, Perth, and the Great Barrier
Reef. Departures: Any day through 2015;
from $12,600.
During a spare-no-expense, 18-day private Australia overview with Artisans of
Leisure, travelers get a taste of Sydney,
Tasmania, and Melbourne before repairing
to Longitude 131° for a private sunrise walk
at Uluru and hiking at Kata Tjuta. Kakadu
National Park safaris follow, then stops
at Darwin and the Great Barrier Reef – all
with accommodations at the country’s best
hotels and resorts. Departures: Any day
through 2016; from $32,515.

Great Outdoors

COWGIRL
UP

Get out of your comfort zone – in pure comfort – with a few days
on the range. BY ELAINE SRNKA
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAM VOTH

O

N A CRISP, CLEAR MORNING IN WESTERN MONTANA

a dozen women set out for an all-day trail ride. As our
horses navigated past lakes, over creeks, and through
meadows and mountain passes, the group’s chatter and
laughter rang through the Bitterroot Valley, surely alerting any deer,
elk, and other wildlife in our vicinity.
“Can I borrow your lip balm?” someone asked. “Who else has a
wedgie?” lamented another. “Does this saddle make my butt look
big?” one quipped.
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Cowboys probably don’t ask each other
Women on the range
those sorts of questions. Cowboys probably
at Triple Creek Ranch.
don’t talk much at all when they’re riding. But
we weren’t cowboys, or even cowgirls – just a group of women coming together for a few days of fun at Triple Creek Ranch, a luxurious
adults-only retreat in Darby, Montana.
I’d first heard about Klicks for Chicks, Triple Creek’s annual
women-only 100-kilometer ride for charity, a few months earlier. (A
“klick” is a kilometer, and the resort donates a dollar to Parkinson’s

E mba rk

on a

j ou r n e y

of

di s c ov e ry

VIKING RIVER CRUISES, a Travel + Leisure and Condé Nast Traveler award winner, offers the best itineraries on the rivers of
Europe, Russia and China. Enjoy exciting cities, rich cultural experiences, ﬁne dining and deluxe accommodations on board the most
modern ships —with everything from meals to shore excursions included in your fare. And our award-winning Viking Longships®
have raised the bar yet again with full-size veranda staterooms, the largest suites in Europe, al fresco dining and more. Come
discover for yourself why Viking® truly is the world’s leading river cruise line.

8-DAY ROMANTIC DANUBE
Budapest to Nuremberg, Viking Longships

8-DAY RHINE GETAWAY
Amsterdam to Basel, Viking Longships

15-DAY GRAND EUROPEAN TOUR
Budapest to Amsterdam, Viking Longships

13-DAY IMPERIAL JEWELS OF CHINA
Shanghai to Beijing, Viking Emerald
Ask for Viking’s 2016 Early Booking Discounts.

For details, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.
THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®
*Note: International air discounts from select gateways; call for gateways and pricing. International air does not have to be purchased to get cruise offer. Must request EBD offer at time of booking and pay in full by current expiration date; call
for details. Valid on new bookings only as of 4/24/15, subject to availability and may not be combinable with any other offers except Viking Explorer Society Travel Credits and Referral Rewards. Viking reserves the right to correct errors and to
change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time. Prices are based upon lowest price point and category at time of print and are subject to change without notice. Additional terms and conditions apply; see Passenger Ticket Contract at
vikingrivercruisescanada.com (Canada) or vikingrivercruises.com (US). CST#2052644-40

Great Outdoors
research for every one ridden.) Initially I
was excited about the prospect of adventure
at a fancy ranch with gourmet meals and
plush guest cabins. But then self-doubt set
in. “You live in the city. You don’t ride horses. You wear jeans for fashion, not function.
You can’t do this.” This internal monologue
went on for a few days, punctuated by an occasional pep talk: “It’ll be fun. It’ll be good
for you. Don’t be a wimp.” Virtuoso travel
advisors backed up my braver side.
“It’s an extraordinary experience,” as-

sured Katie McCormack Krinkie, a McLean,
Virginia-based advisor. “I visited several
years ago, and it’s still one of my favorite
weekends of all time.” Granted, she went for
a wine weekend, not a 100-kilometer horse
ride. I ignored my negative self, booked the
trip – and bought a proper pair of Wranglers.
AS ADVISOR MARSHA DOLBOW OF YORBA

Linda, California, points out, “It’s like going to your own mountain home, but with
a great staff to handle all of your needs. It

We weren’t cowboys, or even cowgirls,
just a group of women coming together
for a few days of fun.

feels remote, but it’s fairly easy to get to.”
Most Triple Creek guests fly into Missoula
International Airport, about 75 miles north
of the ranch (which offers transfers, and
two helipads if you really want to avoid the
drive). Surrounded by 4 million acres of
national forest in the Bitterroot Mountain
Range of the Montana Rockies, Triple Creek
sprawls over 800 acres with pristine scenery and views in every direction. Each of the
24 log cabins dotting the property differs,
so consult with your travel advisor. Ranging from 500 to 3,000 square feet, some
offer more privacy, while others offer close
proximity to the main lodge. Most have
outdoor hot tubs; some feature bathroom
steam showers or whirlpool tubs. All have
decks, fireplaces, and enormous log-post
beds. The multiroom (and multistory) cabins make ideal retreats for groups of friends
or families with children 16 and older.
Though the cabins are cozy, the outdoors beckons with activities that range
From top: Triple Creek Ranch owner Barbara
Barrett, the main lodge, and riding high on a
women’s-only outing. Opposite: Lunch is served.

KLICKS FOR CHICKS
Triple Creek Ranch’s women-only horseback
ride for charity is October 13 through 18
this year. Traveling companions are welcome
to enjoy the all-inclusive ranch while the
women spend the day on horseback. Other
special events include cooking classes,
wine weekends, artist workshops, fly-fishing
outings with the owner, and more. Doubles
from $855 per night, including meals and
on-ranch activities. Virtuoso guests receive
a $100 credit toward premium wines or an
off-ranch cross-country ride or team
penning activity.
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from cider pressing (using apples, pears,
and other fruits from the ranch’s orchards)
and sapphire panning (a seductively addictive pastime) to fishing of all sorts, hiking,
archery, ATV rides, winter dogsledding –
the list goes on. The resort’s all-inclusive
pricing means you can try myriad activities (and meals and cocktails) with no surprises at checkout.
Horseback riding draws many guests,
particularly my group of women. Most
of us met for the first time at a welcome
cocktail reception, where we toasted our
cowgirl weekend with huckleberry lemondrop martinis, made with Triple Creek’s
berries. The women ranged in age from
mid-thirties to mid-sixties, from the U.S.,
Canada, and Germany, and while most had
equestrian experience, a few of us had ridden only occasionally.
Guests come for the adventure, scenery,
escape, the chance to disconnect (there’s
Wi-Fi but no cell service) – and the food.
Chef Jacob Leatherman’s menus source
local ingredients: Lunch might include
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Great Outdoors

IN THE MORNING, WE DONNED LOANED

dusters, chaps, hats, and gloves, and saddled
up. Two wranglers paired us with horses
based on our abilities. Tonto must go easy
on beginners, because he got stuck with me.
Barbara Barrett, who owns Triple Creek
Ranch with her husband, Craig, led the way.
We started out slowly, picking our way past
gleaming aspens as Barbara pointed out flora and fauna, and related area history. Over
the course of our ride – up to 36 klicks a day –
we crossed the Continental Divide, followed
the path of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,
and learned about the flight of the Nez Perce
Indian tribe in the late 1800s. One day we
stopped for lunch – grilled chicken, chops,
and fish; piping-hot chowder; skillet cornbread – prepared by the chef and his team,
who camped out in the woods overnight so
they could set up before we arrived. Though
we shared lots of laughs, there was time for
reflection and taking in the beauty of our
surroundings. Bald eagles soaring overhead
added a certain majesty.
I must admit to a bit of a girl crush on
Barbara, whose impressive résumé (ambassador to Finland, United Nations advisor,
Harvard fellow, at least a dozen board posts,
pilot, astronaut trainee, one-time candidate for Arizona governor, philanthropist)
means she can tell some remarkable stories.
Craig, retired chairman and CEO of Intel,
is an equally charming host. The couple invited our group to their home for a farewell
dinner, and spending time with them was a
highlight of the visit.
But then, it was a trip of highlights: the
sense of accomplishment after a day of riding; the natural beauty; the camaraderie
of supportive, funny, smart women. The
reward of returning to a cabin where homemade cookies and trail mix awaited with a
bottle of wine and a roaring fire, soaking
in a hot tub surrounded by pines, and, finally, crawling into that big log-post bed at
night’s end. Giddyup, girlfriends, and let’s
do it again.
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BACK AT THE RANCH

Other rustic retreats to consider.
With accommodations ranging from guest rooms in the
main lodge to individual log
homes and canvas-walled
cabins, the 29-room Ranch
at Rock Creek sits on 6,800
acres outside Philipsburg,
Montana. The all-inclusive
ranch welcomes children and
has a full-service spa. Doubles
from $1,700, including meals
and activities; Virtuoso guests
receive a $100 credit to be
used in the spa, shop, or for
premium wines.

Accommodations include
new estates, a historic
farmhouse, a bunkhouse,
or even decked-out luxury
tents, complete with private
baths and a camping butler.
Doubles from $1,155, including meals. Virtuoso guests
receive airport transfers, an
in-room bottle of wine, and a
$300 activity credit.
Set on 30,000 acres in Saratoga, Wyoming, the 39-room
Lodge and Spa at Brush
Creek Ranch bills itself as a
luxury dude ranch – with a
huge lodge, spa, cabins, and
a yurt for a night of “glamping.” Doubles from $1,400,
including meals and most

Also in Montana and stretching across 37,000 acres, the
53-room Resort at Paws
Up gives guests a taste of
the Wild West’s wilderness.

activities. Virtuoso guests
receive a 50-minute massage for two and a choice of
select activities.
Even getting to Clayoquot
Wilderness Resort is an adventure, either via seaplane
from Vancouver or boat from
Tofino, British Columbia. This
all-inclusive, self-styled “Canadian safari” has 20 tents
(most with en suite baths)
and activities ranging from
surfing and kayaking to, of
course, horseback riding and
fishing. Doubles from $7,600
for three nights, including
meals and most activities.
Virtuoso guests receive a
60-minute massage.

MONTANA MUST-HAVES
Souvenirs to score at Triple Creek Ranch.

➋
➊

➌

➎

1. Get outfitted with a real hat at Double H Custom
Hat Company in Darby, Montana; doublehhats.com.
2. Triple Creek’s own huckleberry jam. 3. In-room note cards
by artist Carol Hagan. 4. Ride in style with a silk scarf by Wild
Rags by Lois. 5. Sapphire-panning prizes: The hotel can arrange
to have stones appraised, cut, and polished.

➍

(MUST-HAVE PHOTOGRAPHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (STYLING) HEIDI ADAMS

buffalo pastrami and grilled quail croque
monsieur sandwiches; for dinner, panroasted cod with fava beans and leeks
or braised pork cheek with caramelized
mushrooms, all paired with wines from an
impressive cellar.

EXPERIENCED
THE HAVEN BY NORWEGIAN?

HAVE YOU

W

e looking forwar
The Haven provides an unparalleled cruising experience. This secluded area offers 24-hour pampering and

exclusive amenities, making it the perfect place to relax and rejuvenate between adventures onboard and ashore.

Book with your Virtuoso travel advisor to receive $50 per stateroom onboard credit!

EASTERN CARIBBEAN
7 Days • Norwegian Escape
Departs 11/14/15, 11/28/15, 12/12/15, 1/9/16
Miami • St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands • Tortola,
British Virgin Islands • Nassau, Bahamas • Miami

The Haven by
Norwegian®

Balcony fares from $869
Haven Suite fares from $3,589

• Suites and Villas among
the largest at sea

BAHAMAS AND FLORIDA
d

with pool and sundeck
• Exclusive dining options
• Pre-cruise concierge service
• Reserved seating for
shows and more

7 Days • Norwegian Breakaway
Departs 11/22/15, 12/13/15
New York • Port Canaveral, Florida • Great
Stirrup Cay, Bahamas • Nassau, Bahamas •
New York
Balcony fares from $899
Haven Suite fares from $2,599

WESTERN CARIBBEAN
7 Days • Norwegian Getaway
Departs 11/22/15, 12/6/15, 12/20/15
Miami • Great Stirrup Cay, Bahamas • Ocho
Rios, Jamaica • George Town, Cayman Islands •
Cozumel, Mexico • Miami
Balcony fares from $799
Haven Suite fares from $2,189

s discretion. Fares are
olled and current at time of printing. Onboard Credit is in U.S. Dollars, per stateroom, applies to the 1st and 2nd guest on the reservation and
ds service charges. Offer is available for all categories, including Suites and Villas. Onboard Credit is non-refundable, non-transferable and has no cash value. Government taxes and fees,
and onboard service charges are additional. Other r
ors or omissions. Ships’ r
. Norwegian and Virtuoso are not r
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. ©2015 NCL Corporation Ltd.
Of
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Well Traveled

ACING

ARIZONA
Pack your racquet for hotels that
serve up serious tennis. BY ELAINE GLUSAC
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ELLEN BARNES

T
Standing tall at Sanctuary
on Camelback Mountain
and (right) The Boulders.
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ENNIS, LIKE GOLF, IS AN OBSESSIVE’S

sport. Any number of a thousand
tweaks – holding your head up a second longer on the serve, making contact with the ball in front of your body – can
improve your game. But even if you take lessons
at home, new pros can offer refreshing advice.
And there’s a certain been-there, played-that
pride in hitting red clay in France or grass in
Great Britain.
“Will travel for tennis” has been my mantra for
the past eight years. I’ve toted my racquet every-

where from oceanside courts in the Caribbean to
high-altitude clubs in Colorado. In those travels,
I’ve found few destinations that rival Arizona –
particularly Phoenix and Scottsdale – for concentration of courts, variety of surfaces, and enough
scheduled instruction to sate even the most
tennis-addicted for a week.
“For most of the country, for most of the year,
Arizona provides an opportunity to come out
and play tennis in perfect weather,” says Phoenixbased travel advisor Chad Clark. “You’ve got some
of the best resorts here, all in close proximity.”

Explore a world
that’s uniquely
Holland America Line
Life’s a breeze with cruise offers valued up to us$1,000*

28-Day Black Sea & Holy
Land Explorer
Athens to Rome
ms Prinsendam

10/12/15

Oceanview from

$4,899
Vista Suite from $7,299

Book select Summer 2015–Winter 2016 sailings
by June 1 and receive these special offers
valued up to $1,000 on select staterooms*
Ocean-view and above receive:

28-Day Asian & Indonesian
Discovery Collector Holiday
Roundtrip Singapore
ms Volendam

12/22/15

up to us $400 shore excursion credit

Oceanview from

$3,549
Vista Suite from $6,349

Dine-Around Package (us $70 value)
Free or reduced cruise fares for 3 /4 guests**
RD

TH

31-Day Great Barrier Reef & Far East
Passage Collector

50% reduced deposits
PLUS, when you book a suite you’ll receive:

Double shore excursion credit (up to us 800 value)

Sydney to Singapore
ms Volendam

100 minutes of free Internet (us $55 value)

11/21/15

$

Oceanview from

$3,549
Vista Suite from $6,849

Anniversary Sale Beverage Card (us $100 value)

14-Day South America Passage
Valparaiso (Santiago) to Buenos Aires
ms Zaandam
Oceanview from

10/25/15

$2,049
Vista Suite from $3,949

Anniversary Sale Amenities PLUS Virtuoso
exclusive amenities

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor

*Interior stateroom fares are based on Promo(s) RH/PC. Ocean-View and above stateroom fares and Anniversary Sale offers are based on Promo(s) RF/RG/PJ. Featured sale fares are per person based on double
occupancy, cruise or Land+Sea Journeys only. Fares are in U.S. dollars. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are additional and range from $300.37 to $702.54. Anniversary Sale offers are per stateroom based on double
occupancy, for 1st and 2nd guests sharing a stateroom and excludes 3rd/4th guests, except as provided herein. Anniversary Sale offers are available for new bookings only, apply only to the cruise portion of
Alaska Land+Sea Journeys, are not combinable with any other discounts, are not transferable, are capacity controlled, and may be modifed or withdrawn without prior notice. Shore Excursion Credit offer cannot
be used to purchase or reserve shore excursions in advance (must be done onboard.) Offers are applicable on select 2015 and 2016 departures and are subject to availability and allocated capacity. Anniversary
Sale offers end June 1, 2015. Please visit hollandamerica.com/AnniversarySale for full terms and conditions. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.

Well Traveled
HARD-COURT CHAMP
The Phoenician, Scottsdale
COURT COUNT: Ten hard courts,

one grass
BEST FOR: Traveling teams, junior

camps, senior players
NUMBER OF PROS: Seven
LOANER EQUIPMENT: Babolat racquets
PRO SHOP PURCHASE: Gray-and-pink Nike

The Phoenician’s head pro Jason Purcell
with the ETCH-Swing racquet and (below)
where to cool off after a match. Bottom:
Pickleball gear and (right) tennis director
Dale Light at The Boulders.
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tennis skirt ($60) and pink turtleneck
warm-up ($65) with Phoenician logo
RECOGNITION: U.S. Tennis Association’s
2014 Member Organization
of the Year
ADVISOR INSIGHT: “The Phoenician is
probably the most well-equipped hotel for tennis variety and depth,” says
Clark. “It’s hard-court cool.”

Flanked by golf fairways, the Phoenician’s
11-court Tennis Garden offers guests perhaps the most diverse programming in the
area. Head tennis pro Jason Purcell leads a
heavyweight team of seven instructors – including a senior-tennis specialist – who offer private, semiprivate, and group lessons.
A roster of weekly clinics and pro-led drills
at the 583-room resort caters to juniors and
adults separately, and the number of courts
allows Purcell to offer custom programs for
teams, as well as individuals, traveling for
a few days of immersive training. Private
lessons often go beyond demo racquets to
include the latest training gear, including

the ETCH-Swing, a baseball-bat-like tool
that encourages swing strength, and rubber
training bands designed to develop lowerbody balance and power.
TIP: “Tennis is a dance,” says Purcell. “You
need to get your rhythm first.”
Doubles from $289, including breakfast
daily and a $100 dining credit.
SERENE SETTING
The Boulders, Scottsdale
COURT COUNT: Eight courts in three
surfaces, including clay
BEST FOR: Basic training, nature lovers,
tennis philosophy
NUMBER OF PROS: Three
LOANER EQUIPMENT: Head and
Wilson racquets and pickleball
paddles available for rent
PRO SHOP PURCHASE: Roger Federer’s
Nike logo shirts ($85) and caps ($29)
ADVISOR INSIGHT: “The Boulders has
great tennis options and good
golf options too. So if Mom wants
tennis and Dad golf, it’s a win-win,”
says Clark.

Surrounded by paloverde trees, granite
boulders, and saguaro cactus, the Tennis
Garden at Waldorf Astoria’s 221-room Boulders – where roadrunners sprint between
courts – lives up to its name. The serenity of
the setting matches the demeanor of tennis
director Dale Light, a master of martial arts

a

traveler review

SO PERFECT
Nicole D, Texas

I S A L U X U R Y H O T E L PA R A D I S E WA I T I N G F O R Y O U
When you visit Puerto Rico's Virtuoso Hotels you get the best of all worlds.
Breathtaking beauty surrounding you, ﬁve star services and amenities to care for your every need,
lovely beaches and pools for relaxing, top-notch golf and tennis facilities and all
the world-class attractions the island offers for you to explore.
C O M E T O P U E R T O R I C O A N D L I V E Y O U R O W N F I V E S T A R VA C A T I O N S T O R Y.

SEEPUERTORICO.COM
facebook/seepuertorico

@PRTourismCo

LUXURY AT ITS BEST
Travelmom211, Michigan

Well Traveled
and Eastern philosophy in addition to tennis. Lessons with Light focus on flow and
balance in the service of power. “There are
so many variables in tennis, and that’s the
beauty,” he says. “But all great players have
flow.” Like many coaches, he advocates taking balls out of the air as volleys as often as
possible to avoid the variables of bounce, including spin. But he breaks from convention
by advocating the swinging volley, even for
intermediate players. “It’s ballistic.”
NOVELTY: Four pickleball courts take the
place of one standard tennis court. Players
use paddleball-style racquets and Wifflestyle balls in this mostly volley doubles
game, a competition with a cult following.
Doubles from $199, including breakfast daily
and a $100 dining credit.

Liquid refreshment: Sanctuary’s pool and
(right) courtside sippers at the Biltmore.

VIEW FINDER
Sanctuary on Camelback Mountain
Resort & Spa, Paradise Valley
COURT COUNT: Five hard courts, with a

rooftop viewing deck
BEST FOR: Holistic tennis, high-energy
fun seekers
NUMBER OF PROS: Two
LOANER EQUIPMENT: Demo racquets available for $10 per day
ADVISOR INSIGHT: “It’s a really state-ofthe-art tennis facility,” says Shelby
Donley, a Phoenix-based travel agency owner. “And the landscape and
views are special because the courts
are literally set in the mountain.”

Well known for its Zen-channeling spa, the
105-room Sanctuary on Camelback applies
calm to the courts in a yoga-meets-tennis
class called “Zennis.” Tennis director John
Abelardo, who created the hybrid to loosen
muscles and allow students to play relaxed,
notes that “with Zennis, we’re trying to
create fluidity. Tension robs you of power.” Yoga instructor and 4.0 tennis player
Patti Juarez guides on-court sessions with
Camelback Mountain as a backdrop. She incorporates racquets in stretches and leads
movements that mimic court play, followed
by a 30-minute tennis clinic with a staff pro.
In contrast, cardio classes and high-energy
private sessions with pro David Pollack aim
to instill confidence.
TIP: “Don’t worry about your mistakes,” says
Pollack. “Stay loose. It’s about the next shot.”
Doubles from $299, including breakfast
daily and a 30-minute massage.

MORE DREAM COURTS
Beyond the Phoenix area, several Arizona resorts offer
tempting tennis settings.
In Tucson, the 158-room
Canyon Ranch spa features
racquet sports as part of its
extensive ftness program.
Its four staff pros oversee six
lighted tennis courts and two
racquetball courts. Threenight all-inclusive packages
from $3,410 per person.
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Virtuoso guests receive a $50
spa credit.
Nearby, the 253-room RitzCarlton, Dove Mountain,
offers four cushioned hard
courts. Doubles from $219,
including breakfast daily and
a $100 resort credit.

In northern Sedona, every
ball stroke echoes off the
canyon walls that surround
the 218-room Enchantment Resort, home to seven
courts (and seven staff pros).
Doubles from $425, including
breakfast daily and a $100
resort credit.

A CITY CLASSIC
Arizona Biltmore, Phoenix
COURT COUNT: Six hard courts
BEST FOR: Casual players, backhand

haters
NUMBER OF PROS: One
LOANER EQUIPMENT: Prince and Dunlop
racquets
ADVISOR INSIGHT: “The Biltmore offers a
lot of recreational choices,” says Donley. “You can walk straight out from
the property to some of best hiking in
the valley or bike a trail that spans the
city from the resort.”

Reached via the spa and fitness center, the
six cushioned hard courts at Waldorf Astoria’s 740-room Biltmore offer unparalleled
proximity to postmatch recovery massages. Affable head pro Lon Mlnarik, who has
played tennis professionally and taught the
likes of Jimmy Buffett, offers private lessons and clinics. His novel shots include a
scoop backhand that’s easy on the knees for
older players, offered in tandem with solid
basics, such as keeping your eye on the ball
through point of contact.
EVENING INCENTIVE: Lighted courts
Doubles from $259, including breakfast daily
and a $100 dining credit.

Halekulani:
House Beﬁtting Heaven
Known as one of the world’s most romantic destinations, Halekulani offers guests a chance
to discover this oasis through its vast offerings. From its world-renowned suites, serene
atmosphere, sophisticated dining, soothing SpaHalekulani experiences, to its award-winning
guest services, Halekulani promises to live up to its name, “House Beﬁtting Heaven”.
HAWAII | Oahu

Halekulani
•
•
•
•

Daily buffet breakfast for two
Welcome amenity on arrival
One (1) dinner for two
Complimentary Internet and admission
to select museums in Honolulu
• Ocean View Room
4 NIGHTS FROM $1719 PER PERSON

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES

• Upgrade upon arrival
• $100 resort credit
2014 VIRTUOSO

®

®

Best FIT/Custom
Tour Operator

WINNER

call your virtuoso travel advisor
Offer is valid on new bookings only and is not combinable with other offers. Sample price is land only, per person, based on double occupancy. Upgrade is subject to availability and $100 resort is not applicable to
room rate. Actual prices may vary based on travel dates and availability. For those properties where Classic Vacations has access to dynamic pricing rates, those rates will likely fuctuate from time to time based on
market conditions and other factors beyond Classic Vacations control. Daily buffet breakfast is at House Without a Key or full American breakfast at Orchids, except on Sunday breakfast is served in House Without a
Key. One dinner for two is at Orchids Restaurant from a special set menu and is inclusive of taxes and gratuities. Offer is subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued without notice.
Blackout dates, minimum night stays, seasonal surcharges, taxes, resort fees and other restrictions may apply. Classic Vacations CST: 2079429-20.
185-0315

Cruise Call

IONIAN
INTERLUDE
A port stop guide to Corfu, a standout among the Greek Isles.
FF THE NORTHWESTERN COAST OF THE MAINLAND,
Corfu rises out of the Ionian Sea, a Greek island with
Italian flair and a relative lushness that make it a rarity
in the Greek archipelago. The Venetians occupied Corfu
for 400 years, encouraging the planting of oil-producing olive trees
and transforming the island into one of Greece’s greenest. Their
architectural influence shines in Kerkyra (Corfu Town), a hive of
shops and tavernas sequestered behind Italianate facades. Beyond
this picturesque capital, seaside towns, bustling with bars and
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shops stocked with beach apparel and souBlue heaven:
venirs, alternate with stretches of pristine
Paleokastritsa coves.
coastline. Inland, elderly women and priests
in sweeping black robes inhabit small stone villages. These quiet
towns hunker amid vineyards and olive groves, offering a glimpse
into the lives of Corfiots off the tourist trail (although many visitors come simply to relax on sunny stretches of sand and pebble
beaches beside the teal water). Here’s how to make the most of your
time in port.

MALGORZATA BELDOWSKA/GETTY IMAGES

O

BY AMY LAUGHINGHOUSE

ADVENTURE
HAS A NEW ANTHEM

With all the fantastic features on the new Anthem of the Seas , your ultimate adventure begins the moment you step
onboard. Enjoy world-class entertainment. Explore an array of delicious dining options. Unwind in a spacious suite
with signature Gold Anchor Service® and amazing amenities. Experience the seamless fusion of luxury and technology
aboard one of the world’s most innovative ships.

Contact your Virtuoso Advisor to learn about Virtuoso exclusive amenities including a complimentary spa
treatment and specialty dining experience.
Sailing Europe
from Southampton, UK
Starting April 2015

12

YEARS
RUNNING

Sailing the Caribbean
from Cape Liberty, New Jersey
Starting November 2015

BEST CRUISE LINE OVERALL
Travel Weekly Readers’ Choice Awards
2003 – 2014

© 2015 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd Ships registry: The Bahamas. 15043393 • 3/26/15

An evening along the Liston
and (above) the Old Fortress.
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FOR SOUVENIR HUNTING
East of the cruise ports, boutiques selling
lace shawls, textiles, Greek-goddess-style
gowns, and even furs line Kerkyra’s twisting
streets. Thanks to its olive groves, though,
Corfu is known for olive-wood creations.
Shop for sculptures, bowls, and utensils in
Work Shop by Tom, a craftsman’s studio in
an alley off the main shopping boulevard of
Nikiforou Theotoki.
For local treats such as olives, olive oil,
and kumquat liqueur (a Corfiot specialty),
pop into To Paradosiako. Farther down the
same narrow lane, look for the red-topped
tower of Saint Spyridon church, where the
remains of Corfu’s patron saint rest in an
elaborate silver casket. Gleaming icons emblazoned with Spyridon and other religious
figures spill out of neighboring stores and
street stalls.
Take a break from shopping at one of the
tavernas in the colonnaded arcade of the
Liston, overlooking the grassy spianada (esplanade). Aegli Restaurant, for instance,
serves a mix of Italian, Greek, and Corfiot

(OLD FORTRESS AND LIQUEUR) AMY LAUGHINGHOUSE, (LISTON) HUBER/SIME/ESTOCK PHOTO

Cruise Call

AD XXXXX
If BLEED, make it ft and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when
imported.
Before you hit the open sea,
go explore
the open road. With one-way

KEEP CRUISING
rentals, you can conveniently pick up a vehicle at the airport and drop
If NON-BLEED, make it ft and cenof near the port.

tered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Corfu in a bottle:
Kumquat liqueur.

fare, such as sofrito (veal cooked with parsley, garlic, olive oil, and white wine vinegar).
FOR BEACH TIME
A half-hour drive northwest of Kerkyra
brings you to Paleokastritsa, where cliffs
pockmarked by caves embrace multiple
coves. Restaurants and a small dock for organized boat trips line Agios Spyridon, one
of Paleokastritsa’s most popular beaches
for couples and families. It’s conveniently
located just off the main road, EO Kerkiras
Palaiokastritsas.
Carry on northeast along the same road
for more dramatic views as it ascends and
stop at Belvedere Restaurant, overlooking humpbacked hills framing Platakia
Beach and the Alipa marina. A gyro, salad,
and glass of Hellas lager at the poolside bar
and taverna will set you back about $20,
view included.
FOR A CULTURE SHOT
Over the centuries, the Byzantines, Italians,
French, and British have occupied Corfu,
taking advantage of its strategic position
in the Ionian Sea just south of the Adriatic.
To protect the port at Kerkyra, the sixthcentury Byzantines erected a fortress that
became the base for a Venetian structure
now known as the Old Fortress to the
east; the Venetians also built the sixteenthcentury New Fortress to the west. Explore

Save up to 10% on a one-way rental. For reservations contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

Terms and conditions: The savings of up to 10% applies to Avis leisure one way rates and is applicable only to the time and mileage charges
of the rental. Offer does not apply to car group X. Taxes, concession recovery fees, vehicle license recovery fee and customer facility charges
may apply and are extra. Optional products such as LDW ($29.99/day or less) and refueling are extra. Discount valid on rentals checked out
no later than 12/31/15.
©2015 Avis Rent A Car System, LLC

If BLEED, make it ft and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.

Love Your Tr

or?

Your referrals are the ultimate compliment.
Please share the love with friends and family.

The world’s ﬁnest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.
M AY | J U N E 2 0 1 5
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The art-filled
Achilleion Palace.

Mirtiotissa Beach
on Corfu’s eastern side.
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FOR VILLAGE LIFE
Old Perithia, an 80-minute drive north of
Kerkyra, dates to at least the fourteenth
century and remains almost unchanged
since then. Just four permanent residents
inhabit this lonely cluster of stone cottages on the slopes of Mount Pantokrator,

Corfu’s highest peak, but it’s experiencing
a mini-renaissance with the opening of
a cluster of tavernas frequented by Corfiots and tourists alike. Come for a traditional Greek lunch and a walk around this
quiet ghost town to see how locals lived
centuries ago.

CORFU CRUISE PICKS

Every year, hundreds of cruises call at Corfu. Here, a few to consider.
During Silversea Cruises’
ten-day sailing from Venice
to Civitavecchia (for Rome)
the 296-passenger Silver
Wind docks in Corfu from
9 AM until 11 PM on June
11, offering an exceptional
amount of time for exploration and perhaps even
dinner in town. The cruise
also calls in Dubrovnik,
Kotor in Montenegro, Sorrento, and more. Departure:
June 5; from $10,850.

Crystal Cruises’ nine-day
voyage from Istanbul to
Venice on the 1,070-passenger Crystal Serenity features
more than a dozen Corfu
excursions, including mountain biking, a four-wheeldrive adventure, winetasting
and a visit to a private home,
Paleokastritsa’s grottoes
and the hilltop town of Lakones, and Achilleion Palace
and Kerkyra. Departure:
June 12; from $3,795.

Travelers on Seabourn’s
14-day sailing aboard the
450-passenger Seabourn
Odyssey from Istanbul to
Venice can explore Corfu
at their own pace during a
four-hour mountain-bike
trek along the coast and
through towns, a stroll
around Achilleion Palace, a
tour by private car, or beach
time at Paleokastritsa, the
“Capri of Greece.” Departure: July 11; from $7,499.

(BEACH) BRUNO MORANDI/GETTY IMAGES, (ACHILLEION) ISLAND IMAGES ALAMY

shadowy passages and lofty overlooks,
where you can drink in panoramic views –
or maybe something stronger, as each fort
houses a café/bar.
Kerkyra’s museums offer an opportunity to dig deeper into the area’s history.
To see carvings and religious icons dating back to the fifteenth century, visit the
Antivouniotissa Museum. The Museum
of Asian Art houses approximately 15,000
artifacts within the Palace of Saint Michael
and Saint George, and the Archaeological
Museum, famed for its sixth-century BC
Gorgon frieze, is expected to reopen this
year following a renovation.
Take a short drive to the Mon Repos Estate, now the Archaeological Museum of
Palaeopolis, which is devoted to Corfu’s
past, with ancient ruins in the gardens.
Originally built as a private residence
for the British Lord High Commissioner,
Sir Frederick Adam, it’s famed today as
Prince Philip’s 1921 birthplace. For sheer
grandeur, head south along the east coast
to Achilleion, Empress Elisabeth of Austria’s 1890 neoclassical palace.

IT MIGHT BE HE RE
This may be where you fall in love. Or fall back in love. Or taste your new
favorite food, learn a new word in a new language, or watch your children
be taught by locals how to dissect a squid and for some reason not find it
a bit surreal because out here, everything is a bit surreal.

15-DAY PANAMA CANAL

Island Princess® | From Los Angeles to Ft. Lauderdale | 12/20/15
Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $317 per person are additional, and are subject to change.

10-DAY MEXICO

Grand Princess® | Roundtrip San Francisco | 12/20/15
Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $156 per person are additional, and are subject to change.

14-DAY CARIBBEAN MEDLEY

Regal Princess® | Roundtrip Ft. Lauderdale | 12/27/15

Balcony fares from

$2,949*

Balcony fares from

$1,949*

Balcony fares from

$2,609*

Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $250 per person are additional, and are subject to change.

Call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
to plan your vacation today!

Receive up to $85 onboard credit.

*$2,949 fare is based on category BF on Island Princess® sailing 12/20/15, $1,949 fare is based on category BD on Grand Princess® sailing 12/20/15, $2,609 fare is based on category BB on Regal Princess® sailing 12/27/15, on a space-available basis at time of booking. Fares for other dates may
vary. Fares are per person, non-air, cruise-only, based on double occupancy and apply to the ﬁrst two passengers in a stateroom. These fares do not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth passengers. This ofer is capacity controlled and may not be combinable with any other public, group or
past passenger discount, including onboard credits. Ofer is not transferable and is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older and receive this ofer. Fares quoted in U.S. dollars. Please refer to princess.
com for terms, conditions and deﬁnitions that apply to all bookings. Up to $85 onboard credit is per stateroom, based on double occupancy. Onboard credit may be used on a single voyage only, expires at the end of that voyage and is not redeemable for cash. Onboard credit is quoted in U.S.
dollars. Void where prohibited by law. ©2015 Princess Cruise Lines. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.

Dossier
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QUESTIONS FOR:

Sir Rocco Forte
The hotel magnate, age 70, on
expansion plans and alone time.

1 Can you share an early travel memory? My first real travel
memory was going to Rome from London with my parents when
I was 8 or 9. In those days you traveled by train. The restaurant car
changed cuisines as you went across the borders. The food was
really good, and you had afternoon tea on the train. We stayed at
the Excelsior. In those days it looked very luxurious. By contrast,
we then went to the village my father was from. They had just gotten
electricity. My bath was in water warmed by the sun.
2 What makes a hotel great? Principally the people – and the way
they react to you, the warmth of the welcome, and the genuineness.

4 Any new destinations of interest for your hotels? I’m looking
at quite a few things in Italy. We need to be in Venice and Milan.
There’s an opportunity in Italy of re-creating the Grand Tour. We
want to have hotels in all those places.
5 How do you define luxury? Having time to myself. I used to go
to Iceland to fish for many years. When I started going with my
father [who was also in the hospitality industry], we were in the
middle of the wilderness, and you had the whole river to yourself.
You didn’t see anyone else. It was the only place I ever saw my father
really relax. It was not at all luxurious in the sense that there was
no electricity or running water, but it was a luxury in the sense that
you were completely with the elements. I don’t have a place like that
now. The only place I relax is at my resort in Sicily.

Rocco Forte’s Verdura Resort in
Sicily – one of the brand’s ten
properties, all but one in Europe.

“I like going to Rome. It has that classic sensation. However
many times you go, it feels like you’re going for the ﬁrst time.”
14 2
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3 Your necessary travel extravagance? The ideal would be a private jet, but I am based in London and I travel with British Airways
because they have a special card that’s by invitation only. You get to
jump queues, and they pick you up by car to take you to your gate if
it’s distant. It takes away a lot of the inconvenience.

Revel in the luxury of time and space
on a legendary Cunard voyage.

2015 Voyages - Balcony Fares from*
Venice and the Adriatic

Transatlantic Crossing

Caribbean Celebration

Queen Elizabeth

Queen Mary 2

Queen Mary 2

17 days - 21 October

8 days - 25 November

12 days - 22 December

$4,519

$1,844

$3,488

Receive up to $150 Onboard Credit per stateroom†

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to book your voyage.
† Onboard Credit offer based on: Balcony stateroom [Queen Mary 2 (Categories DC, DB); Queen Elizabeth (Category BE)] and only applies to advertised
voyages. All values are per stateroom, based on double occupancy. Singles paying the single supplement earn the equivalent of the per stateroom Onboard
Credit. Onboard credit may be used on a single cruise only and expires at the end of that cruise.
* Fares are per person, quoted in U.S. dollars, do not include air travel, are cruise only, based on double occupancy, applies to the ﬁrst two guests in a
stateroom and do not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth guests. Fares apply on a space-available basis at time of reservation, were correct at time
of printing and are subject to change. Fares for other categories not shown vary. This offer is capacity-controlled, is subject to change and may not be
combinable with any other public or past guest discount. Offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the
District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Taxes Fees & Port Expenses ranging from $65 to $140 per person, are additional, and subject to change
and may be higher for Canadian residents. Offer may be withdrawn at any time without notice. Please refer to the applicable Cunard brochure for terms,
conditions and deﬁnitions that apply to all bookings. Certain restrictions apply. Ships’ Registry: Bermuda. ©Cunard 2015.

Send in your best photos + short videos
that show you and/or your family and friends soaking in your favorite travel moments.
virtuoso.com/travelercontest

WHAT
HOW
WIN

PHOTO REQUIREMENTS: 1. Original; 2. Color or black & white;
3. Digital format; 4. High resolution (300 DPI+); 5. Max size of 4MB
VIDEO REQUIREMENTS: 1. Original; 2. 60 seconds or less; 3. Max size 50MB.

SHARE YOUR TRAVEL MEMORIES with us by uploading your entries
May 1 - June 14, 2015 at virtuoso.com/travelercontest.

FOUR LUCKY VIRTUOSO TRAVELERS WILL WIN CASH PRIZES, and, win or not
your photo and/or short video may appear in Virtuoso Life or on virtuoso.com.

GRAND PRIZE $1,500 ......... 1ST PRIZE $1,000 ......... 2ND PRIZE $500 ......... 3RD PRIZE $250
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. THIS IS A SKILL-BASED CONTEST AND CHANCE PLAYS NO PART IN THE SELECTION OF WINNERS. Open to all individuals age 21 or older at time of entry
(excluding residents of Quebec, individuals on any blocked persons list maintained by the U.S., residents of any embargoed/sanctioned country — including Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria, and residents
of any country where this Contest is prohibited or otherwise restricted by law). Persons associated with Sponsor and its afliated entities are also excluded. Entry limit one per person, each entry may include an
unlimited number of photos/videos, subject to the competition site’s overall size/storage limitations. Prize limit one per person, family, and household. Contest begins May 1, 2015 at 12:00am U.S. CT and ends June
14, 2015 11:59pm U.S. CT. Winners will be announced on or around August 31, 2015. ARV of all prizes: $3,250 USD. Sponsor and Administrator: Virtuoso, Ltd. 505 Main St., Suite 500, Ft. Worth, TX 76102. To enter,
visit virtuoso.com/travelercontest and follow the instructions. Ofcial Rules available at virtuoso.com/travelercontest. Conditions and restrictions apply. Void where prohibited.
Sponsored by Virtuoso, Ltd. © 2015 Virtuoso, Ltd. The trademarks VIRTUOSO and the Globe Swirl Logo are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. © 2000. All rights reserved.

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
MORE MIAMI, 4TH NIGHT FREE
Just steps away from the Atlantic, W South Beach hotel offers a cutting-edge oasis in the cosmopolitan
heart of this exciting Miami neighborhood. Swing open your door to discover the largest Guest Rooms and
Suites in South Beach, each with their own private balcony and striking ocean views. Kick back in style and
enjoy organic architecture and edgy design, paired with luxe comforts like the famous W Hotels bed,
Cippolino marble showers complete with bliss® spa products, and a stocked kitchen or kitchenette. Missing
something? Our signature Whatever/Whenever team is at your service to provide whatever you want,
whenever you want it. 24/7. Anything. Just ask.
Amplify your senses. Our oceanfront property is your playground. Dine in style at The Dutch, a concept by
Andrew Carmellini, or the famed Mr. Chow. Mix and mingle at Living Room Bar, where you can listen to live
music and enjoy a handcrafted cocktail (or two). Take a dip at our WET pool, or soak up the sun on our
private beach. Find pure bliss® in our signature spa, get FIT, or play a game on our rooftop HOOPS and
SWING courts. Whatever your getaway desire, W South Beach is the ultimate escape.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until October 31, 2015. Virtuoso amenities include a room
upgrade based on availability; early check-in/late checkout, if available; breakfast daily; and a $100 resort credit (not valid at
Mr. Chow).

ROMANCE REMEMBERED IN WAIKIKI
Your Hawaiian heaven is none other than the esteemed Halekulani, a Waikiki Beach landmark for more
than a century. Spread out over five enviable oceanfront acres, the renowned resort sports elegant guest
rooms, each with a large lanai that opens to mesmerizing views of the gardens, Pacific Ocean, or
Diamond Head.
Watch the action on Waikiki Beach or head to the blissful SpaHalekulani, where Pacific-inspired
therapies are waiting to whisk away your worries. Later, hang out next to the iconic swimming pool—
inlaid with 1.2 million mosaic tiles—then choose from three distinctive eateries for dinner. La Mer has
received both AAA Five Diamond and Forbes Five Star awards for its neoclassical French cuisine. Or,
choose Orchid’s on the oceanfront, where our guests receive a special chef ’s dinner of international
seafood specialties to commemorate their getaway.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until August 2, 2015; book by June 2, 2015. Virtuoso
amenities include a room upgrade at time of booking, if available; buffet breakfast for two daily; up to $200 in hotel
credit, depending on room category; and early check-in/late checkout, if available.

D.C. LIKE A VIP
Explore the U.S. capital from your exquisite home base at the St. Regis Washington D.C., just two
blocks from the White House and the Corcoran Gallery. With its signature St. Regis Butler service and
guest rooms bedecked with original Palladian windows, flawless furnishings, state-of-the-art technology,
and gracious residential touches, you’ll feel pretty important yourself!
Virtuoso rates from $485 per room, per night. Available through December 31, 2015. Virtuoso amenities include a room
upgrade, early check-in, and late checkout, if available; breakfast daily; and a $100 dining credit.

TURKISH TREAT
Turkey’s Paradise Bay glitters in all its resplendent glory, stretching out before you at
Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum—a stunning sybaritic escape. Take advantage of two private beaches; an
array of world-class eateries, from Japanese to Italian; an outstanding spa; and sumptuous
accommodations.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available throughout 2015. Virtuoso amenities include a room
upgrade, if available; breakfast daily; and a $100 resort credit.

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
FREE NIGHT IN BEAUTIFUL B.C.
With its swoon-worthy views of the North Shore Mountains and Stanley Park, Fairmont Pacific Rim is
one of Vancouver’s most exclusive addresses. With your fourth night free, you’ll have more time to
enjoy the Willow Stream Spa, The Lobby Lounge and RawBar, ORU Restaurant, giovane café + eatery +
market, and a rooftop pool with private cabanas.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until July 31, 2015. Book by July 27, 2015. Virtuoso
amenities include a room upgrade, early check-in, and late checkout, if available; breakfast daily; and a CAD 100
(approx. $79) spa or dining credit.

SUNSHINE ON SALE
Your fifth night is on the house at Hyatt Regency Aruba Resort, Spa and Casino, spanning 12 acres of
beachside heaven with just about every watersport under the sun available for excitement-seeking
guests. Hoping to bliss out? Hit the ZoiA Spa for a red mud wrap or dine in a private tent on the beach,
complete with tiki torches and your own butler.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until December 23, 2015. Virtuoso amenities include a
room upgrade, early check-in, and late checkout, if available; breakfast daily; and a daily day pass to ZoiA Spa for two.

CARIBBEAN CALLING: FREE DINNER & SPA TREATMENTS

Set sail on Royal Caribbean International’s Anthem of the Seas® for 12 glorious, starry nights this fall
and receive a complimentary dinner for two and a free spa treatment when you book a Junior Suite or
above. Ports of call include such dreamy isles as Jamaica and Grand Cayman, as well as the beaches of
Costa Maya, Roatan, and Cozumel.
Virtuoso fares from $3,499 per person. Departs on November 30, 2015, from Cape Liberty, New Jersey.

YOUR VERY OWN EXQUISITE FIJIAN PARADISE
Dolphin Island Fiji’s stunning private 14-acre Pacific island—a short cruise off the coast of Viti Levu,
surrounded by crystal-clear turquoise waters—offers the ultimate luxury “castaway” experience to a
maximum of eight guests, on an exclusive-use basis. Perfect for families, friends, or couples who seek
total freedom, relaxation, and privacy in their very own tropical haven. For a minimum two-night stay,
enjoy complimentary massages for two on the beach, as well as a Fijian fusion cooking class with your
Dolphin Island host, Dawn.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates and dates.

MARVELOUS MED ON CELEBRITY REFLECTION®
When you sail with Celebrity Cruises through the waters of the Eastern Mediterranean aboard the
Celebrity Reflection®, you’ll receive an exclusive $150 shipboard credit when reserving an AquaClass or
Suite. Now the big choice: Where to use that generous bonus? You’ll love the highly rated Qsine
restaurant. Maybe you’d rather explore Istanbul or Mykonos while on a shore excursion. Or indulge in
Canyon Ranch’s exclusive SpaClub facial and body treatments or unique yoga and meditation classes.
Virtuoso fares from $2,999 per person for 11 nights. Celebrity Reflection® departs Rome on September 21, 2015.

$500 AIR CREDIT ON LIFE-CHANGING JOURNEYS WORLDWIDE
From Antarctica to Zimbabwe, Travcoa is a first-class purveyor of handcrafted vacations meant to
immerse you in cultural encounters around the globe. Expand your world this year and earn up to $500
in air credit per person when reserving an Escorted or Private Journey. Carefully researched and
sprinkled with style, these getaways make for the most meaningful and personal experiences in the
world’s most intriguing destinations.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until October 31, 2015.

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
DIVE INTO DALLAS!
With spa, pool, and city access, The Joule Dallas invites Virtuoso guests to soak up this tour de force
hotel and the vibrant appeal of a Texas metropolis. Here, in a revitalized 1920s neo-Gothic manse in
downtown Dallas, Virtuoso guests are treated to complimentary Audi house car transportation within
five miles, a discounted heat experience at the ESPA, discounted rates at VITAL fitness and yoga studio,
complimentary pool access, and more.
Explore the city until you’re weary—the original Neiman Marcus is next door and the acclaimed Dallas
Arts District is a short walk away—then return and unwind in your sleek guest room, a perfect blend of
Texas historical and urban contemporary design. Downstairs, comfort food awaits at Relish CBD
Provisions and the award-winning, cantilevered rooftop pool is a pinch-me-I’m-dreaming kind of
hangout any time of the day or night. An array of shopping opportunities are right on-site, including the
TASCHEN Library bookstore, Traffic LA fashion boutique, and TENOVERSIX’s eclectic offerings, from
home and apparel to books and music. The subterranean, 8,000-square-foot ESPA spa is not to be
missed.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until August 31, 2015. Virtuoso amenities include a room
upgrade, early check-in, and late checkout, if available; breakfast daily; and $100 hotel credit.

INDIA BY OBEROI, WITH SUITE UPGRADE
Stay with the experts in India, Oberoi Hotels & Resorts, for ten or more nights, and you’ll receive a
complimentary upgrade to a suite to make your stay that much more extravagant. Choose from awardwinning resorts in Agra, Calcutta, Udaipur, Ranthambhore, Jaipur, New Delhi, and more, always
receiving a Virtuoso VIP welcome.
In Agra, gaze upon the Taj Mahal, the world’s greatest monument to love, from your private room at The
Oberoi Amarvilas. In Udaipur, The Oberoi Udaivilas strikes a dramatic pose on the banks of Lake Pichola
and boasts a gorgeous spa with ayurvedic, Thai, and Western treatments. Experience the romance of the
Rajasthani countryside at The Oberoi Rajvilas, with its princely fort setting and magnificent villas with
private pools. Commune with tigers at The Oberoi Vanyavilas, set on the edge of the world-famous
Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, where you can take in the dramatic sunset from your four-poster bed or
freestanding bathtub—divine. And in a bustling urban center, The Oberoi New Delhi offers proximity to
the prestigious Delhi Golf Club and the UNESCO World Heritage site of Humayun’s Tomb.
Virtuoso rates from $290 per room, per night. Available until September 30, 2015. Virtuoso amenities vary by location,
and may include a room upgrade, if available; breakfast daily; and more.

BERKSHIRE BREAK, 4TH NIGHT FREE & CHEF’S TASTING
At the magnificent Wheatleigh, a grand “summer cottage” in the Berkshires designed to emulate a
Florentine palazzo, Virtuoso guests receive their fourth night gratis and a fabulous chef ’s tasting dinner.
Summer guests may take part in nearby Tanglewood concerts, while fall visitors drink in New England’s
famed autumn colors. Virtuoso guests also receive a room upgrade, if available; breakfast daily; a $100
dining credit; and more.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available throughout 2015.

RAJASTHANI CULINARY REVELATION
Bring a hefty appetite along to The Leela Palace, Udaipur for a gastronomic immersion in the region’s
culinary specialties. Learn healthy Indian recipes, watch the sun set over Lake Pichola from the guava
orchard, attend a grand tea ceremony at the Royal Heritage Haveli Spa, and take in local music and folk
dances in the evening—all surrounded by the rugged Aravalli Mountains and the enchanting city of
Udaipur.
Virtuoso rates from INR 60,000 (approx. $962) per person for three days. Available until September 30, 2015.

Souvenir

ICELAND
Sweet, salty, and always artistic – a varied haul
from the land of Vikings and volcanoes.
OMNOM chocolate, $11,
shops throughout Iceland
GAMMELDAGS salty licorice,
$5, Keflavik airport

TIP: Save time for
shopping Keﬂavik airport’s
great selection of Icelandic
housewares, music,
candy, and liquor.

BLUE LAGOON mineral
face exfoliator, $55,
bluelagoon.com

FOSS DISTILLERY Birkir and
Björk birch schnapps and liqueur,
$4, Keflavik airport
Icelandic horses,
descended from stock the
Vikings imported in the ninth
and tenth centuries.

Souvenir hunting in Iceland is a weird and wonderful mission. Stock up on silica mud masks, algae hand cream, and mineral exfoliators
at the geothermally heated Blue Lagoon. Pick up a bag of the love-it-or-hate-it national treat, salty licorice – or its strangely addictive
cousin, chocolate-covered salty licorice, both widely available at grocery stores and smaller markets. In addition to the aquavit-like
national firewater, Brennivín, try relative newcomers Birkir and Björk, flavored with essence of birch (and sold with a twig suspended
in each bottle). Boutiques all over Reykjavik carry local Omnom chocolate, wrapped in stylized illustrations of real and mythical local
fauna – and, yes, they make a sea-salt licorice bar. – Marika Cain, managing editor
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Helping you plan a lifetime
of extraordinary trips.
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Virtuoso

®

Getting you the most RETURN on LIFE .
®

Just as your financial advisor ensures your return on investment, your Virtuoso travel advisor ensures
your RETURN on LIFE . From weekend getaways to longer vacations, they collaborate with you on all of your
®

travel dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifetime, it’s about a lifetime of extraordinary trips.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, and are interested in learning more about
the advantages of being a Virtuoso traveler, please visit virtuoso.com.

virtuoso.com

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

Whether you know where you want to go, or are looking for inspiration, a
Virtuoso travel advisor will work with you to design extraordinary, customized experiences
that include upgrades, private access, and added touches and amenities.
Share your favorite travel memories for a chance to win cash prizes in the 2015 Virtuoso Traveler
Photo & Video Contest. Visit virtuoso.com/travelercontest. Deadline is June 14, 2015.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one who’s right
for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.

